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Mariners Church Expansion Project
Draft Mitigated Negative Declaration
Project: Mariners Church Expansion Project
Lead Agency: City of Half Moon Bay
Project Proponent: Mariners Community Church
Don Baker
Availability of Documents: The Initial Study for this Mitigated Negative Declaration is available
for review at:
Community Development Department
501 Main Street
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
Contact:

Douglas Garrison, Senior Planner
City of Half Moon Bay
Planning Division
Email: dgarrison@hmbcity.com
(650) 726-8270

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The City of Half Moon Bay has received an application from Mariners Community Church
(Mariners Church) to construct an addition and other minor improvements to the existing
Mariners Church, located at 100 Stone Pine Road, in the City of Half Moon Bay. Mariners
Community Church is proposing to construct a 6,570 square foot, two-story addition and other
minor changes to their 14,880 square foot church building and other associated site
improvements, at 100 Stone Pine Road. The addition would be located on developed areas,
including a portion of the asphalt parking lot, concrete walkways and ornamental landscaping
strips. Other site modifications include: removal of nine landscape trees, enclosing an exterior
staircase, reconfiguring walkways and parking, creation of a new stormwater bioretention area
and a new street frontage sign. A Parking Plan is proposed that includes offsite parking for
larger events. Additionally, a vegetation management program is proposed to meet ongoing
maintenance and Fire and Building Code requirements; the pending entitlements will clarify and
establish environmentally sound protocols for ongoing maintenance of previously entitled
landscaped areas, that have been partially overgrown by a mix of non-native and native
vegetation associated with the Pilarcitos Creek riparian area. Limited trimming of riparian habitat
vegetation, including a mix of non-native and native vegetation, could occur within the property
boundary, up to 30 feet from the building to meet Building and Fire Code requirements for
emergency egress and fire fuel reduction. However, the trimming may be less than 30 feet, due
to the narrow setback from the property boundary and to avoid adverse impacts to native plant
habitat.
PROPOSED FINDINGS
The City of Half Moon Bay has reviewed the attached Initial Study and determined that the Initial
Study identifies potentially significant project effects, but:
1. Revisions to the project plans incorporated herein as mitigation would avoid or mitigate
the effects to a point where no significant effects would occur; and
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2. There is no substantial evidence, in light of the whole record before the agency, that the
project may have a significant effect on the environment. Pursuant to California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Sections 15064(f)(3) and 15070(b), a
Mitigated Negative Declaration has been prepared for consideration as the appropriate
CEQA document for the project.
BASIS OF FINDINGS
Based on the environmental evaluation presented in the attached Initial Study, the project would
not cause significant adverse effects related to aesthetics, agricultural and forestry resources,
geology/soils, greenhouse gas emissions, hazards/hazardous materials, hydrology/water
quality, land use/planning, mineral resources, population/housing, public services, recreation
traffic and transportation and utilities/service systems. The project does not have impacts that
are individually limited, but cumulatively considerable.
The project would have potentially significant impacts to biological resources, cultural resources,
and tribal resources and mitigation measures have been incorporated into the project to reduce
these impacts to less than significant levels.
Mitigation Measures
The project could result in significant adverse effects to air quality, biological resources, cultural
resources, and tribal resources. However, the project has been revised to include the mitigation
measures listed below, which reduce these impacts to a less-than-significant level. With
implementation of these mitigation measures, the project would not substantially degrade the
quality of the environment, reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, or substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare or endangered
plant or animal. Nor would the project cause substantial adverse effects on humans, either
directly or indirectly.
Mitigation Measure AIR-1: To reduce potential fugitive dust that may be generated by
project construction activities, the Applicant shall implement the following BAAQMD
basic construction measures when they are appropriate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water all exposed surfaces (e.g., staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, and
unpaved access roads) during construction as necessary and adequately wet
demolition surfaces to limit visible dust emissions.
Cover all haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose materials off the
project site.
Use a wet power vacuum street sweeper as necessary to remove all visible mud
or dirt track-out onto adjacent public roads (dry power sweeping is prohibited)
during construction of the proposed project.
Vehicle speeds on unpaved roads/areas shall not exceed 15 miles per hour.
Complete all areas to be paved as soon as possible and lay building pads as
soon as possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders are used.
Minimize idling time of diesel powered construction equipment to five minutes
and post signs reminding workers of this idling restriction at access points and
equipment staging areas during construction of the proposed project.
Maintain and properly tune all construction equipment in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications and have a CARB-certified visible emissions
evaluator check equipment prior to use at the site.
Post a publicly visible sign with the name and telephone number of the
construction contractor and City-staff person to contact regarding dust
complaints. This person shall respond and take corrective action within 48 hours.
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The publicly visible sign shall also include the contact phone number for the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District to ensure compliance with applicable
regulations.
Mitigation Measure BIO-1: The following measures shall be implemented prior to and
during construction and other project activities to avoid harming special-status animal
species:
1. Wildlife Exclusion Fence. A wildlife exclusion/environmental fence with exit funnels at
ground level every 25 feet shall be erected around active construction areas to
prevent the movement of animals into active construction areas. The fence shall be a
minimum of 3 feet in height, buried in the soil at least 4 inches, and the base
backfilled to form a tight seal to discourage CRLF and SFGS from crawling under
and entering the project site. If the fence cannot be buried, the base shall be
weighed down and sealed with gravel bags. During construction, the fence shall be
checked every day by a qualified biologist for damage or breaks before construction
activities commence. Any damage to the fence shall be repaired in a timely manner.
2. Silt Fencing. Silt fencing shall be installed between the creek and the work areas to
minimize sedimentation into Pilarcitos Creek or a silt barrier can be added to the
wildlife exclusion fence to minimize the amount of fencing installed within the project
area. During construction, the fence shall be checked every day for damage or
breaks before construction activities commence. Any damage to the fence shall be
repaired in a timely manner.
3. Daily Fence Inspections. A qualified biologist shall inspect the area inside of the
fence for CRLF and SFGS every day before construction activities commence. If any
special-status species are found, construction activities will not be allowed to start
and the USFWS and CDFW shall be consulted on an appropriate course of action.
Such action could include leaving the animal alone to move away on its own or the
relocation of the animal to outside of the work area.
4. Designation of Work Area. Prior to initiation of project activities, a qualified biologist
shall clearly delineate riparian vegetation, including trees to be avoided and
protected from construction activities. No riparian vegetation shall be removed unless
specifically approved by the City in consultation with the qualified biologist.
5. Employee Education Plan. A qualified biologist shall conduct an employee education
program, consisting of a brief presentation to explain biological resources concerns
to contractors, their employees, and any other personnel involved in construction of
the project. The program shall include the following: a description of relevant specialstatus species, nesting birds, and bats along with their habitat needs as they pertain
to the project area; a report of the occurrence of these species in the project vicinity,
as applicable; an explanation of the status of these species and their protection
under the federal and state regulations; a list of measures being taken to reduce
potential impacts to natural resources during project construction and
implementation; instructions if a special-status species is found onsite, and a
summary of the consequences of violating state and federal law related to these
species. A fact sheet conveying this information shall be prepared for distribution to
the above-mentioned people and anyone else who may enter the project area. Upon
completion of training, employees shall sign a form stating that they attended the
training and agree to all the conservation and protection measures.
6. Pre-construction Survey for Special-Status Species. A qualified biologist shall
conduct a pre-construction survey within the project area for the presence of CRLF,
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SFGS, WPT, and San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat (within a 50-foot buffer from
the project area boundary, if possible). The survey will be conducted immediately
prior to the initial onset of project activities. If any of these, or other special-status,
species are found, work will not commence until the appropriate state and/or federal
resource agencies are contacted and avoidance and mitigation measures are in
place.
7. Construction Site Sanitation. Food items may attract wildlife onto the construction
site, which will expose them to construction-related hazards. The construction site
shall be maintained in a clean condition. All trash (e.g., food scraps, cans, bottles,
containers, wrappers, and other discarded items) will be placed in closed containers
and properly disposed of.
8. Species Discovery. If an animal is found at the work site and is believed to be a
protected species, work shall be halted and the project biologist shall be contacted
for guidance. Care must be taken not to harm or harass the species. No wildlife
species shall be handled and/or removed from the project area by anyone except
qualified biologists.
9. Wildlife Entrapment. The contractor shall avoid the use of monofilament netting,
including its use in temporary and permanent erosion control materials. All holes
greater than one-foot deep must be sealed overnight to prevent the entrapment of
wildlife. Where holes or trenches cannot be sealed, escape ramps that are no
greater than 30% slope shall be positioned such that entrapped wildlife will be able to
escape. The escape ramps should be at least one-foot wide and covered/fitted with a
material that provides traction.
10. Daily Species Inspections for Open Trenches or Holes. A qualified biologist shall
inspect open trenches or holes for CRLF, SFGS, and other special-status species
every day before construction activities commence when open trenches or holes are
present on the construction site. If any special-status species are found, construction
activities will not be allowed to start and the USFWS and CDFW will be consulted on
an appropriate course of action.
Mitigation Measure BIO-2: When construction and construction-related activities
(including but not limited to mobilization and staging, clearing, grubbing, tree removal,
vegetation removal, fence installation, demolition, and grading) occur within the avian
nesting season (from February 1 to August 31 for passerines and January 1 to
September 15 for raptors), all suitable habitats located within the project’s area of
disturbance including staging and storage areas plus a 250-foot (passerines) and 1,000foot (raptor nests) buffer around these areas shall be thoroughly surveyed, for the
presence of active nests by a qualified biologist no more than five days before
commencement of any site disturbance activities and equipment mobilization. If project
activities are delayed by more than five days, an additional nesting bird survey shall be
performed. Active nesting is present if a bird is building a nest, sitting in a nest, a nest
has eggs or chicks in it, or adults are observed carrying food to the nest. The results of
the surveys shall be documented.
If pre-construction nesting bird surveys result in the location of active nests, no site
disturbance and mobilization of heavy equipment (including but not limited to equipment
staging, fence installation, clearing, grubbing, vegetation removal, fence installation,
demolition, and grading), shall take place within 50 feet of non-raptor nests and 500 feet
of raptor nests, or as determined by a qualified biologist in consultation with the CDFW,
until the chicks have fledged. Monitoring will be required to ensure compliance with
MBTA and relevant California Fish and Game Code requirements. Monitoring dates and
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findings shall be documented.
Mitigation Measure BIO-3: At least five days before the start of construction-related
activities (including but not limited to mobilization and staging, clearing, grubbing, tree
removal, vegetation removal, fence installation, demolition, and grading), a survey for
tree cavities suitable for roosting bats shall be conducted within the project site, including
a 50-foot buffer, as feasible. If suitable tree cavities are found, an emergence survey of
the cavities shall be conducted by a qualified biologist for colony bat roosts before the
onset of construction-related activities. If an occupied maternity or colony roost is
detected, CDFW shall be consulted to determine appropriate measures, such as bat
exclusion methods, if the roost cannot be avoided. The results of the surveys shall be
documented and reported to the Half Moon Bay Community Development Department.
Construction activities shall not commence until authorized by the City.
Mitigation Measure BIO-4: The following measures shall be included on the project
plans to minimize impacts to the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
1. A biologist shall be consulted prior to any trimming of vegetation within the riparian
habitat of Pilarcitos Creek. Trimming of native vegetation shall be conducted by hand
only; no mechanized equipment or herbicides is permitted on native vegetation. The
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) shall be consulted to determine if
a Streambed Alteration Agreement is required for trimming activities.
2. Travel and parking of vehicles and equipment shall be limited to pavement, existing
roads, and previously disturbed areas. Ground disturbance and vegetation removal
shall not exceed the minimum amount necessary to complete work at the project
area.
3. Work areas that are temporarily impacted shall be restored with respect to preexisting contours and conditions upon completion of work. Restoration work including
re-vegetation and soil stabilization will be evaluated upon completion of work and
performed as needed.
4. Staging areas shall be located outside areas containing sensitive aquatic resources.
The project biologist shall review all proposed staging areas and access routes prior
to their use to ensure of sensitive habitats are avoided.
Mitigation Measure CULT-1: In the event archaeological resources are unearthed
during ground-disturbing activities, all ground-disturbing activities on the site shall be
halted so that the find can be evaluated. Ground moving activities shall not be allowed to
continue until a qualified archaeologist has examined the newly discovered artifact(s)
and has evaluated the area of the find.
All archaeological resources unearthed by project construction activities shall be
evaluated by a qualified professional archaeologist, who meets the U.S. Secretary of the
Interior’s Professional Qualifications and Standards. In anticipation of additional
discoveries during construction, Archaeological Sensitivity Training shall then be carried
out by a qualified archaeologist for all personnel who will engage in ground moving
activities on the site.
If a newly discovered resource is, or is suspected to be, Native American in origin, the
resource shall be considered as a significant Tribal Cultural Resource, pursuant to PRC
21074, until the County has determined otherwise with the consultation of a qualified
archaeologist
The City shall coordinate with the archaeologist to develop an appropriate treatment plan
for the resources. The plan may include implementation of archaeological data recovery
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excavations to address treatment of the resource along with subsequent laboratory
processing and analysis. If appropriate, the archaeologist may introduce archaeological
monitoring on all or part of the site. An archaeological report will be written detailing all
archaeological finds and submitted to the City and the Northwest Information Center.
Mitigation Measure CULT-2: In the event paleontological resources are unearthed
during ground-disturbing activities, all ground-disturbing activities shall be halted so that
the find can be evaluated. Construction activities shall not be allowed to continue on the
site until a qualified paleontologist has examined the newly discovered artifact(s) and
has evaluated the area of the find. All paleontological resources unearthed by project
construction activities shall be evaluated by a qualified professional paleontologist who
meets the qualifications set forth by the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology. In
anticipation of additional discoveries during construction, Paleontological Sensitivity
Training will be carried out by a qualified archaeologist for all personnel who will engage
in ground moving activities on the site. The City shall coordinate with the paleontologist
to develop an appropriate treatment plan for the resources. The plan may include
implementation of paleontological data recovery excavations to address treatment of the
resource along with subsequent laboratory processing and analysis. If appropriate, the
paleontologist may introduce paleontological monitoring on all or part of the site. A
paleontological report will be written detailing all paleontological finds and submitted to
the City and University of California Museum of Paleontology at Berkley (UCMP).
Mitigation Measure CULT-3: If human remains are unearthed during construction of the
proposed project, the City shall comply with State Health and Safety Code Section
7050.5. The City shall immediately notify the County Coroner and no further disturbance
shall occur until the County Coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin and
disposition pursuant to PRC Section 5097.98. If the remains are determined to be of
Native American descent, the coroner has 24 hours to notify the Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC). The NAHC shall then identify the person(s) thought to be
the Most Likely Descendent (MLD).
After the MLD has inspected the remains and the site, they have 48 hours to
recommend to the landowner the treatment and/or disposal, with appropriate dignity, the
human remains and any associated funerary objects. Upon the reburial of the human
remains, the MLD shall file a record of the reburial with the NAHC and the project
archaeologist shall file a record of the reburial with the NWIC. If the NAHC is unable to
identify a MLD, or the MLD identified fails to make a recommendation, or the landowner
rejects the recommendation of the MLD and the mediation provided for in Subdivision (k)
of Section 5097.94, if invoked, fails to provide measures acceptable to the landowner,
the landowner or his or her authorized representative shall inter the human remains and
items associated with Native American human remains with appropriate dignity on the
property in a location not subject to further and future subsurface disturbance.
Standard Project Conditions / Conditions of Approval
Aesthetics

The project will be required to replace mature trees that are designated
for removal. All exterior lighting must be fully shielded and downward
directed. The proposed addition shall be consistent with the scale of
the existing building and materials, colors and design details match the
existing building.

Geology/Soils

The project is subject to the California Building Code (CBC) and must
be designed and constructed according the current CBC requirements.
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Standard Project Conditions / Conditions of Approval
The City will review the project’s final design plans for conformance to
the CBC requirements.
Hazards and
Hazardous
Materials

Any materials deemed hazardous by the San Mateo County
Department of Health that are uncovered or discovered during the
course of work under this permit shall be disposed in accordance with
regulations of the San Mateo County Health Department. See also
Erosion and Pollution Control Plan, below.

Hydrology/Water
Quality

Stormwater Management – the project includes site design and post
construction stormwater management (bioswale, bio retention) to
comply with regulatory requirements of the San Mateo Countywide
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (see Figure 5).
Erosion and Pollution Control Plan – The City requires the preparation
of an Erosion Control Plan which shall be prepared to include Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to prevent stormwater pollution during
construction (see Figure 9).
The project also includes the following BMPs to comply with the
Municipal Regional Permit (MRP) and the San Mateo Countywide
Water Pollution Prevention Program:
•

Temporary erosion control to stabilize all denuded areas until
permanent erosion controls are established.

•

Perform clearing and earthmoving activities only during dry weather.

•

Protect all storm drain inlets in the vicinity of site using sediment
controls such as berms, fiber rolls, or filters.

•

Trap sediment on-site using BMPs such as sediment basins or
traps, earthen dikes or berms, silt fences, check dams, soil blankets
or mats, covers for stockpiles, etc.

•

Divert on-site runoff around exposed areas, divert off-site runoff
around the site (e.g. swales and dikes).

•

Protect adjacent properties and undisturbed areas from construction
impacts using vegetative buffer strips, sediment barriers or filters,
dikes, mulching or other measures as appropriate.

•

Limit construction access routes and stabilize designated access
points.

•

No cleaning or fueling or maintaining vehicles on-site except in a
designated area where wash water is contained and treated.

•

Store, handle, and dispose of construction materials/wastes
properly to prevent contact with stormwater.

•

Contractor shall train and provide instruction to all
employees/subcontractors on implementation and maintenance of
construction BMPs.

•

Control and prevent the discharge of all potential pollutants,
including pavement cutting wastes, paints, concrete, petroleum
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Standard Project Conditions / Conditions of Approval
products, chemicals, washwater or sediments, rinse water from
architectural copper, and non-stormwater discharges to storm
drains and watercourses.
Noise

Construction and Hours Limitations – Per the City’s Municipal Code
and General Plan (Policy 3.a) construction activities shall be limited to
the hours of 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM to
6:00 PM on Saturdays and 10:00 Am to 6:00 PM on Sundays.
In addition, the project would:
Ensure all equipment engines are covered and that mufflers are in
good working condition
Orient construction equipment so that engines and exhaust pipes are
faced away from residences or offices when possible
Prohibit the use of radios or other amplified sound devices such that
the sound from these devices is not audible beyond the project’s
property line.

Utilities and
Services

State law requires that the City divert a minimum 50 percent of its
waste from landfills. To help meet this goal, demolition and construction
permit applicants are subject to Chapter 14.50 of the Half Moon Bay
Municipal Code and / or CALGreen’s construction and demolition
debris recycling requirements to submit a Waste Management Plan
(WMP) for review and approval prior to permit issuance. The WMP
describes how the applicant will reuse and / or recycle materials
generated during demolition and / or construction of the project and
includes material types, estimated quantities, and facilities to which the
materials will be hauled.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS USED IN THIS EIR
Acronym, Abbreviation, or
Symbol

Full Phrase or Description

AB

Assembly Bill

ABAG

Association of Bay Area Governments

ADA

Americans with Disabilities Act

ADWF

Average Dry Weather Flow

APN

Assessor’s Parcel Number

ASCE

American Society of Civil Engineers

BAAQMD

Bay Area Air Quality Management District

BAU

“business as usual”

BMP(s)

Best Management Practices

BRA

Biological Resource Assessment

C/CAG

City/County Association of Governments

CAAQS

California Ambient Air Quality Standards

CalEPA

California Environmental Protection Agency

CARB

California Air Resources Board

CBC

California Building Code

CCR

California Code of Regulations

CCWD

Coastside County Water District

CDC

California Department of Conservation

CDFG

California Department of Fish and Game
(now CDFW)

CDFW

California Department of Fish and Wildlife
(formerly CDFG)

CEMA

California Emergency Management Agency

CEQA

California Environmental Quality Act

CESA

California Endangered Species Act

CFC

California Fire Code

CFP

California Fully Protected Species

CFPD

Coastside Fire Protection District

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

CH4

Methane

CMP

Congestion Management Program

CNDDB

California Natural Diversity Database

CNEL

Community Noise Equivalent Level

CNPS

California Native Plant Society

CO

Carbon Monoxide

CO2

Carbon Dioxide
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LIST OF ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS USED IN THIS EIR
Acronym, Abbreviation, or
Symbol

Full Phrase or Description

CO2e

Carbon Dioxide Equivalent

COA

Conditions of Approval

CRHR

California Register of Historical Resources

CRLF

California Red-legged Frog

CSSC

California Species of Special Concern

CUSD

Cabrillo Unified School District

CWA

Clean Water Act

dB

Decibel

dBA

Decibels, A-Weighted

DPM

Diesel Particulate Matter

DPS

District Population Segment

DTSC

Department of Toxic Substances Control

EIR

Environmental Impact Report

FED

Functional Equivalent Document

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

FESA

Federal Endangered Species Act

FHWA

Federal Highway Works Administration

FIRM

Flood Insurance Rate Map

FTA

Federal Transit Administration

GHG

Greenhouse Gas(es)

GWP

Global Warming Potential

H2S

Hydrogen Sulfide

HAP

Hazardous Air Pollutants

HCM

Highway Capacity Manual

HCP

Habitat Conservation Plan

HFCs

Hydrofluorocarbons

HVAC

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning

Hz

Hertz

I

Interstate

IOOF

Independent Order of Odd Fellows

IS

Initial Study

LCFS

Low Carbon Fuel Standard

LCP

Local Coastal Program

Ldn

Day/night average sound level

Leq

Average / Equivalent Noise Level

LID

Low Impact Development
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LIST OF ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS USED IN THIS EIR
Acronym, Abbreviation, or
Symbol

Full Phrase or Description

Lmax

Maximum Noise Level

LOS

Level of Service

LSAA

Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement

MBTA

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

MCSP

Master Conceptual Site Plan

MGD

Million Gallons per Day

MLD

Most Likely Descendant

MMTCO2e

Million Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide Equivalents

MTCO2e

Metric Tons of Carbon Dioxide Equivalents

NAAQS

National Ambient Air Quality Standards

NAGPRA

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation
Act

NAHC

Native American Heritage Commission

NCCP

Natural Community Conservation Plan

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NO2

Nitrogen Dioxide

NPDES

National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

NPPA

Native Plant Protection Act

NPS

National Park Service

NRCS

National Resource Conservation Service

NRHP

National Register of Historic Places

NWI

National Wetland Inventor y

NWIC

Northwest Information Center

N2O

Nitrous Oxide

OHP

Office of Historic Preservation

O3

Ozone

Pb

Lead

PFCs

Perfluorocarbons

PG&E

Pacific Gas and Electric Company

PM

Particulate Matter

PPM

Parts per Million

PPV

Peak Particle Velocity

PRC

Public Resources Code

PUD

Planned Unit Development

RCRA

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

RPS

Renewables Portfolio Standards
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LIST OF ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND SYMBOLS USED IN THIS EIR
Acronym, Abbreviation, or
Symbol

Full Phrase or Description

RWQCB

Regional Water Quality Control Board

SAM

Sewer Authority Mid-Coastside

SB

Senate Bill

SDC

Seismic Design Category

SF6

Sulfur Hexaflouride

SFBAAB

San Francisco Bay Area Basin

SFGS

San Francisco Garter Snake

SFPUC

Pilarcitos Lake and Upper Crystal Springs Reservoir

SFRWQCB

San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control Board

SO2

Sulfur Dioxide

SOx

Sulfates

SR

State Route

SWRCB

State Water Resources Control Board

TAC

Toxic Air Contaminants

TCR

Tribal Cultural Resource

TMDL

Total Maximum Daily Load

UCMP

California Museum of Paleontology at Berkeley

USACE

United States Army Corps of Engineers

USDA

United States Department of Agriculture

U.S. EPA

United States Environmental Protection Agency

USFWS

United States Fish and Wildlife Service

WDR

Waste Discharge Requirements

WGCEP

Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities

WMP

Waste Management Plan

WPT

Western Pond Turtle

ZEV

Zero Emissions Vehicle

§
µg/m

Section
3

Micrograms per Cubic Meter

°F

Degrees Fahrenheit

%

Percent
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1

INTRODUCTION AND REGULATORY GUIDANCE

The City of Half Moon Bay has received an application from Mariners Community Church for a
two-story building addition at 100 Stone Pine Road. The proposed project site is in downtown
Half Moon Bay and adjacent to Pilarcitos Creek. The project site currently contains a two-story
building, that is approximately 14,880 square feet in size. The site was initially developed in
1990-91. The building use was changed from office to church in 2013. The project is within an
existing mixed-use development. Two additional office buildings were constructed on the
adjacent lot in 2006.
The proposed project involves the construction of a roughly 6,570 square foot, two-story
addition to the existing church including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A small expansion of the sanctuary on the northwest side of the building;
New coffee and entry areas at the front (northeast side) of the building;
A new ADA accessible restroom;
Expanded children’s activity areas;
Additional storage;
New office and meeting spaces (second floor);
Gurney accessible elevator;
Enclosure and expansion of the stairs on the west side of the building;
New rear walkway, required for emergency egress and ADA compliance;
New roof-top air conditioning unit;
Reconfiguration of parking and landscaping adjacent to the addition; and
New stormwater treatment measures.

Other project features include removal of nine non-native landscaping trees, installation of
replacement landscaping trees, a new street frontage sign, and a special event parking plan. A
vegetation management program is proposed to meet ongoing maintenance and Fire and
Building Code requirements; the pending entitlements will clarify and establish environmentally
sound protocols for ongoing maintenance of previously entitled landscaped areas, that have
been partially overgrown by a mix of non-native and native vegetation associated with the
Pilarcitos Creek riparian area. Limited trimming of riparian habitat vegetation, including a mix of
non-native and native vegetation, could occur within the property boundary, up to 30 feet from
the building to meet Building and Fire Code requirements for emergency egress and fire fuel
reduction. However, trimming activities may be less than thirty feet from the building due to the
narrow setbacks from the property boundary and to avoid impacts to native plant habitat.
The City will take action on the Coastal Development Permit, Use Permit, and Architectural and
Site and Design Review, and environmental approvals. The California Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA; Public Resources Code § 21000 et seq.) and the CEQA Guidelines (14 CCR
§15000 et seq.) establish the City of Half Moon Bay as the lead agency for the project. The lead
agency is defined in CEQA Guidelines Section 15367 as “the public agency which has the
principal responsibility for carrying out or approving a project.” The lead agency is responsible
for preparing the appropriate environmental review document under CEQA. The City’s Planning
Commission serves as the decision-making body for the City and is responsible for adopting the
Initial Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration.
CEQA Guidelines Section 15070 states a public agency shall prepare a proposed Negative
Declaration or a Mitigated Negative Declaration when:
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1. The Initial Study shows that there is no substantial evidence, in light of the whole record
before the agency, that the project may have a significant effect on the environment, or
2. The Initial Study identifies potentially significant effects, but:
•

Revisions in the project plans made before a proposed Mitigated Negative
Declaration and Initial Study are released for public review would avoid the effects or
mitigate the effects to a point where no significant effects would occur, and

•

There is no substantial evidence, in light of the whole record before the agency, that
the project as revised may have a significant effect on the environment.

Pursuant to Section 15070, the City has determined a Mitigated Negative Declaration is the
appropriate environmental review document for the Mariners Church Expansion Project.
To ensure that the mitigation measures and project revisions identified in a Mitigated
Negative Declaration are implemented, CEQA Guidelines Section 15097 (a) requires
the City to adopt a program for monitoring or reporting on the revisions which it has
required in the project and the measures it has imposed to mitigate or avoid significant
environmental effects.
1.2

LEAD AGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION

The lead agency for the project is the City of Half Moon Bay. The contact person for the lead
agency is:
Douglas Garrison, Senior Planner
City of Half Moon Bay
Community Development Department
Email: dgarrison@hmbcity.gov
(650) 712-5836
1.3

DOCUMENT PURPOSE AND ORGANIZATION

The purpose of this document is to evaluate the potential environmental effects of the Mariners
Church Expansion Project. This document is organized as follows:
•

Chapter 1 – Introduction. This chapter introduces the project and describes the purpose
and organization of this document.

•

Chapter 2 – Project Description. This chapter describes the project location, area, site,
objectives, and characteristics.

•

Chapter 3 – Environmental Checklist and Responses. This chapter contains the
Environmental Checklist that identifies the significance of potential environmental
impacts (by environmental issue) and a brief discussion of each impact resulting from
implementation of the proposed project. This chapter also contains the Mandatory
Findings of Significance.

•

Chapter 4 – Report Preparation. This chapter provides a list of those involved in the
preparation of this document.

•

Appendices
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Chapter 2. Project Description
2.1

PROJECT BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE

The City of Half Moon Bay has received an application for a two-story addition to an existing
building at 100 Stone Pine Road. The proposed project site is in downtown Half Moon Bay and
adjacent to Pilarcitos Creek (see Figure 1). The project site currently contains a two-story
building (hereafter also referred to as a “church”) which is permitted for Religious Assembly use
(City PDP-050-13) and is approximately 14,880 square feet in size (see Figure 2 and Figure 3).
The proposed project involves the construction of a roughly 6,570 square foot, two-story
addition to the existing church building. The project is within the Andreotti Planned Use
Development Local Coastal Plan Land Use designation and zoned PUD (Planned Unit
Development). The project is considered “development” within the coastal zone and therefore
requires a Coastal Development Permit. The purpose of the project is to expand and improve
the existing church to serve church members.
2.2

PROJECT LOCATION AND SITE DESCRIPTION

The site is a part of the Stone Pine mixed-use development and consists of 1.32 acres with
frontage on Stone Pine Road (APN 056-391-030). The existing two-story building, was originally
constructed, in 1991, as an office building. In 2006, it was converted to a religious assembly
use. It is set at the southern end of the parcel behind a long narrow parking lot that is
connected to and shares access through the parking lot with the adjacent office buildings. The
building is surrounded by asphalt parking areas, concrete walkways and landscaping. To the
south, east, and west is a dense line of mature vegetation associated with Pilarcitos Creek. The
existing building and proposed addition are over 100 feet from the main Pilarcitos Creek
channel and generally 20 to 25 feet from the top of the slope that leads down to the creek.
When the Stone Pine Master Plan was approved in 1989 and when this building was originally
constructed, the riparian vegetation was limited to a relatively narrow corridor along Pilarcitos
Creek. In 1985, as a condition of subdivision approval, the Coastal Commission required that
the riparian area and an additional 50-foot wide buffer along the northern edge of the riparian
vegetation be placed in a permanent conservation/ open space easement. The northerly border
of this easement is the current property line of the subject property. When originally constructed,
the building footprint was over 60 feet away from the riparian vegetation at its closest point and
entirely outside of the easement (see Chapter 3 Biological Resources). Over the years, the
riparian vegetation has expanded beyond the conservation easement and into the project area
where it has overgrown previously planted ornamental landscaping. Consequently, the existing
building is now almost entirely within 50 feet of the current edge of riparian vegetation. This
vegetation wraps around the rear and sides of the building and parking lot. Currently, the
separation along the rear and western side of the building and riparian vegetation ranges from 6
to 20 feet. The parcel is bordered on the north across Stone Pine Road, by townhomes; on the
west by John L. Carter Memorial Park; on the east by the Post Office site, and on the south by
Pilarcitos Creek and residential uses beyond (Figure 2).
2.3

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

2.3.1

Two-Story Building Addition

The project would construct a two-story building addition to the north and east facing building
elevations (Figure 4). This portion of the addition would provide new coffee and entry areas at
the front (northeast side) of the building, a new Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant
restroom, expanded children’s activity areas, additional storage, gurney accessible elevator,
and new office and meeting spaces (second floor).
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Figure 3. Photographs of the Project Site

Photo 1. North elevation – front of church.

Photo 2. Southeastern corner of existing building, with Pilarcitos Creek riparian vegetation.
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Photo 3. Looking west at southern elevation of existing building. Pilarcitos Creek/riparian
corridor is to the left.

Photo 4. Looking north at western elevation of existing building. Pilarcitos Creek/riparian
corridor is to the left.
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Photo 5. Looking west along the northern elevation (front entrance) of building.
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Source: George Meu Associates, 2018

Figure 4 Site Plan
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The improvements increase the existing building floor area from 14,880 square feet to 21,444
square feet; an increase of 6,564 square feet. The existing two-story building has a height of
34.5 feet. The new addition will be 28 feet in height and therefore shorter than the existing
building.
2.3.2

Additional Building Improvements

The supplemental heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) unit needed for the addition
will be incorporated with the existing screened rooftop HVAC units above the existing building
upper floor and other minor rooftop equipment within a screened area of the new addition’s roof.
The western building elevation improvements include enclosure and expansion of the existing
exterior stairs. The project also includes the removal and replacement of an existing
approximately 3-foot wide concrete walkway, located along a portion of the western side of the
building, with a five-foot wide walkway that will extend around the southern side of the building.
The new walkway would be constructed using permeable pavers over a drainrock base or
compacted gold fines (decomposed granite) and would be wide enough to serve as emergency
pedestrian egress and access.
A small exterior gathering plaza is also planned to the west of the new two-story addition, in
front of the existing building. The plaza would consist of permeable pavers over an
approximately 940 square foot storm bio-retention area (see Figure 5, and description under
Stormwater Runoff, below) and new concrete retaining and seat wall (see Figure 6). The
building addition requires reconfiguring of the parking and landscaping adjacent to the northeast
side of the addition.
2.3.3

Tree Removal and Proposed Landscaping Plan

The proposed project would result in the removal of nine existing non-native landscaping trees,
including six heritage trees and three non-heritage trees (see Figure 7). Heritage trees to be
removed on the site include one London Plane tree, four New Zealand Christmas trees, and one
unidentified dead tree. Trees measuring over twelve inches in diameter are identified as
heritage trees by the City’s Municipal Code. The code requires one for one (1:1) replacement of
heritage trees with 24-inch box sized trees. The proposed landscaping plan meets the code
requirement and includes the installation of eight 24-inch box sized trees including tall
evergreen screen trees (e.g. fern pine, Australian willow, London plane tree, cajeput tree),
accent trees (e.g. Japanese maple or mayten tree) and various shrubs (e.g. westringia
fruiticosa, Rosmarinus officinalis prostratus, limonium perezii, loropetalum chinense, hebe
patty’s purple, star jasmine). Additionally, the landscaping plan includes a tree protection plan to
prevent damaging trees not designated for removal during construction. One non-heritage tree
will be removed and not replaced (refer to Figure 6).
2.3.4

Stormwater Runoff

The proposed project results in 3,341 square feet of additional roof coverage. Most of the new
roof will be on area that is currently already non-permeable concrete or paved areas.
Furthermore, project plans include a stormwater infiltration/treatment basin with permeable
pavers that are engineered to accommodate the 10-year storm for a 2-hour duration (see Figure
5). The pervious pavers will be placed over a drain rock and perforated pipe system to allow
infiltration and retention of stormwater. The system includes over-flow drains directed to a new
catch basin which will connect to the existing storm drain system. No net increase in offsite
stormwater runoff will occur as part of the project.
2.3.5

Utilities

The site is an existing developed parcel with typical utility connections for water, sewer,
electricity, natural gas, and other services.
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The proposed project would connect to existing service connections on site. The property
currently has two 5/8-inch Coastside County Water District water service connections and one
6-inch Fire Detector service connections. Sanitary sewer service is provided to the project site
by the City of Half Moon Bay for transporting sewage flows and by Sewer Authority MidCoastside (SAM) for treating and disposing the sewage. Existing sewer connections are
available to serve the site. The proposed project will utilize all existing utility connections and no
increase in service connection size is anticipated.
2.3.6

Parking

The existing building, although part of a three-building office park, sits on a separate legal lot
that currently has 86 parking spaces. The other two buildings are on an adjacent lot that has its
own parking. The parking areas are contiguous and provide shared access to all three buildings.
The three buildings have an informal shared parking arrangement. However, they do not have a
recorded shared parking easement. The project addition would occupy a portion of the existing
parking lot. The project would reduce the number of parking spaces by 6 spaces resulting in a
total of 82 spaces provided on site. The applicant proposes to limit the project’s building
occupant capacity to 328. The parking lot is rarely used to capacity except during special
events, therefore the Applicant is proposing to implement a Parking Management Plan for
Special Events (attached as Appendix A). In general, the Parking Management Plan limits the
size and hours permitted for special events to ensure adjacent businesses are not affected by
church activities (i.e. prohibiting large events during weekdays from 9 AM to 5 PM and arranging
for alternate parking areas and shuttling if necessary to accommodate additional parking
needs). The Parking Management Plan will be subject to review and approval by the City and
shall be implemented as a Condition of Approval.
2.3.7

Earthwork and Grading

Minimal earthwork and grading is anticipated as the area is already flat and developed. The site
will be disturbed to accommodate the proposed improvements but is anticipated to be less than
1 acre. A portion of the parking lot in the area of the two-story addition would be reconfigured to
accommodate the proposed addition.
2.3.8

Construction

Grading activities are restricted by the City during the winter rainy season and are not allowed
when weather forecasts indicate that the grading activities will exacerbate stormwater runoff and
erosion potential.
Project construction is estimated to last approximately 12 months starting in the Spring of 2019.
Due to the project’s limited size, it is unlikely construction will be continuous during the 12
months. It is anticipated that some aspects of construction that do not require professional
contractors will utilize church volunteers. Use of construction equipment such as a
tractor/backhoe, forklift, delivery and 2-3 standard-sized construction trucks, power tools, air
compressors, flatbed delivery trucks, asphalt paving equipment, and a cement truck, are
anticipated.
2.3.9

Vegetation Management

Routine maintenance of the expanding natural vegetation is required to meet emergency access
/ egress and fire fuel reduction requirements. Earlier entitlements do not address this issue and
it is unclear what is permitted under these entitlements. The scope of permitted vegetation
management activities will be clarified through the current entitlement process.
In 1985, the Coastal Commission, as a Subdivision Map condition of approval, required a
permanent conservation easement to protect the riparian corridor along Pilarcitos Creek. The
easement extended 50 feet from the northerly edge of riparian vegetation in existence at the
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time. The northerly edge of the easement is also the southerly property boundary of the project.
Over the years, the riparian vegetation, consisting of a mix of native and non-native invasive
plants has expanded across the entire easement and onto the previously landscaped portion of
the property.
A vegetation management program is proposed to meet ongoing maintenance and Fire and
Building Code requirements; the pending entitlements will clarify and establish environmentally
sound protocols for ongoing maintenance of previously entitled landscaped areas, that have
been partially overgrown by a mix of non-native and native vegetation associated with the
Pilarcitos Creek riparian area. Limited trimming of riparian habitat vegetation, including a mix of
non-native and native vegetation, could occur within up to 30 feet from the building to the
property line to meet Building and Fire Code requirements for emergency egress and fire fuel
reduction.
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Source: George Meu Associates, 2018

Figure 5 Stormwater Control
Mariners Church Expansion Project

Source: Kikuchi + Kankel Design Group, 2018

Figure 6 Landscape Plan
Mariners Church Expansion Project

Source: Kikuchi + Kankel Design Group, 2017

Figure 7 Tree Removal Plan

Mariners Church Expansion Project

Source: George Meu Associates, 2018

Figure 8 Exterior Elevations
Mariners Church Expansion Project

Source: George Meu Associates, 2018

Figure 9 Erosion and Pollution Control
Mariners Church Expansion Project
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STANDARD PROJECT CONDITIONS / CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL

The City will require the following Standard Project Conditions (implemented as Conditions of
Approval (COA)) into the planning, design, construction, operation, and maintenance of the
proposed project to minimize the potential adverse effects of the project on the surrounding
community and the environment. These Standard Project Conditions are best management
practices (BMPs) that are generally applied to all projects permitted by the City and are
considered a part of the project and are not considered mitigation measures.
Table 2-1. Standard Project Conditions / Conditions of Approval
Aesthetics

The project will be required to replace mature trees that are designated
for removal. All exterior lighting must be fully shielded and downward
directed. The proposed addition shall be consistent with the scale of
the existing building and materials, colors and design details match the
existing building.

Geology/Soils

The project is subject to the California Building Code (CBC) and must
be designed and constructed according the current CBC requirements.
The City will review the project’s final design plans for conformance to
the CBC requirements.
Any materials deemed hazardous by the San Mateo County
Department of Health that are uncovered or discovered during the
course of work under this permit shall be disposed in accordance with
regulations of the San Mateo County Health Department. See also
Erosion and Pollution Control Plan, below.

Hazards and
Hazardous
Materials

Hydrology/Water
Quality

Stormwater Management – the project includes site design and post
construction stormwater management (bioswale, bio retention) to
comply with regulatory requirements of the San Mateo Countywide
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Program (see Figure 5).
Erosion and Pollution Control Plan – The City requires the preparation
of an Erosion Control Plan which shall be prepared to include Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to prevent stormwater pollution during
construction (see Figure 9).
The project also includes the following BMPs to comply with the
Municipal Regional Permit (MRP) and the San Mateo Countywide
Water Pollution Prevention Program:
•

Temporary erosion control to stabilize all denuded areas until
permanent erosion controls are established.

•

Perform clearing and earthmoving activities only during dry weather.

•

Protect all storm drain inlets in the vicinity of site using sediment
controls such as berms, fiber rolls, or filters.

•

Trap sediment on-site using BMPs such as sediment basins or
traps, earthen dikes or berms, silt fences, check dams, soil blankets
or mats, covers for stockpiles, etc.

•

Divert on-site runoff around exposed areas, divert off-site runoff
around the site (e.g. swales and dikes).
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Table 2-1. Standard Project Conditions / Conditions of Approval
•

Protect adjacent properties and undisturbed areas from construction
impacts using vegetative buffer strips, sediment barriers or filters,
dikes, mulching or other measures as appropriate.

•

Limit construction access routes and stabilize designated access
points.

•

No cleaning or fueling or maintaining vehicles on-site except in a
designated area where wash water is contained and treated.

•

Store, handle, and dispose of construction materials/wastes
properly to prevent contact with stormwater.

•

Contractor shall train and provide instruction to all
employees/subcontractors on implementation and maintenance of
construction BMPs.

•

Control and prevent the discharge of all potential pollutants,
including pavement cutting wastes, paints, concrete, petroleum
products, chemicals, washwater or sediments, rinse water from
architectural copper, and non-stormwater discharges to storm
drains and watercourses.

Noise

Construction and Hours Limitations – Per the City’s Municipal Code
and General Plan (Policy 3.a) construction activities shall be limited to
the hours of 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM, Monday through Friday, 8:00 AM to
6:00 PM on Saturdays and 10:00 Am to 6:00 PM on Sundays.
In addition, the project would:
Ensure all equipment engines are covered and that mufflers are in
good working condition
Orient construction equipment so that engines and exhaust pipes are
faced away from residences or offices when possible
Prohibit the use of radios or other amplified sound devices such that
the sound from these devices is not audible beyond the project’s
property line.

Utilities and
Services

State law requires that the City divert a minimum 50 percent of its
waste from landfills. To help meet this goal, demolition and construction
permit applicants are subject to Chapter 14.50 of the Half Moon Bay
Municipal Code and / or CALGreen’s construction and demolition
debris recycling requirements to submit a Waste Management Plan
(WMP) for review and approval prior to permit issuance. The WMP
describes how the applicant will reuse and / or recycle materials
generated during demolition and / or construction of the project and
includes material types, estimated quantities, and facilities to which the
materials will be hauled.

2.5

REQUIRED APPROVALS

The project would be subject to the following approvals or permits:
•

City of Half Moon Bay: Approval of Coastal Development Permit, Use Permit, Sign
Permit, Grading Permit, Building Permit, and Architectural Design Review.
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Chapter 3. Environmental Checklist and Responses
1.

Project Title:

Mariners Community Church Expansion Project

2.

Lead Agency Name and Address:

City of Half Moon Bay
501 Main Street
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019

3.

Contact Person and Phone Number:

4.

Project Location:

Douglas Garrison, Senior Planner
City of Half Moon Bay
Community Development Department
Email: dgarrison@hmbcity.gov
(650) 712-5836
100 Stone Pine Road
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019

5.

Assessor’s Parcel No.:

6.

Project Sponsor’s Name and Address: Don Baker, Mariners Community Church
225 South Cabrillo Highway, Suite 101C
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019

7.

General Plan Designation:

Andreotti Planned Unit Development

8.

Zoning:

PUD (Planned Unit Development

9.

Description of the Project: The City of Half Moon Bay has received an application from
the Mariners Community Church (applicant) for a Coastal Development Permit to renovate
an existing building (used and permitted for Religious Assembly use) on a 1.32-acre parcel
(APN 056-391-030) at 100 Stone Pine Road. Mariners Community Church is proposing to
construct a 6,570 square foot, two-story addition and other minor changes to their 14,880
square foot church building and other associated site improvements. The addition would
be located on developed areas, including a portion of the asphalt parking lot, concrete
walkways and ornamental landscaping strips. Other site modifications include: removal of
nine landscape trees, enclosing an exterior staircase, reconfiguring walkways and parking,
creation of a new stormwater bioretention area and a new street frontage sign. A Parking
Plan is proposed that includes offsite parking for larger events. Additionally, a vegetation
management program is proposed to meet ongoing maintenance and Fire and Building
Code requirements.

10.

Surrounding Land Uses and Setting: The project site is adjacent to office uses and the
Pilarcitos Creek and riparian corridor.

11.

Have California Native American tribes traditionally and culturally affiliated with the
project area requested consultation pursuant to Public Resources Code section
21080.3.1? If so, has consultation begun? The City received a consultation request
from the Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians (Thermal, California, May 11, 2016) who
do not appear to have any geographic or cultural affiliation with the project area. The City
has previously made an attempt to contact the Torres Martinez Desert Cahuilla Indians,
but the City did not receive a response. The City believes the request may have been sent
in error because the Tribe is geographically located far from Half Moon Bay. The City sent
a request for the Tribe to respond if further consultation is necessary on September 24,
2018.

APN 056-391-030

12. Other Public Agencies Whose Approval is Required: California Coastal Commission –
Coastal Development Permit.
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ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS POTENTIALLY AFFECTED
The environmental factors checked below would be potentially affected by this Project, involving
at least one impact that is a “Potentially Significant Impact” or “Significant Unless Mitigated” as
indicated by the checklist on the following pages.

Aesthetics

Agriculture and Forestry
Resources

Air Quality

Biological Resources

Cultural Resources

Geology /Soils

Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

Hazards & Hazardous
Materials

Hydrology / Water
Quality

Land Use / Planning

Mineral Resources

Noise

Population / Housing

Public Services

Recreation

Transportation/Traffic

Tribal Cultural
Resources

Utilities / Service
Systems

Mandatory Findings of
Significance
DETERMINATION: (To be completed by the Lead Agency)
On the basis of this initial evaluation:
I find that the proposed project COULD NOT have a significant effect on the
environment, and a NEGATIVE DECLARATION would be prepared.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, there would not be a significant effect in this case because revisions in
the project have been made by or agreed to by the project proponent. A MITIGATED
NEGATIVE DECLARATION would be prepared.
I find that the proposed project MAY have a significant effect on the environment,
and an ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT is required.
I find that the proposed project MAY have potentially significant impacts or potentially
significant unless mitigated impact on the environment, but at least one effect 1) has
been adequately analyzed in an earlier document pursuant to applicable legal
standards, and 2) has been addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier
analysis as described on attached sheets. An ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT
is required, but it must analyze only the effects that remain to be addressed.
I find that although the proposed project could have a significant effect on the
environment, because all potentially significant effects (a) have been analyzed
adequately in an earlier EIR or NEGATIVE DECLARATION pursuant to applicable
standards, and (b) have been avoided or mitigated pursuant to that earlier EIR or
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NEGATIVE DECLARATION, including revisions or mitigation measures that are
imposed upon the proposed project, nothing further is required.

";\, 1 �.c1=-

Signature

?fu/1&'
Date

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS:
1)

A brief explanation is required for all answers except “No Impact” answers that are
adequately supported by the information sources a lead agency cites in the parentheses
following each question. A “No Impact” answer is adequately supported if the referenced
information sources show that the impact simply does not apply to projects like the one
involved (e.g., the project falls outside a fault rupture zone). A “No Impact” answer
should be explained where it is based on project-specific factors as well as general
standards (e.g., the project would not expose sensitive receptors to pollutants, based on
a project-specific screening analysis).

2)

All answers must take account of the whole action involved, including off-site as well as
on-site, cumulative as well as project-level, indirect as well as direct, and construction as
well as operational impacts.

3)

Once the lead agency has determined that a particular physical impact may occur, then
the checklist answers must indicate whether the impact is potentially significant, less
than significant with mitigation, or less than significant. “Potentially Significant Impact” is
appropriate if there is substantial evidence that an effect may be significant. If there are
one or more “Potentially Significant Impact” entries when the determination is made, an
EIR is required.

4)

“Negative Declaration: Less Than Significant With Mitigation Incorporated” applies where
the incorporation of mitigation measures has reduced an effect from “Potentially
Significant Impact” to a “Less Than Significant Impact”. The lead agency must describe
the mitigation measures, and briefly explain how they reduce the effect to a less than
significant level (mitigation measures from Section XVII, Earlier Analyses, may be crossreferenced).

5)

Earlier analyses may be used where, pursuant to the tiring, program EIR, or other CEQA
process, an effect has been adequately analyzed in an earlier EIR or negative
declaration. Section 15063(c)(3)(D). In this case, a brief discussion should identify the
following:
a)

Earlier Analysis Used. Identify and state where they are available for
review.

b)

Impacts Adequately Addressed. Identify which effects from the above
checklist were within the scope of and adequately analyzed in an earlier
document pursuant to applicable legal standards, and state whether such
effects were addressed by mitigation measures based on the earlier
analysis.

c)

Mitigation Measures. For effects that are “Less than Significant with
Mitigation Measures Incorporated”, describe the mitigation measures
which were incorporated or refined from the earlier document and the
extent to which they address site-specific conditions for the project.
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6)

Lead agencies are encouraged to incorporate into the checklist references to information
sources for potential impacts (e.g., general plans, zoning ordinances). Reference to a
previously prepared or outside document should, where appropriate, include a reference
to the page or pages where the statement is substantiated.

7)

Supporting Information Sources: A source list should be attached, and other sources
used or individuals contacted should be cited in the discussion.

8)

This is only a suggested form, and lead agencies are free to use different formats;
however, lead agencies should normally address the questions from this checklist that
are relevant to a project's environmental effects in whatever format is selected.

9)

The explanation of each issue should identify:
a)

the significance criteria or threshold, if any, used to evaluate each
question; and

b)

the mitigation measure identified, if any, to reduce the impact to less than
significance.
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AESTHETICS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a
scenic vista?
b) Substantially damage scenic resources,
including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within
a state scenic highway?
c) Substantially degrade the existing visual
character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?
d) Create a new source of substantial light
or glare which would adversely affect day
or nighttime views in the area?

3.1.1

Environmental Setting

The project is within the Andreotti Planned Use Development as delineated in the Local Coastal
Land Use Plan and zoned PUD (Planned Unit Development). The site is a part of the Stone
Pine mixed-use development and consists of 1.32 acres with frontage on Stone Pine Road. The
existing two-story building is set at the southern end of the site behind a long narrow parking lot
that is connected to and shares access through the parking lot with the adjacent office buildings.
The Mariners Community Church is permitted to utilize this building as a place of worship for
Religious Assembly use; it does not have traditional exterior church architecture.
Vegetation on the project site consists of landscape trees within the parking lot and adjacent to
the building. A lush corridor of Central Coast Riparian Scrub, associated with Pilarcitos Creek is
located to the south, east and west. The property is surrounded by the riparian vegetation, other
office uses and associated parking. Public views of the existing project site are limited to those
as seen from Stone Pine Road, approximately 350 feet to the north.
Photographs of the project site are shown in Figure 3 in Chapter 2 Project Description.
3.1.2

Regulatory Setting

Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program (LCP)
Policies protecting visual resources in the City’s LCP (1993) include:
•
•
•

Policy 7-4: All utilities must be placed underground
Policy 7-5: All new development shall be subject to architectural design review and
approval by the City.
Policy 7-9: New development shall be sited to avoid or minimize destruction or alteration
of plant communities

Zoning Code
City of Half Moon Bay Zoning Code Chapter 18.37 details the Visual Resource Protection
Standards for four types of Visual Resource Areas. These include: Scenic Corridors along
Highway 1 and access routes to the coast; Upland Slopes, to the east; Planned Development
Areas, and Old Downtown. The site is located within a fully developed Planned Development
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Area. In this case, because the project consists primarily of an addition to an existing building,
compliance requires that the addition be of similar materials, scale and design as the existing
building.
Chapter 18.37.045 Significant Plant Communities, requires that significant plant communities
including riparian vegetation along stream banks, notable tree stands, and unique species be
preserved wherever possible.
Chapter 18.37.050 establishes Landscape design standards. The plans should be thoughtful of
specific site characteristics (spacing, density, soil type, growth rate, rainfall, etc., and avoid
safety hazards (blocking lights and avoiding placement near utility lines and away from major
structures and signs). It also establishes a minimum 15-gallon can size for replacement street
trees. In this case, nine live and one dead landscape trees, ranging from nine to seventeen
inches in diameter, will be removed. Heritage trees are defined as measuring over 12 inches in
diameter. The City requires 24-inch box size replacements for heritage trees.
Other applicable sections of the chapter include Chapter 18.37.060, which requires that utilities
be placed underground, and that exterior lighting shall be functional, subtle, and compatible with
the building’s architectural style, materials, and color.
Project plans include the placement of all utilities underground and does not destroy any
existing vegetation communities. Nine existing landscape trees would be removed by the
project; however, the project includes replacement plantings as shown in the Landscape Plan
(Figure 6). Landscape screening trees would be a minimum of 15-gallon can size and if
replacing a heritage tree, as classified by the City, will be a minimum of 24-inch box sized trees.
The project site is not identified within the LCP’s visual resources overlay map and is not
located within a mapped visual resource area. The project is undergoing architectural review by
the City as part of the standard City review. The project is consistent with City policies affecting
visual resources.
3.1.3

Discussion

Would the proposed project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista?
No Impact. Zoning Code Section 18.37.20, Scenic Corridors, establishes four
categories of scenic resource areas. These include: Upland Slopes, Planned Development
Areas and Old Downtown. The project site is located within a Planned Development Area. It is
not located in and will not affect the other listed scenic resource areas. The project is limited to
an addition to an existing building and minor site improvements. Views to and from the site are
limited due to the site’s flat topography and surrounding features including other office buildings,
paved parking areas, landscape trees, and dense riparian corridor vegetation. Nine existing
landscape trees (includes one dead tree) will be removed. The City Zoning Ordinance requires
replacement of heritage trees on a one for one (1:1) basis and the proposed landscaping plan
meets this requirement. The Pilarcitos Riparian corridor is heavily vegetated in the vicinity of the
project site and blocks views to the site from the west and south as the creek generally wraps
around these sides of the building (see Figure 2 aerial view). The project would not have a
substantial adverse effect on a scenic vista.
b) Substantially damage scenic resources, including, but not limited to, trees, rock
outcroppings, and historic buildings within a state scenic highway?
No Impact. The project site is not within the viewshed of any state highways. The
closest scenic highway is Highway 1 which is designated as an Official State Scenic Highway
beginning at the southern City limits and continuing south which is approximately 2.5 miles
southwest of the site (Caltrans, 2011).
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c) Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its
surroundings?
No Impact. The project site is currently developed with a two-story, approximately
14,000 square foot structure that is 34.5 feet in height. The proposed project would add on to
the existing structure, with most of the improvements placed at the front of the building (entry
way) and have a maximum height of 28 feet. The proposed architectural styling of the proposed
improvements is planned to match the existing building. Nine live and one dead landscape trees
are proposed for removal; however, the landscaping plan includes replacement trees to offset
their loss. The project footprint is not located within a significant plant community, including the
riparian corridor associated with Pilarcitos Creek. The new street frontage sign will replace an
existing church sign. Therefore, no significant change or degradation of the existing visual
character or quality of the site is anticipated.
d) Create a new source of substantial light or glare which would adversely affect day
or nighttime views in the area?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is currently developed and no new
significant night lighting is proposed. The proposed project includes normal exterior safety
lighting such as exterior building and parking lot lights with cut-off designs that orient light
towards the ground. Therefore, the project would not create a new source of substantial light or
glare which would adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.
3.1.4

References

California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), 2011. Officially Designated Scenic
Highways. Accessed June 11, 2018.
http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/LandArch/16_livability/scenic_highways/index.htm. Updated
September 7, 2011
Half Moon Bay, 1993. Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program, Chapter 7 Visual Resources and
Visual Resources Overlay Map.
Mariner’s Church Proposed Building Addition, Application PDP-16-071; 100 Stone Pine Road
APN 056-391-030. Application Drawing Attachments. April 15, 2018.
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AGRICULTURAL AND FORESTRY RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project*:
a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide
Importance (Farmland), as shown on the
maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland
Mapping and Monitoring Program of the
California Resources Agency, to nonagricultural use?
b) Conflict with existing zoning for
agricultural use, or a Williamson Act
contract?
c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause
rezoning of, forest land (as defined in Public
Resources Code section 12220(g)),
timberland (as defined by Public Resources
Code section 4526), or timberland zoned
Timberland Production (as defined by
Government Code section 51104(g)).
d) Result in the loss of forest land or
conversion of forest land to non-forest use?
e) Involve other changes in the existing
environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of
Farmland, to non-agricultural use or
conversion of forest land to non-forest use?
*In determining whether impacts to agricultural resources are significant environmental effects, lead
agencies may refer to the California Agricultural Land Evaluation and Site Assessment Model (1997)
prepared by the California Dept. of Conservation as an optional model to use in assessing impacts on
agriculture and farmland. In determining whether impacts to forest resources, including timberland, are
significant environmental effects, lead agencies may refer to information compiled by the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection regarding the state’s inventory of forest land, including the
Forest and Range Assessment Project and the Forest Legacy Assessment project; and forest carbon
measurement methodology provided in Forest Protocols adopted by the California Air Resources Board.

3.2.1

Environmental Setting

The project site is located in the City of Half Moon Bay on a site that is already developed with
adjacent office uses. The California Department of Conservation’s Farmland Mapping and
Monitoring Program, identifies the property as Urban and Built-up Land. The project site is not
under a Williamson Act Contract (SMC 2014).
3.2.2

Discussion

Would the proposed project:
a) Convert Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance
(Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to the Farmland Mapping
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and Monitoring Program of the California Resources Agency, to non-agricultural
use?
b) Conflict with existing zoning for agricultural use, or a Williamson Act contract?
c) Conflict with existing zoning for, or cause rezoning of, forest land (as defined in
Public Resources Code section 12220(g)), timberland (as defined by Public
Resources Code section 4526), or timberland zoned Timberland Production (as
defined by Government Code section 51104(g))?
d) Result in the loss of forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use?
e) Involve other changes in the existing environment which, due to their location or
nature, could result in conversion of Farmland, to non-agricultural use or
conversion of forest land to non-forest use?
No Impact (Responses a – e). There are no forest lands or agricultural lands on or near
the proposed project site, which is surrounded by urban or recreation land uses. The project
would not convert or cause the conversion of any farmland or forest land to a nonagricultural/non-forest use. The proposed project would not impact Prime Farmland, Unique
Farmland, Farmland of Statewide Importance, forest land or land under a Williamson Act
contract. Thus, the project would not result in impacts to any agricultural or forestry resources.
3.2.3

References

California Department of Conservation (CDC). 2014. California Important Farmland Finder.
Accessed June 14, 2018. http://maps.conservation.ca.gov/ciff/
San Mateo County (SMC). 2014. Open San Mateo County: Williamson Act Parcels. Accessed
June 14, 2018. https://data.smcgov.org/Housing-Development/Williamson-ActParcels/sq6e-7j5j/data
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AIR QUALITY
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of
the applicable air quality plan?
b) Violate any air quality standard or
contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net
increase of any criteria pollutant for which the
project region is non-attainment under an
applicable federal or state ambient air quality
standard (including releasing emissions which
exceed quantitative thresholds for ozone
precursors)?
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations?
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a
substantial number of people?

3.3.1

Environmental Setting

Air quality is a function of pollutant emissions and topographic and meteorological influences.
Physical atmospheric conditions such as air temperature, wind speed, and topography influence
air quality.
San Francisco Bay Area Air Basin
Air quality is a function of pollutant emissions, and topographic and meteorological influences.
The physical features and atmospheric conditions of a landscape interact to affect the
movement and dispersion of pollutants and determine its air quality.
Federal, state, and local governments control air quality through the implementation of laws,
ordinances, regulations, and standards. The federal and state governments have established
ambient air quality standards for “criteria” pollutants considered harmful to the environment and
public health. National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) have been established for
carbon monoxide (CO), lead (Pb), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone (O3), fine particulate matter
(particles 2.5 microns in diameter and smaller, or PM2.5), inhalable coarse particulate matter
(particles 10 microns in diameter and smaller, or PM10), and sulfur dioxide (SO2). California
Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) are more stringent than the national standards for the
pollutants listed above and include the following additional pollutants: hydrogen sulfide (H2S),
sulfates (SOX), and vinyl chloride. In addition to these criteria pollutants, the federal and state
governments have classified certain pollutants as hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) or toxic air
contaminants (TACs), such as asbestos and diesel particulate matter (DPM).
The proposed project, for regulatory purposes, is included in the San Francisco Bay Area Air
Basin (SFBAAB), an area of non-attainment for national and state ozone, state particulate
matter (PM10), and national and state fine particulate matter (PM2.5) air quality standards
(BAAQMD 2017a). The Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD) has jurisdiction
over air quality in the SFBAAB.
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Sensitive Receptors
A sensitive receptor is generally defined as a location where human populations, especially
children, seniors, and sick persons, are located where there is reasonable expectation of
continuous human exposure to air pollutants. These typically include residences, hospitals, and
schools. Sensitive noise receptors in the project vicinity include the:
•
•
•
•
•
3.3.2

John L. Carter Memorial Park, approximately 100 feet west of the project site,
Single-family residential home at 923 Miramontes Street, approximately 290 feet
east of the project site,
Single-family residential home at 807 Mill Street, approximately 320 feet south of the
project site,
Single-family residential home at 737 Mill Street, approximately 340 feet southwest
of the project site, and
Townhomes at 15 Patrick Way, approximately 420 feet north of the project site.

Regulatory Setting

The United States Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) has established National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) for six common air pollutants: ozone (O3), particulate
matter (PM), which consists of “inhalable coarse” PM (particles with an aerodynamic diameter
between 2.5 and 10 microns in diameter, or PM10) and “fine” PM (particles with an aerodynamic
diameter smaller than 2.5 microns, or PM2.5), carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2),
SO2, and lead. The U.S. EPA refers to these six common pollutants as “criteria” pollutants
because the agency regulates the pollutants based on human health and/or environmentallybased criteria.
The California Air Resources Board (CARB) has established California Ambient Air Quality
Standards (CAAQS) for the six common air pollutants regulated by the federal Clean Air Act
(the CAAQS are more stringent than the NAAQS) plus the following additional air pollutants:
hydrogen sulfide (H2S), sulfates (SOX), vinyl chloride, and visibility reducing particles.
In addition to criteria air pollutants, the U.S. EPA and CARB have classified certain pollutants as
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) or toxic air contaminants (TACs), respectively. These pollutants
can cause severe health effects at very low concentrations, and many are suspected or
confirmed carcinogens. The U.S. EPA has identified 187 HAPs, including such substances as
benzene and formaldehyde; CARB also considers particulate emissions from diesel-fueled
engines, Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM), to be a toxic air contaminant. The exhaust from diesel
engines includes hundreds of different gaseous and particulate components, many of which are
toxic. Many of the toxic compounds adhere to the particles, and because diesel particles are
very small (less than 2.5 microns in diameter), they can penetrate deeply into the lungs. The
CARB has identified diesel PM as a human carcinogen. Mobile sources using diesel fuel,
including trucks, buses, automobiles, trains, ships and farm equipment, are the largest source of
diesel emissions in the Bay Area.
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
The BAAQMD is responsible for maintaining air quality and regulating emissions of criteria and
toxic air pollutants within the SFBAAB. The BAAQMD carries out this responsibility by
preparing, adopting, and implementing plans, regulations, and rules that are designed to
achieve attainment of state and national air quality standards. The BAAQMD currently has 14
regulations containing more than 100 rules that control and limit emissions from sources of
pollutants.
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On April 29, 2017, the BAAQMD adopted its Spare the Air - Cool the Climate 2017 Clean Air
Plan (2017 Clean Air Plan). The 2017 Clean Air Plan updates the most recent Bay Area multipollutant clean air plan, the 2010 Clean Air Plan, to fulfill state planning requirements. Over the
next 35 years, the Plan will focus on the three following goals:
•

Attain all state and national quality standards;

•

Eliminate disparities among Bay Area communities in cancer health risk from toxic air
contaminants; and

•

Reduce Bay Area GHG Emissions 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030, and 80
percent below 1990 levels by 2050.

The 2017 Clean Air Plan includes 85 distinct control measures to help the region reduce air
pollutants and has a long-term strategic vision which forecasts what a clean air Bay Area will
look like in the year 2050. The control measures aggressively target the largest source of GHG,
ozone pollutants, and particulate matter emissions – transportation. The 2017 Plan includes
more incentives for electric vehicle infrastructure, off-road electrification projects such as
Caltrain and shore power at ports, and reducing emissions from trucks, school buses, marine
vessels, locomotives and off-road equipment (BAAQMD 2017b).
3.3.3

Discussion

Would the proposed project:
a) Conflict with or obstruct implementation of the applicable air quality plan?
No Impact. The proposed project would not conflict with or obstruct implementation of the
BAAQMD 2017 Clean Air Plan. The BAAQMD 2017 Clean Air Plan contains 85 control
strategies grouped into nine categories: Stationary Source Measures, Transportation Control
Measures, Energy Control Measures, Buildings Control Measures, Agriculture Control
Measures, Natural and Working Lands Control Measures, Waste Management Control
Measures, Water Control Measures, and Super GHG Control Measures. The only applicable
control measure in the 2017 Clean Air Plan is measure EN2, which is geared toward decreasing
electricity demand. The proposed project consists of an approximate 6,570 square foot addition
to an existing building (used as a church), the addition would comply with the mandatory Title 24
building standards, which would ensure the development would be energy efficient.
The proposed project supports the primary goals of the 2017 Clean Air Plan in that it does not
exceed BAAQMD threshold for criteria air pollutant emissions (see Response b) below, it would
not promote or increase the disparities among Bay Area communities in cancer risk from TACs
(see response d) below, and it is consistent with AB 32 reduction goals (see Greenhouse Gas
discussion in Section 3.7). The project is consistent with the 2017 Clean Air Plan and, therefore,
would not result in a significant impact related to air quality.
b) Violate any air quality standard or contribute substantially to an existing or
projected air quality violation?
Less Than Significant with Mitigation. The proposed project would generate criteria air
pollutant emissions from fuel combustion in heavy-duty construction equipment, and indirect
emissions from energy consumption. The BAAQMD’s CEQA Air Quality Guidelines contain
screening criteria to provide lead agencies with a conservative indication of whether a proposed
project could result in potentially significant air quality impacts. Consistent with the BAAQMD’s
guidance, if a project meets all the screening criteria, then the project would result in a less than
significant air quality impact and a detailed air quality assessment is not required for the project.
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Table 3-1 compares the proposed project with the BAAQMD’s construction screening criteria for
a commercial land use.
Table 3-1. Project Consistency with BAAQMD Screening Criteria
Screening
Criterion(A)
1) Land Use
Type and
Size

Requirement

Project Consistency

Project is below the construction
(277,000 square feet) and
operational screening size (439,000
square feet)(B) for Place of Worship
use

The proposed project would
construct a building addition totaling
approximately 6,570 square feet.

2) Basic
Project design and implementation
Construction includes all BAAQMD Basic
Measures
Construction Mitigation Measures

The proposed project would
incorporate all BAAQMD Basic
Construction Mitigation Measures
into all project-related bid, contract,
engineering, and site plan
documents.

3) Demolition

Demolition activities are consistent
with BAAQMD Regulation 11, Rule
3: Asbestos Demolition,
Renovation, and Manufacturing

The project includes demolition
activities only in the area where the
building will be expanded.

4) Construction Construction does not include
Phases
simultaneous occurrence of more
than two construction phases (e.g.,
grading, paving, and building
construction would occur
simultaneously)

The proposed project does not
include simultaneous occurrence of
more than two construction phases.

5) Multiple
Land Uses

Construction does not include
simultaneous construction of more
than one land use type

The proposed project includes
construction of an addition to an
existing building which is used as a
place of worship. Construction
activities would not be done
simultaneously.

6) Site
Preparation

Construction does not require
extensive site preparation

The proposed project would not
include extensive site preparation
or extensive grading as the site is
already flat and largely developed.

7) Material
Transport

Construction does not require
extensive material transport and
considerable haul truck activity
(greater than 10,000 cubic yards).

The project would result in a minor
amount (i.e., substantially below)
10,000 cubic yards of total material
transport.

Source: BAAQMD, 2017c; modified by MIG, 2018
(A) BAAQMD Screening Criteria from Table 3-1 of BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (BAAQMD 2017c)
(B) Operational and construction screening level size from Table 3-1 of BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines (BAAQMD 2017c)
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As noted in Table 3-1, for all projects, the BAAQMD recommends implementation of eight
“Basic Construction Mitigation Measures” to reduce construction fugitive dust emissions levels;
these basic measures are also used to meet the BAAQMD’s best management practices
(BMPs) threshold of significance for construction fugitive dust emissions (i.e., the
implementation of all basic construction measures renders fugitive dust impacts a less than
significant impact). The City would implement these BMPs through Mitigation Measure AIR-1.
Impact AIR-1: The Mariners Church Expansion Project has the potential to emit fugitive
dust during construction activities.
Mitigation Measure AIR-1: To reduce potential fugitive dust that may be generated by
project construction activities, the Applicant shall implement the following BAAQMD
basic construction measures when they are appropriate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water all exposed surfaces (e.g., staging areas, soil piles, graded areas, and
unpaved access roads) during construction as necessary and adequately wet
demolition surfaces to limit visible dust emissions.
Cover all haul trucks transporting soil, sand, or other loose materials off the
project site.
Use a wet power vacuum street sweeper as necessary to remove all visible mud
or dirt track-out onto adjacent public roads (dry power sweeping is prohibited)
during construction of the proposed project.
Vehicle speeds on unpaved roads/areas shall not exceed 15 miles per hour.
Complete all areas to be paved as soon as possible and lay building pads as
soon as possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders are used.
Minimize idling time of diesel powered construction equipment to five minutes
and post signs reminding workers of this idling restriction at access points and
equipment staging areas during construction of the proposed project.
Maintain and properly tune all construction equipment in accordance with
manufacturer’s specifications and have a CARB-certified visible emissions
evaluator check equipment prior to use at the site.
Post a publicly visible sign with the name and telephone number of the
construction contractor and City-staff person to contact regarding dust
complaints. This person shall respond and take corrective action within 48 hours.
The publicly visible sign shall also include the contact phone number for the Bay
Area Air Quality Management District to ensure compliance with applicable
regulations.

Effectiveness:

These measures would minimize and/or avoid local impacts from
fugitive dust.

Implementation: The Applicant shall include these measures on all appropriate bid,
contract, and engineering and site plan (e.g., building, grading, and
improvement plans) documents. The Applicant shall monitor
compliance and maintain a log of fugitive dust control activities. This
documentation shall be made available to the City and BAAQMD
upon request.
Timing:

During construction activities.

Monitoring:

The City shall review all appropriate bid, contract, and engineering
and site plan documents for inclusion of dust control measures.

As shown in Table 3-1 the proposed project is consistent with all screening criteria after
implementation of Mitigation Measure AIR-1 and, therefore, would not result in the emission of
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construction nor operational criteria air pollutants that would exceed BAAQMD CEQA thresholds
of significance. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant with mitigation
incorporated.
c) Result in a cumulatively considerable net increase of any criteria pollutant for
which the project region is non-attainment under an applicable federal or state
ambient air quality standard (including releasing emissions which exceed
quantitative thresholds for ozone precursors)?
Less Than Significant Impact. As discussed in questions a) and b) above, the
proposed project would not result in construction or operational emissions that exceed
BAAQMD thresholds of significance. In developing its CEQA significance thresholds, the
BAAQMD considered the emission levels at which a project’s individual emissions would be
cumulatively considerable. The BAAQMD considers projects that result in emissions that
exceed its CEQA significance thresholds to result in individual impacts that are cumulatively
considerable and significant. Since the proposed project would not individually exceed any
BAAQMD CEQA significance thresholds, the proposed project would result in less than
significant cumulative air quality impacts.
d) Expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant concentrations?
Less Than Significant Impact. Sensitive outdoor recreational and residential receptors
are located approximately 100 feet and 290 feet from the project site, respectively. Projectrelated construction activities would emit PM2.5 from equipment exhaust. Nearly all the project’s
PM2.5 emissions from equipment exhaust would be diesel particulate matter (diesel PM), a
TAC. Although project construction would emit criteria and hazardous air pollutants, these
emissions would not result in substantial pollutant concentrations.
As described above, the project is below all BAAQMD screening thresholds, and heavy-duty
construction equipment would operate intermittently during the daytime over the course of a
year. The City would implement Mitigation Measure AIR-1, which requires the project Applicant
and/or the Applicant’s contractors to incorporate measures into the project that would reduce
potential emissions of fugitive dust and limit diesel construction equipment idling to no more
than five minutes. The proposed project would not result in long-term increases in operational
emissions that have the potential to expose sensitive receptors to substantial pollutant
concentrations. This impact would be less than significant.
e) Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people?
Less Than Significant Impact. Construction of the project would generate typical odors
associated with construction activities, such fuel and oil odors, asphalt paving odors and
painting//coating odors. The odors generated by the project would be intermittent and localized
in nature and would disperse quickly. Therefore, the project would not create objectionable
odors affecting a substantial number of people.
3.3.4
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Potentially
Less Than
Less Than
Significant Significant with Significant
Impact
Mitigation
Impact

No Impact

Would the project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either
directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or
special status species in local or regional plans,
policies, or regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service?
b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any
riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans,
policies, regulations or by the California
Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and
Wildlife Service?
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally
protected wetlands as defined by Section 404 of
the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited
to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through
direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption,
or other means?
d) Interfere substantially with the movement of
any native resident or migratory fish or wildlife
species or with established native resident or
migratory wildlife corridors, or impede the use of
native wildlife nursery sites?
e) Conflict with any local policies or ordinances
protecting biological resources, such as a tree
preservation policy or ordinance?
f) Conflict with the provisions of an adopted
Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural Community
Conservation Plan, or other approved local,
regional, or state habitat conservation plan?

3.4.1

Environmental Setting

The biological resource impact analysis is based on a Biological Resource Assessment (BRA)
prepared by MIG in March 2018 and revised in September 2018 to analyze the biological
resource impacts of the proposed project. The BRA identifies sensitive biological resources
within and near the project, potential impacts to those resources resulting from development
within the project area, potential permit requirements, and avoidance and minimization
measures that should be incorporated into the project. In addition, the BRA includes a map
showing the current extent of riparian vegetation associated with Pilarcitos Creek (Figure 10).
The extent of this vegetation has expanded significantly since the land was subdivided in 1985
(Figure 11).
When originally constructed, the building at its closest point was over sixty feet from mapped
riparian vegetation. Today, the vegetation has expanded to within six feet of portions of the
building. When the Coastal Commission approved the 1985 subdivision of these lots, they
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required as a condition of approval, the dedication of a conservation and open space easement
along Pilarcitos Creek. This included the riparian vegetation and extended to the north,
establishing a fifty-foot buffer from the edge of the riparian vegetation. The northerly edge of the
easement forms the southerly lot line of the subject property. City policies and regulations limit
development within 50 feet of riparian areas. When the Stone Pine Master Conceptual Site Plan
(MCSP) was approved, in 1989, and the office building in 1990, the building footprint was
entirely outside of the easement. At its closest point it was approximately 65 feet from the edge
of riparian vegetation. Today, due to the expanding riparian scrub vegetation, most of the
building is now less than fifty feet from the edge of the riparian vegetation. The proposed
addition to the front of the building will be more than 50 feet from the edge of this vegetation.
Much of the addition on the eastern and western sides of the building will be less than 50 feet.
At its closest, portions of the additions will be less than 10 feet from the riparian vegetation. The
project construction area is within existing paved and developed areas that are subject to
human disturbance (see Figure 2, Figure 4, and Figure 6).
MIG reviewed the following sources for information relevant to biological resources in the project
area:
•

California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) California Natural Diversity Database
(CNDDB) record search (CDFW 2017).

•

California Native Plant Society (CNPS) Rare Plant Program Inventory of Rare and
Endangered Plants of California record search within a 3-mile radius of parcel (CNPS
2017).

•

United States (U.S.) Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) list of endangered and
threatened species and Critical Habitat record search for the parcel (USFWS 2017a).

•

The Jepson Manual: Vascular Plants of California, Second Edition (Baldwin et al. 2012).

•

U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service Web Soil
Survey (USDA 2017).

•

USFWS National Wetlands Inventory (USFWS 2017b).

•

Aerial photographs of the project area (Google Earth Pro 2017).

On July 5, 2017 MIG biologist David Gallagher conducted a reconnaissance-level biological
survey of the project area. The project area was surveyed on foot and biological resources
present within the project area were documented. Also, attention was paid to topography as it
would relate to the potential movement of water within and adjacent to the project area. Data
were collected using a tablet with a Garmin GLO GPS receiver, a geo-spatial mobile-device
application for recording data points and photographs.
A biological resources assessment was prepared based on the background research and site
survey. The assessment is included in Appendix B and forms the basis for the information and
analysis in this section.
Vegetation
Vegetative communities are assemblages of plant species that occur together in the same area,
which are defined by species composition and relative abundance. The plant communities in the
project area were classified using A Manual of California Vegetation (Sawyer et. al. 2009), if
applicable. However, in some cases it is necessary to identify variants of plant community types
or to describe non-vegetated areas that are not described in the literature.
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Developed Habitat. Developed habitat includes areas where permanent structures and/or
pavement have been placed, which prevents the growth of vegetation. The project area is
primarily developed habitat with an existing two-story building and adjacent parking lot.
Ornamental Vegetation. Ornamental vegetation includes lands that have been planted with
landscaping and are usually maintained on an ongoing basis. Such landscaping may include
native and non-native plantings. However, these plantings have been installed as part of an
ornamental landscape plan and do not naturally occur on site. Within the project area,
ornamental vegetation occurs along the perimeter of the building, the courtyard on the east side
of the building, and the southern edge of the parking lot and building. However, landscaped
areas that were not separated from the natural riparian areas by paved areas have been largely
overgrown by the expanding riparian scrub. The dominant trees within the project area are
Monterey cypress (Cupressus macrocarpa; planted) and non-native New Zealand Christmas
tree (Metrosideros excelsa). Other trees include a non-native single London planetree (Platanus
hybrida). Shrubs include wavyleaf ceanothus (Ceanothus foliosus) and Escallonia sp.
The proposed project would result in the removal of nine existing non-native landscaping trees,
including six heritage trees and three non-heritage trees (see Figure 7). Heritage trees to be
removed on the site include one London Plane tree, four New Zealand Christmas trees, and one
unidentified dead tree. Trees measuring over twelve inches in diameter are identified as
heritage trees by the City’s Municipal Code. The code requires one for one (1:1) replacement of
heritage trees with 24-inch box sized trees. The proposed landscaping plan meets the code
requirement and includes the installation of eight 24-inch box sized trees including tall
evergreen screen trees (e.g. fern pine, Australian willow, London plane tree, cajeput tree),
accent trees (e.g. Japanese maple or mayten tree) and various shrubs (e.g. westringia
fruiticosa, Rosmarinus officinalis prostratus, limonium perezii, loropetalum chinense, hebe
patty’s purple, star jasmine). Additionally, the landscaping plan includes a tree protection plan to
prevent damaging trees not designated for removal during construction. One non-heritage tree
will be removed and not replaced (refer to Figure 6). Central Coast Riparian Scrub. Central
Coast Riparian Scrub is a scrubby streamside thicket, varying from open to impenetrable,
dominated by any of several willow species. This early seral community may succeed to any of
several riparian woodland or forest types in the absence of severe flooding disturbance. It is
distributed along and at the mouths of most perennial and many intermittent streams of the
south Coast Ranges, from the Bay Area south to Point Conception.
Central Coast Riparian Scrub is located along the banks of Pilarcitos Creek and forms a dense,
wide thicket that extends up into the project area (See Figure 11). This community is
characterized by an overstory of red willow (Salix laevigata) and Pacific willow (Salix lasiandra
var. lasiandra). The understory is dominated by native species including coyote brush
(Baccharis pilularis), common horsetail (Equisetum arvense), waveyleaf ceanothus, hairy
ceanothus (Ceanothus oliganthus), and hoary nettle (Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea); and nonnative species including Escallonia sp., Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), Cape ivy
(Delairea odorata), poison hemlock (Conium maculatum), bristly ox-tongue (Helminthotheca
echioides), shepherd's purse (Capsella bursa-pastoris), Jersey cudweed (Pseudognaphalium
luteoalbum), and wild oat (Avena sp.).
Wildlife
Several bird species were heard or seen within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor during the
site visit, including Wilson’s warbler (Cardellina pusilla), warbling vireo (Vireo gilvus), Hutton’s
vireo (Vireo huttoni), dark-eyed junco (Junco hyemalis), Anna’s hummingbird (Calypte anna),
wrentit (Chamaea fasciata), and red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus).
No mammals, amphibians, or reptiles were observed within the project area during the site visit.
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The trees and shrubs within the project area, as well as the adjacent riparian corridor of
Pilarcitos Creek provide suitable nesting habitat for birds and suitable bat roosting habitat.
Special-Status Species
During the field survey, the biologist evaluated the suitability of the habitat to support specialstatus species documented in and within the vicinity of the project area. Special-status species
include those plant and animals listed, proposed for listing or candidates for listing as
threatened or endangered by the USFWS or the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries) under the Federal
Endangered Species Act (FESA), those listed or proposed for listing as rare, threatened or
endangered by the CDFW under the California Endangered Species Act (CESA), animals
designated as California fully protected species (CFP) or California species of special concern
(CSSC) by the CDFW, and plants assigned a California Rare Plant Rank by the CNPS.
The potential occurrence of special-status plant and animal species within the project area was
evaluated by developing a list of special-status species that are known to or have the potential
to occur in the vicinity of the project area based on a search of the CNDDB, CNPS, and USFWS
databases. The potential for occurrence of those species included on the list were then
evaluated based on the habitat requirements of each species relative to the conditions observed
during the field survey. Each species was evaluated for its potential to occur on or in the
immediate vicinity of the project area according to the following criteria:
No Potential: There is no suitable habitat present (i.e., habitats are clearly unsuitable for
the species requirements [e.g., foraging, breeding, cover, substrate, elevation,
hydrology, plant community, disturbance regime]). Additionally, there are no recent
known records of occurrence in the vicinity of the project area. The species has no
potential of being found in the project area.
Low Potential: Limited suitable habitat is present (i.e., few of the habitat components
meeting the species requirements are present and/or the majority of habitat is unsuitable
or of very low quality). Additionally, there are no or few recent known records of
occurrence in the vicinity of the project area. The species has a low probability of being
found in the project area.
Moderate Potential. Suitable habitat is present (i.e., some of the habitat components
meeting the species requirements are present and/or the majority of the habitat is
suitable or of marginal quality). Additionally, there are few or many recent known records
of occurrences in the vicinity of the project area. The species has a moderate probability
of being found in the project area.
High Potential: Highly suitable habitat is present (i.e., all habitat components meeting the
species requirements are present and/or the habitat is highly suitable or of high quality).
Additionally, there are few or many records of occurrences within the last ten years and
within close vicinity of the project area. This species has a high probability of being found
in the project area.
Present or Assumed Present. Species was observed in the project area or has a recent
(within five years) recorded observation in the CNDDB or literature within the project
area.
A complete list of all special-status species considered, their regulatory status, habitat
requirements, local distribution, and potential for occurrence are provided in Appendix C of the
biological resources assessment (included here as Appendix B) (Tables 1 and 2).
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Special-Status Plants
No special-status plant species are expected to occur within the project area. This determination
was made due to the lack of essential habitat requirements for the species, the lack of known
occurrences close to the project area, lack of connectivity with areas of suitable or occupied
habitat and/or the project area is not within the species known range of distribution.
The botanical study for this assessment is not floristic in nature. A complete determination of the
presence or absence of potentially occurring botanical resources would require focused surveys
to be conducted during all appropriate blooming periods (CNPS 2001). Additionally, certain
plant species, especially annuals, may not be present every year due to variations in flowering
phenology and life forms, such as bulbs, biennials, annuals as well as annual variations in
temperature and rainfall, which influence plant phenology. Colonization of new populations
within an area may also occur from year to year. Specific plant species identifications in this
report are tentative due to the absence of morphological characters, resulting from immature
reproductive structures or seasonal desiccation, which are required to make species level
determinations.
Special-status Animals
Based on a review of the CNDDB and CNPS databases, the biologist’s knowledge of sensitive
species, and an assessment of the types of habitats within the project area, it was determined
that no special-status animal species are expected to occur within the project area (i.e., all
special-status species were ranked as “Not Expected” or “Low Potential”). This determination
was made due to the lack of essential habitat requirements, the lack of known occurrences
close to the survey area, local range restrictions, regional extirpations, lack of connectivity with
areas of suitable or occupied habitat, incompatible land use, and habitat degradation/alteration
of on-site or adjacent lands. However, since the project area includes riparian habitat, a habitat
analysis is included in this report, even though these species were ranked as “Not Expected “or
“Low Potential” to occur within the project area. The following species are discussed along with
the rationale for including them in this report:
•

Steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss irideus): steelhead are known to occur within Pilarcitos
Creek.

•

California red-legged frog (Rana draytonii): CRLF are known to occur within Pilarcitos
Creek.

•

San Francisco garter snake (Thamnophis sirtalis tetrataenia): SFGS are known to occur
within Pilarcitos Creek.

•

Western pond turtle (Actinemys marmorata): Pilarcitos Creek provides potential habitat
for WPT.

•

San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat (Neotoma fuscipes annectens): there is potential
habitat within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor

•

Western red bat (Lasirurs blossevillii): the project area contains potential roosting
habitat.

•

Pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus): the project area contains potential roosting habitat.

•

Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii): the project area contains potential
roosting habitat.

Steelhead. Steelhead, Central California Coast District Population Segment (DPS) is
designated Federal Threatened. Steelhead are anadromous forms of rainbow trout, spending
some time in both fresh and salt water. The older juvenile and adult life stages occur in the
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ocean, until the adults ascend freshwater streams to spawn. Eggs (laid in gravel nests), alevins
(gravel dwelling hatchlings), fry (juveniles newly emerged from stream gravels) and young
juveniles all rear in freshwater until they become large enough to migrate to the ocean to finish
rearing and maturing to adults. Coastal California steelhead usually live in freshwater for 2
years, then spend 1 or 2 years in the ocean before returning to their natal stream to spawn.
Steelhead may spawn one to four times over their life.
Steelhead are known to occur in Pilarcitos Creek and its tributaries upstream of Highway 1. The
reach of Pilarcitos Creek adjacent to the project area likely functions as an important migratory
connection to suitable upstream spawning and rearing habitat.
California red-legged frog. California red-legged frog (CRLF) is listed as a threatened species
under the Endangered Species Act and is designated a California Species of Special Concern.
CRLF is distributed throughout 26 counties in California, but is most abundant in the San
Francisco Bay Area. California red-legged frogs predominantly inhabit permanent water sources
such as streams, lakes, marshes, natural and man-made ponds, and ephemeral drainages in
valley bottoms and foothills up to 1,500 meters in elevation (Jennings and Hayes 1994, Bulger
et al. 2003, Stebbins 2003). California red-legged frogs breed between November and April in
standing or slow- moving water at least 0.7 meters (2½ feet) in depth with emergent vegetation,
such as cattails (Typha spp.), tules (Schoenoplectus spp.) or overhanging willows (Salix spp.)
(Hayes and Jennings 1988). Egg masses containing 2,000 to 5,000 eggs are attached to
vegetation below the surface and hatch after 6 to 14 days. Larvae undergo metamorphosis 3½
to 7 months following hatching and reach sexual maturity 2 to 3 years of age (Jennings and
Hayes 1994). California red-legged frogs breed in a variety of aquatic habitats. Larvae and
meta-morphs use streams, deep pools, backwaters of streams and creeks, ponds, marshes,
sag ponds, dune ponds, and lagoons.
Breeding adults are commonly found in deep (more than 2 feet), still or slow-moving water with
dense, shrubby riparian or emergent vegetation. Adult frogs have also been observed in shallow
sections of streams that are not shrouded by riparian vegetation. Generally, streams with high
flows and cold temperatures in spring are unsuitable for eggs and tadpoles. Stock ponds are
frequently used by this species for breeding if they are managed to provide suitable hydroperiod, pond structure, vegetative cover, and control of nonnative predators such as bullfrogs
and exotic fish. Most frogs move away from breeding ponds to non-breeding areas. The
distance moved is site dependent, though one recent study shows that only a few frogs move
farther than the nearest suitable non-breeding habitat. In this Marin County study, the furthest
distance traveled was 2.25 miles and most dispersing frogs moved through grazed pastures to
reach the nearest riparian habitat (Fellers and Kleeman 2007). Bulger et al. (2003) did not
observe habitat preferences among frogs moving between ponds. They did note that when
breeding ponds dry, CRLF use moist microhabitats of dense shrubs and herbaceous vegetation
within 350 feet of ponds.
CRLF are known to occur in Pilarcitos Creek both up and downstream of the project site. There
is known breeding habitat both upstream and downstream of the project area. The associated
riparian scrub community also provides suitable upland refugia and foraging habitat.
Additionally, the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor is suitable dispersal habitat for CRLF, which
connects to tributaries and undeveloped lands east of Half Moon Bay.
No CRLF were observed during the field survey.
The project area does not support breeding habitat for CRLF, based on a field assessment of
site conditions and the lack of wetlands within the project area. However, there is a low potential
for CRLF to move through the riparian habitat within the project area due to the distance of the
project site from Pilarcitos Creek.
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San Francisco garter snake. San Francisco garter snake (SFGS) is federal and state-listed as
endangered and is a fully protected species under §5050 of the California Fish and Game Code.
A highly aquatic subspecies of the common garter snake endemic to the San Francisco Bay
Area, SFGS are distributed along the western San Francisco Peninsula from the southern San
Francisco County border south to Waddell Lagoon south of Año Nuevo and as far east as US
101 near the San Francisco Airport. It occurs sympatrically with its primary prey species, the
California red-legged frog; however, it will opportunistically prey on a variety of species including
frogs, tadpoles, egg masses, newts, small fish, salamanders, reptiles, small mammals, birds
and their eggs and several small invertebrates (Stebbins 2003).
San Francisco garter snakes prefer dense habitats close to water and will retreat to it when
disturbed (Stebbins 2003). The species often occurs near ponds, marshes, streams and other
wetlands associated with cattails (Typha spp.), bulrushes (Scirpus spp.) and rushes (Juncus
and Eleocharis spp.). Mating occurs shortly after they leave their winter retreats in May and
females give birth to live young between June and September. Species may hibernate near the
coastal areas in fossorial mammal burrows and other refuges, or remain active year-round,
weather permitting.
SFGS are known to occur within Pilarcitos Creek. There is known breeding habitat downstream
of the project area. The associated riparian scrub community also provides suitable upland
refugia and foraging habitat. Additionally, The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor is also suitable
dispersal habitat for SFGS, which connects to tributaries and undeveloped lands east of Half
Moon Bay.
No SFGS were observed during the field survey.
The project area does not support breeding habitat for SFGS, based on a field assessment of
site conditions and the lack of wetlands within the project area. Additionally, SFGS is not
expected to use the riparian habitat as a movement corridor within the project area due to the
distance of the project site from Pilarcitos Creek.
Western pond turtle. Western pond turtle (WPT) is designated as a California Species of
Special Concern. WPT is often seen basking above the water, but will quickly slide into the
water when it feels threatened. The species is active from around February to November and
may be active during warm periods in winter. Western pond turtle hibernates underwater, often
in the muddy bottom of a pool and may estivate during summer droughts by burying itself in soft
bottom mud. When creeks and ponds dry up in summer, some turtles that inhabit creeks will
travel along the creek until they find an isolated deep pool, others stay within moist mats of
algae in shallow pools while many turtles move to woodlands above the creek or pond and bury
themselves in loose soil where they will overwinter.
Pond turtles are normally found in and along riparian areas, although gravid females have been
reported up to a mile away from water in search of appropriate nest sites. The preferred habitat
for these turtles includes ponds or slow-moving water with numerous basking sites (logs, rocks,
etc.), food sources (plants, aquatic invertebrates, and carrion), and few predators (raccoons,
introduced fishes, and bullfrogs). Typically, the female excavates a nest in hard-packed clay soil
in open habitats (usually on south-facing slopes) within a few hundred yards of a watercourse.
No WPT were observed during the field survey. There are no records of this species occurring
in the Pilarcitos Watershed in the CNDDB. However, Pilarcitos Creek could provide suitable
habitat for western pond turtle. There are CNDDB records of western pond turtles to the south
and immediately east of the watershed.
Based on the habitat requirements of WPT, it is not expected to occur within the project site.
However, WPT could occur within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
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San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat. The San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat is designated
as a California Species of Special Concern and is one of eleven historically described
subspecies of the dusky-footed woodrat (packrats) found in forest and shrubland communities
throughout much of California and Oregon. They consume a wide variety of nuts and fruits,
fungi, foliage and some forbs. Many species are good climbers and rock dwellers, and duskyfooted woodrats are highly arboreal. Evergreen or live oaks and other thick-leaved trees and
shrubs are important habitat components for the species. This species requires dense
understory and disappears if underbrush is cleared or burned. Woodrat houses have been
found in ornamental trees (e.g. Callistemon sp.; bottlebrush) adjacent to parking lots when there
is wooded habitat with a thick understory close by. If appropriate habitat is present, woodrats
can occur quite close to suburban development.
San Francisco Dusky-footed woodrats are nocturnal species that are well known for their large
terrestrial stick houses, some of which can last for twenty or more years. Houses typically are
placed on the ground against or straddling a log or exposed roots of a standing tree, and, are
often located in dense brush. Nests are also placed in the crotches and cavities of trees and in
hollow logs. Sometimes arboreal nests are constructed in habitat with evergreen trees such as
live oak.
No San Francisco dusky-footed woodrats or houses were observed within the project area
during the field survey. However, San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat could be present
adjacent to the project area within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
Western red bat. Western red bat is designated as a California Species of Special Concern.
The western red bat roosts primarily in tree foliage, especially in cottonwood, sycamore, and
other riparian trees or orchards. The bat prefers habitat edges and mosaics with trees that are
protected from above and open below with open areas for foraging, including grasslands,
shrublands, and open woodlands. They are solitary by nature, but will gather in larger nursery
roosts during the summer.
Western red bat is known to occur in the watersheds of San Mateo County and may roost in the
Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
Pallid bat. Pallid bat is designated a California Species of Special Concern. The pallid bat is a
species of bat that ranges from western Canada to central Mexico. Pallid bats are typically
found in arid or semi-arid habitats, often in mountainous or rocky areas near water. They are
also found over open, sparsely vegetated grasslands. During the day time, pallid bats typically
roost in caves, cracks and crevices, which may include tile roofs, exfoliating bark of trees, rocky
outcrops, or inside buildings. A night roost is usually less protected than a day roost; for
example, open porches may be used as night roosts by this species. In the winter time, this
species may experience short periods of torpor, often in buildings, caves, or cracks in rocks.
Pallid bats are insectivores that feed on arthropods such as crickets and are capable of
consuming up to half their weight in insects every night. Pallid bats are gleaners, capturing prey
from the ground and transporting it to their night roost for consumption. Like the majority of bat
species, pallid bats are capable of using echolocation while foraging and traveling from their
roost sites to foraging grounds. However, they may also opt to not echolocate while foraging,
and instead use their large ears to locate insects on the ground. This species is sensitive to
noise disturbance when roosting.
Pallid bat is known to occur in San Mateo County and may roost in trees within the Pilarcitos
Creek riparian corridor as well as the trees within the developed areas of the project area.
Townsend's big-eared bat. Townsend’s big-eared bat is designated as a California Species of
Special Concern. It is a medium-sized bat with extremely long, flexible ears, and small yet
noticeable lumps on each side of the snout. They are found in a variety of habitats from forests
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to desert scrub. They prefer to roost in open caves. However, they will use a variety of other
roost types, particularly abandoned buildings, mines, and tunnels. When roosting they do not
tuck themselves into cracks and crevices like many bat species do, but prefer large open areas.
This species is sensitive to disturbance and it has been documented that they will abandon
roost sites after human interference.
Townsend’s big-eared bat hibernates throughout its range during winter months when
temperatures are between 0°C and 11.5 degrees Celsius (32-53 degrees Fahrenheit). While
hibernating, it hangs alone or in small groups in the open, with fur erect to provide maximum
insulation and with ears coiled back. These bats emerge late in the evening to forage and are
swift, highly maneuverable fliers. Prey items include small moths, flies, lacewings, dung beetles,
and sawflies.
Townsend’s big-eared bat is known to occur in Half Moon Bay as well as other areas in San
Mateo County. Townsend’s big-eared bat may roost in trees within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian
corridor as well as the trees within the developed areas of the project area.
Migratory Birds and Raptors
The trees and dense vegetation found within the riparian corridor as well as the ornamental
vegetation supports potential nesting habitat for birds as well as raptors. The majority of bird
species are protected under the MBTA and all bird species are protected under California Fish
and Game code.
Sensitive Habitats and Critical Habitat
The project area contains Central Coast Riparian scrub, which is classified as a sensitive habitat
by the Half Moon Bay LCP and is also subject to jurisdiction by CDFW.
Pilarcitos Creek is designated as critical habitat for the federally-listed Threatened Central
California Coast steelhead DPS. Critical habitat for the Central California Coast steelhead DPS
was designated on September 2, 2005 and includes all river reaches and estuarine areas
accessible to listed steelhead in coastal river basins from the Russian River in Sonoma County
to Aptos Creek in Santa Cruz County. The San Mateo Hydrologic Unit includes the coastal
streams in San Mateo County from San Pedro Creek near Pacifica to Butano Creek near Año
Nuevo and the Santa Clara Hydrologic Unit includes South Bay creeks from San Francisquito
Creek in Palo Alto eastward to Coyote Creek (NOAA 2005).
There are no other sensitive natural community types, as defined by CDFW or CNPS, present
within the project area.
Potential Jurisdictional Features
The USFWS National Wetland Inventory (NWI) map data were reviewed within the project area
as part of the evaluation for the presence of Waters of the U.S., including wetlands. NWI maps
are based on interpretation of aerial photography, limited verification of mapped units, and/or
classification of wetland types using the classification system developed by Cowardin et al.
1979. Within the project site, there are no Waters of the U.S., including wetlands that are
mapped in the NWI; however, the NWI documents Pilarcitos Creek flowing adjacent to the site
(Figure 11).
All ecological systems associated with drainages (i.e., riparian vegetation) and drainage and
pond features with bed and bank topography may be regulated by Sections 1600-1616 of the
California Fish and Game Code. The project area contains riparian habitat as defined by
sections 1600-1603 of California Fish and Game Code (Figure 11).
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Wildlife Movement
Habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation resulting from land use changes or habitat
conversion can alter the use and viability of wildlife movement corridors (i.e. linear habitats that
naturally connect and provide passage between two or more otherwise disjunct larger habitats
or habitat fragments). In general, studies suggest that habitat corridors provide connectivity for
and are used by wildlife, and as such are an important conservation tool (Beier and Noss 1998).
Wildlife habitat corridors should fulfill several functions. They should maintain connectivity for
daily movement, travel, mate-seeking, and migration; plant propagation; genetic interchange;
population movement in response to environmental change or natural disaster; and
recolonization of habitats subject to local extirpation (Beier and Loe 1992)
The suitability of a habitat as a wildlife movement corridor is related to, among other factors, the
habitat corridor’s dimensions (length and width), topography, vegetation, exposure to human
influence, and the species in question (Beier and Loe 1992). Species utilize movement corridors
in several ways. “Passage species” are those species that use corridors as thru-ways between
outlying habitats. The habitat requirements for passage species are generally less than those
for corridor dwellers. Passage species use corridors for brief durations, such as for seasonal
migrations or movement within a home range. As such, movement corridors do not necessarily
have to meet any of the habitat requirements necessary for a passage species’ everyday
survival. Large herbivores, such as deer and elk, and medium-to-large carnivores, such as
coyotes, bobcats and mountain lions, are typically passage species. “Corridor dwellers” are
those species that have limited dispersal capabilities – a category that includes most plants,
insects, reptiles, amphibians, small mammals, birds – and that use corridors for a greater length
of time. As such, wildlife movement corridors must fulfill key habitat components specific to a
species’ life history requirements for them to survive (Beier and Loe 1992). In general, however,
the suitability and/or utility of the landscape – specifically, of the landscape as corridor habitat –
is best evaluated on a species-level (Beier and Noss 1998).
The project area is primarily surrounded by urban development and the developed areas,
including the existing building and paved parking lot are subject to regular human disturbance.
However, the project area includes intact riparian habitat to the west and south of the project
footprint, which extends from the banks of Pilarcitos Creek. Pilarcitos Creek and associated
riparian habitat likely functions as a movement corridor for a range of fish and wildlife species.
Special-status species such as steelhead, California red-legged frog (CRLF; Rana draytonii)
and San Francisco garter snake (SFGS;Thamnophis sirtalis tetrataenia), San Francisco duskyfooted woodrat (Neotoma fuscipes annectens), and western pond turtle (WPT; Emys
marmorata) are likely to use Pilarcitos Creek and/or its riparian corridor for movement and
dispersal as well as many common wildlife species including raccoon (Procyon lotor), opossum
(Didelphis virginiana), striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), terrestrial coast garter snake
(Thamnophis elegans terrestris), and western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis).
3.4.2

Regulatory Setting

Biological and water resources in California are protected under federal, state, and local laws.
The laws that may pertain to the biological and water resources within the project area include
the following.
Federal Endangered Species Act
The Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973 (FESA), as amended, provides the regulatory
framework for the protection of plant and animal species (and their associated critical habitats),
which are formally listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as endangered or
threatened under FESA. FESA has the following four major components: (1) provisions for
listing species, (2) requirements for consultation with the USFWS and NOAA Fisheries, (3)
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prohibitions against “taking” (i.e., harassing, harming, hunting, shooting, wounding, killing,
trapping, capturing, or collecting, or attempting to engage in any such conduct) of listed species,
and (4) provisions for permits that allow incidental “take”. FESA also discusses recovery plans
and the designation of critical habitat for listed species. Both the USFWS and NOAA Fisheries
share the responsibility for administration of FESA.
The USFWS is responsible for preparing a recovery plan for each listed species. The recovery
plan includes a designation of habitat critical to the recovery of the species. “Critical Habitat” is
located within the geographic area occupied by the species at the time of listing, and it contains
the physical or biological features that are essential to the conservation of the species which
may require special management or protection. Critical Habitat may include an area that is not
currently occupied by the species, but that is important for its recovery. Federal agencies are
required to consult with the USFWS on actions completed, funded, or otherwise authorized
within Critical Habitat to ensure the action will not destroy or adversely modify Critical Habitat. In
this way, a Critical Habitat designation protects areas that are needed for the recovery, and
ultimately de-listing, of a federally listed species.
A Critical Habitat designation generally has no effect on situations that do not involve a Federal
agency. A Critical Habitat designation does not necessarily restrict further development or
trigger the need for non-federal agencies to consult with the USFWS.
Migratory Bird Treaty Act
The U.S. Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA; 16 USC §§ 703 et seq., Title 50 Code of Federal
Regulations [CFR] Part 10) states it is “unlawful at any time, by any means or in any manner, to
pursue, hunt, take, capture, kill; attempt to take, capture or kill; possess, offer for sale, sell, offer
to barter, barter, offer to purchase, purchase, deliver for shipment, ship, export, import, cause to
be shipped, exported, or imported, deliver for transportation, transport or cause to be
transported, carry or cause to be carried, or receive for shipment, transportation, carriage, or
export any migratory bird, any part, nest, or egg of any such bird, or any product, whether or not
manufactured, which consists, or is composed in whole or in part, of any such bird or any part,
nest or egg thereof…” The MBTA does not protect some birds that are non-native or humanintroduced or that belong to families that are not covered by any of the conventions
implemented by MBTA. The USFWS enforces MBTA. Previously, under MBTA it was illegal to
disturb a nest that is in active use, since this could result in killing a bird, destroying a nest, or
destroying an egg. In 2017, the USFWS issued a memorandum stating that the MBTA does not
prohibit unintentional take; therefore, the MBTA is currently limited to purposeful actions, such
as intentional take, hunting, and poaching. Regardless of the federal position on the MBTA,
birds are protected per State law, as explained under California Fish and Game Code sections
3500 et seq., below.
Clean Water Act
The Clean Water Act (CWA) is the primary federal law regulating water quality. The
implementation of the CWA is the responsibility of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). However, the EPA depends on other agencies, such as the individual states and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), to assist in implementing the CWA. The objective of
the CWA is to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the
Nation’s waters.” Section 404 and 401 of the CWA apply to activities that would impact waters
of the U.S. The USACE enforces Section 404 of the CWA and the California State Water
Resources Control Board enforces Section 401.
Section 404. As part of its mandate under Section 404 of the CWA, the EPA regulates the
discharge of dredged or fill material into “waters of the U.S.”. “Waters of the U.S.” include
territorial seas, tidal waters, and non-tidal waters in addition to wetlands and drainages that
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support wetland vegetation, exhibit ponding or scouring, show obvious signs of channeling, or
have discernible banks and high-water marks. Wetlands are defined as those areas “that are
inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to
support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically
adapted for life in saturated soil conditions” (33 CFR 328.3(b)). The discharge of dredged or fill
material into waters of the U.S. is prohibited under the CWA except when it follows Section 404
of the CWA. Enforcement authority for Section 404 was given to the USACE, which it
accomplishes under its regulatory branch. The EPA has veto authority over the USACE’s
administration of the Section 404 program and may override a USACE decision with respect to
permitting.
The USACE has specific guidelines for determining the extent of its jurisdiction. The methods of
delineating USACE jurisdiction are defined in the 1987 Wetlands Delineation Manual
(Environmental Laboratory 1987), and the Arid West Manual (USACE 2008). The methods of
delineating USACE jurisdiction are defined in the manuals and require examination of three
parameters (soil, hydrology, and vegetation).
Substantial impacts to waters of the U.S. may require an Individual Permit. Projects that only
minimally affect waters of the U.S. may meet the conditions of one of the existing Nationwide
Permits, if other conditions of the permit are satisfied. A Water Quality Certification or waiver
pursuant to Section 401 of the CWA is required for Section 404 permit actions.
Section 401. Any applicant for a federal permit to impact waters of the U.S. under Section 404
of the CWA, including Nationwide Permits where pre-construction notification is required, must
also provide to the USACE a certification or waiver from the State of California. The “401
Certification” is provided by the State Water Resources Control Board through the local
Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB).
The RWQCB issues and enforces permits for discharge of treated water, landfills, storm-water
runoff, filling of any surface waters or wetlands, dredging, agricultural activities and wastewater
recycling. The RWQCB recommends that the application for a Certification under Section 401 of
the Clean Water Act be made at the same time as other applications are provided to other
agencies, such as the USACE, USFWS, or NOAA Fisheries. The application to the RWQCB is
similar to the pre-construction notification that is required by the USACE. It must include a
description of the habitat that is being impacted, a description of how the impact is to be
minimized, and proposed mitigation measures with goals, schedules, and performance
standards. Mitigation must include a replacement of functions and values, and replacement of
wetland at a minimum ratio of 2:1, or twice as many acres of wetlands provided as are removed.
The RWQCB looks for mitigation that is on site and in-kind, with functions and values as good
as or better than the water-based habitat that is being removed or impacted. A higher mitigation
ratio may be required, depending on site conditions and project impacts.
California Fish and Game Code
California Endangered Species Act. The California Endangered Species Act (CESA; Fish and
Game Code 2050 et seq.) generally parallels the federal Endangered Species Act. It establishes
the policy of the State to conserve, protect, restore, and enhance threatened or endangered
species and their habitats. Section 2080 of the California Fish and Game Code prohibits the
take, possession, purchase, sale, and import or export of endangered, threatened, or candidate
species, unless otherwise authorized by permit or by the regulations. “Take” is defined in
Section 86 of the California Fish and Game Code as to “hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or
attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill.” This definition differs from the definition of “take”
under FESA, in that it is specific to take of an individual, whereas FESA considers modification
of habitat as potentially resulting in take. CESA is administered by CDFW. CESA allows for take
incidental to otherwise lawful projects, but mandates that State lead agencies consult with the
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CDFW to ensure that a project would not jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or
endangered species.
California Fish and Game Code Sections 3503 and 3513. According to Section 3503 of the
California Fish and Game Code, it is unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the nest or
eggs of any bird. Section 3503.5 specifically protects birds in the orders Falconiformes and
Strigiformes (birds-of-prey). Section 3513 essentially overlaps with the MBTA, prohibiting the
take or possession of any migratory non-game bird. Disturbance that causes nest abandonment
and/or loss of reproductive effort is considered “take” by the CDFW.
Non-Game Mammals. Sections 4150-4155 of the California Fish and Game Code protects nongame mammals, including bats. Section 4150 states “A mammal occurring naturally in California
that is not a game mammal, fully protected mammal, or fur-bearing mammal is a nongame
mammal. A non-game mammal may not be taken or possessed except as provided in this code
or in accordance with regulations adopted by the commission”. The non-game mammals that
may be taken or possessed are primarily those that cause crop or property damage. All bats are
classified as a non-game mammal and are protected under California Fish and Game Code.
California Fish and Game Code Sections 1600-1607. Sections 1600-1607 of the California
Fish and Game Code require that a Notification of Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement
(LSAA) application be submitted to CDFW for “any activity that may substantially divert or
obstruct the natural flow or substantially change the bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream,
or lake.” CDFW reviews the proposed actions in the application and, if necessary, prepares a
Lake or Streambed Alteration Agreement that includes measures to protect affected fish and
wildlife resources.
The notification requirement applies to any work undertaken in or near a river, stream, or lake
that flows at least intermittently through a bed or channel. This includes ephemeral streams,
desert washes, and watercourses with a subsurface flow. The CDFW typically considers a river,
stream, or lake to include its riparian vegetation, but it may also extend to its floodplain. The
term “stream”, which includes creeks and rivers, is defined in the California Code of Regulations
(CCR) as follows: “a body of water that flows at least periodically or intermittently through a bed
or channel having banks and supports fish or other aquatic life”. This includes watercourses
having a surface or subsurface flow that supports or has supported riparian vegetation (14 CCR
1.72). In addition, the term stream can include ephemeral streams, dry washes, watercourses
with subsurface flows, canals, aqueducts, irrigation ditches, and other means of water
conveyance if they support aquatic life, riparian vegetation, or stream-dependent terrestrial
wildlife (CDFW 1994). Riparian is defined as “on, or pertaining to, the banks of a stream”;
therefore, riparian vegetation is defined as, “vegetation which occurs in and/or adjacent to a
stream and is dependent on, and occurs because of, the stream itself” (CDFG 1994).
Native Plant Protection Act. The Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA) was created in 1977 with
the intent to preserve, protect, and enhance rare and endangered plants in California (California
Fish and Game Code sections 1900 to 1913). The NPPA is administered by CDFW, which has
the authority to designate native plants as endangered or rare and to protect them from “take.”
CDFW maintains a list of plant species that have been officially classified as endangered,
threatened or rare. These special-status plants have special protection under California law.
Fully Protected Species and Species of Special Concern. The classification of California
fully protected (CFP) species was the CDFW’s initial effort to identify and provide additional
protection to those animals that were rare or faced possible extinction. Lists were created for
fish, amphibians and reptiles, birds, and mammals. Most of the species on these lists have
subsequently been listed under CESA and/or FESA. The Fish and Game Code sections (§5515
for fish, §5050 for amphibian and reptiles, §3511 for birds, §4700 for mammals) deal with CFP
species and state that these species “…may not be taken or possessed at any time and no
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provision of this code or any other law shall be construed to authorize the issuance of permits or
licenses to take any fully protected species”. “Take” of these species may be authorized for
necessary scientific research. This language makes the CFP designation the strongest and
most restrictive regarding the “take” of these species. In 2003, the code sections dealing with
CFP species were amended to allow the CDFW to authorize take resulting from recovery
activities for state-listed species.
California species of special concern (CSSC) are broadly defined as animals not currently listed
under the FESA or CESA, but which are nonetheless of concern to the CDFW because they are
declining at a rate that could result in listing, or historically occurred in low numbers and known
threats to their persistence currently exist. This designation is intended to result in special
consideration for these animals by the CDFW, land managers, consulting biologists, and others,
and is intended to focus attention on the species to help avert the need for costly listing under
FESA and CESA and cumbersome recovery efforts that might ultimately be required. This
designation also is intended to stimulate collection of additional information on the biology,
distribution, and status of poorly known at-risk species, and focus research and management
attention on them.
Sensitive Vegetation Communities
Sensitive vegetation communities are natural communities and habitats that are either unique in
constituent components, of relatively limited distribution in the region, or of particularly high
wildlife value. These communities may or may not necessarily contain special-status species.
Sensitive natural communities are usually identified in local or regional plans, policies or
regulations, or by the CDFW (i.e., CNDDB) or the USFWS. The CNDDB identifies several
natural communities as rare, which are given the highest inventory priority (Sawyer et. al. 2009;
CDFW 2018).
California Coastal Act
The California Coastal Act of 1976, administered by the California Coastal Commission, was
created to provide long-term protection of California’s 1,100-mile coastline for the benefit of
future generations. Integral to the Coastal Act are its policies which provide for protection and
expansion of public access to the shoreline and recreational opportunities and resources;
protection, enhancement and restoration of environmentally sensitive habitats, including
intertidal and nearshore waters, wetlands, bays, estuaries, riparian habitat, certain woodlands
and grasslands, streams, lakes and habitat for rare or endangered plants or animals; protection
of productive agricultural lands, commercial fisheries and archaeological resources; protection
of the scenic beauty of coastal landscapes and seascapes; practical establishment of urbanrural boundaries and directing new housing and other development into areas with adequate
services to avoid wasteful urban sprawl and leapfrog development; environmentally sound
expansion of existing industrial ports and electricity-generating power plants, as well as for the
siting of coastal dependent industrial uses; and protection against loss of life and property from
coastal hazards.
The following are definitions given for specific ecological features that fall within the purview of
the California Coastal Act: §30121 defines a wetland as: lands within the coastal zone which
may be covered periodically or permanently with shallow water and include saltwater marshes,
freshwater marshes, open or closed brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats, or fens;
Commission Regulation §13577(b) elaborates: wetlands are lands where the water table is at
near, or above the land surface long enough to promote the formation of hydric soils or to
support the growth of hydrophytes, and shall also include those types of wetlands where
vegetation is lacking and soil is poorly developed or absent as a result of frequent or drastic
fluctuation of surface water levels, wave action, water flow, turbidity or high concentrations of
salt or other substance in the substrate. Such wetlands can be recognized by the presence of
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surface water or saturated substrate at some time during each year and their location within, or
adjacent to, vegetated wetlands or deep-water habitats…; §30107.5 defines an Environmentally
Sensitive Habitat Area as any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats are either rare
or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem and which could
be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and developments.
The Coastal Act does not include a specific definition of riparian habitat; however riparian
corridors qualify as environmentally sensitive areas.
Under the Coastal Act, local governments that lie in whole or in part within the Coastal Zone are
required to prepare Local Coastal Programs (LCPs) (Cal. Pub. Res. Code §30500). The entire
study area is within the Coastal Zone. LCPs identify the location, type, densities, and other
ground rules for future development in the coastal zone. Each LCP includes a land-use plan and
its implementing measures. The Coastal Commission helps shape each LCP and then formally
reviews them for consistency with Coastal Act standards. Once finalized, coastal permitting
authority is transferred to the local government, with the exception of proposed development on
the immediate shoreline, which stays with the Commission. In developing an LCP, a local
government may choose to recognize specific botanical or wildlife resources as locally rare and
that therefore garner protection.
Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program
The Half Moon Bay LCP prohibits any land use or development that would have significant
adverse impact on sensitive habitat areas. Development in areas adjacent to sensitive habitats
shall be sited and designated to prevent impacts that could significantly degrade the sensitive
habitats. The LCP defines sensitive habitats as any area in which plant or animal life or their
habitats are either rare or especially valuable and any area that meets one of the following
criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitats containing or supporting rare and endangered species as defined by the State
Fish and Game Commission
All perennial and intermittent streams and their tributaries
Coastal tide lands and marshes
Coastal and offshore areas containing breeding or nesting sites and coastal areas used
by migratory and resident water-associated birds for resting areas and feeding
Areas used for scientific study and research concerning fish and wildlife
Lakes and ponds and adjacent shore habitat
Existing game and wildlife refuges and reserves
Sand dunes

Sensitive habitat areas include, but are not limited to, riparian areas, wetlands, sand dunes, and
habitats supporting rare, endangered, and unique species.
In Appendix A, the City of Half Moon Bay LCP adopts the following definition of a wetland:
“Wetland is an area where the water table is at, near, or above the land surface long enough to
bring about the formation of hydric soils or to support the growth of plants which normally are
found to grow in water or wet ground. Such wetlands can include mudflats (barren of
vegetation), marshes, and swamps. Such wetlands can be either fresh or saltwater, along
streams (riparian), in tidally influenced areas (near the ocean and usually below extreme high
water of spring tides), marginal to lakes, ponds, and man-made impoundments. Wetlands do
not include areas which in normal rainfall years are permanently submerged (streams, lakes,
ponds and impoundments), nor marine or estuarine areas below extreme low water of spring
tides, nor vernally wet areas where the soils are not hydric.”
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The City of Half Moon Bay LCP defines "riparian area" as any area of land bordering a stream
or lake, including its banks. It includes land at least up to the highest point (in cross section) of
an obvious channel or enclosure of a body of water and extends to the outer edge of
appropriate indicator plant species. It defines a riparian corridor as a line determined by the
association of plant and animal species normally found near streams, lakes, and other bodies of
fresh water: red alder, jaumea, pickleweed, big leaf maple, narrowleaf cattail, arroyo willow,
broadleaf cattail, horsetail, creek dogwood, black cottonwood, and box elder. Such a corridor
must contain at least a 50 percent cover of some combination of the plants listed.
The LCP includes many measures to protect riparian habitat in Chapter 3 (3-7 to 3-13), and
defines a buffer of 50 feet outward from the limit of riparian vegetation along perennial streams
(3-11 (a)). Along lakes, ponds, and other wet areas, the LCP extends the buffer zone to 100 feet
from the high-water point (3-11(c)).
Half Moon Bay Protected Trees
The City of Half Moon Municipal Code contains regulations protecting heritage trees. According
to Chapter 7.40 a “heritage tree” means:
•

A tree located on public or private property, exclusive of eucalyptus, with a trunk
diameter of twelve inches or more, or a circumference of at least thirty-eight inches
measured at forty-eight inches above ground level.

•

A tree or stand of trees so designated by resolution of the city council based on its
finding of special historical, environmental or aesthetic value, including a resolution
adopted under former Chapter 12.16 of the City of Half Moon Bay Zoning Code.

•

A tree located within the public right-of-way along the entire length of Main Street or
along Kelly Avenue between San Benito Street and Highway 1. (Ord. C-2013-02 §1,
2013: Ord. C-2-12 §5, 2012: Ord. C-10-11 §1(part), 2011)

The removal of one or more heritage trees or major pruning as described in Section 7.40.040
requires a permit pursuant to procedures established by the city manager and requires the
payment of a fee established by the city council. Additionally, the removal of a heritage tree
pursuant to a permit issued under this chapter shall be replaced on a one-for-one basis with a
minimum size twenty-four-inch-box specimen tree of a species and in a location approved by
the city manager or his or her designee (Ord. C-10-11 §1(part), 2011).
3.4.3

Discussion

Would the proposed project:
a) Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications,
on any species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special status species in
local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California Department of
Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation. Potential impacts to special-status species,
nesting birds, and roosting bats are discussed below.
Special-status Plants
Because of the lack of suitable habitat, special-status plants are not expected within the project
area. Therefore, there would be no impacts to special-status plants. No mitigation is required.
Special-status Animals
The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor provides an important migratory connection as well as
breeding and foraging habitat for CRLF, SFGS, and steelhead. Additionally, there is potential for
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WPT and SF dusky-footed woodrat to occur in Pilarcitos Creek and associated riparian habitat.
Most of the existing building, associated improvements and portions of the proposed building
addition are within 50 feet of riparian vegetation associated with Pilarcitos Creek. However, the
project’s construction footprint is limited to existing paved and developed areas that are
regularly subject to human disturbance; therefore, special status amphibians and reptiles are
not expected to, or have a low potential to, occur within the developed areas of the project area.
However, many of these species could move into the project footprint and area of disturbance.
Direct impacts to CRLF, SFGS, WPT (if present), and San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat (if
present) could occur if individuals of these species travel or migrate into work areas and
become trapped or crushed, or if harassment occurs resulting in altered behavioral patterns that
impact survival. In addition, the project could result in indirect impacts to these species if storm
water carries pollutants or sediment into Pilarcitos Creek and associated riparian habitat.
However, with the implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-1, described below, the impacts
from the project to special-status animals would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BIO-1: The following measures shall be implemented prior to and
during construction and other project activities to avoid harming special-status animal
species:
1. Wildlife Exclusion Fence. A wildlife exclusion/environmental fence with exit funnels at
ground level every 25 feet shall be erected around active construction areas to
prevent the movement of animals into active construction areas. The fence shall be a
minimum of 3 feet in height, buried in the soil at least 4 inches, and the base
backfilled to form a tight seal to discourage CRLF and SFGS from crawling under
and entering the project site. If the fence cannot be buried, the base shall be
weighed down and sealed with gravel bags. During construction, the fence shall be
checked every day by a qualified biologist for damage or breaks before construction
activities commence. Any damage to the fence shall be repaired in a timely manner.
2. Silt Fencing. Silt fencing shall be installed between the creek and the work areas to
minimize sedimentation into Pilarcitos Creek or a silt barrier can be added to the
wildlife exclusion fence to minimize the amount of fencing installed within the project
area. During construction, the fence shall be checked every day for damage or
breaks before construction activities commence. Any damage to the fence shall be
repaired in a timely manner.
3. Daily Fence Inspections. A qualified biologist shall inspect the area inside of the
fence for CRLF and SFGS every day before construction activities commence. If any
special-status species are found, construction activities will not be allowed to start
and the USFWS and CDFW shall be consulted on an appropriate course of action.
Such action could include leaving the animal alone to move away on its own or the
relocation of the animal to outside of the work area.
4. Designation of Work Area. Prior to initiation of project activities, a qualified biologist
shall clearly delineate riparian vegetation, including trees to be avoided and
protected from construction activities. No riparian vegetation shall be removed unless
specifically approved by the City in consultation with the qualified biologist.
5. Employee Education Plan. A qualified biologist shall conduct an employee education
program, consisting of a brief presentation to explain biological resources concerns
to contractors, their employees, and any other personnel involved in construction of
the project. The program shall include the following: a description of relevant specialstatus species, nesting birds, and bats along with their habitat needs as they pertain
to the project area; a report of the occurrence of these species in the project vicinity,
as applicable; an explanation of the status of these species and their protection
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under the federal and state regulations; a list of measures being taken to reduce
potential impacts to natural resources during project construction and
implementation; instructions if a special-status species is found onsite, and a
summary of the consequences of violating state and federal law related to these
species. A fact sheet conveying this information shall be prepared for distribution to
the above-mentioned people and anyone else who may enter the project area. Upon
completion of training, employees shall sign a form stating that they attended the
training and agree to all the conservation and protection measures.
6. Pre-construction Survey for Special-Status Species. A qualified biologist shall
conduct a pre-construction survey within the project area for the presence of CRLF,
SFGS, WPT, and San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat (within a 50-foot buffer from
the project area boundary, if possible). The survey will be conducted immediately
prior to the initial onset of project activities. If any of these, or other special-status,
species are found, work will not commence until the appropriate state and/or federal
resource agencies are contacted and avoidance and mitigation measures are in
place.
7. Construction Site Sanitation. Food items may attract wildlife onto the construction
site, which will expose them to construction-related hazards. The construction site
shall be maintained in a clean condition. All trash (e.g., food scraps, cans, bottles,
containers, wrappers, and other discarded items) will be placed in closed containers
and properly disposed of.
8. Species Discovery. If an animal is found at the work site and is believed to be a
protected species, work shall be halted and the project biologist shall be contacted
for guidance. Care must be taken not to harm or harass the species. No wildlife
species shall be handled and/or removed from the project area by anyone except
qualified biologists.
9. Wildlife Entrapment. The contractor shall avoid the use of monofilament netting,
including its use in temporary and permanent erosion control materials. All holes
greater than one-foot deep must be sealed overnight to prevent the entrapment of
wildlife. Where holes or trenches cannot be sealed, escape ramps that are no
greater than 30% slope shall be positioned such that entrapped wildlife will be able to
escape. The escape ramps should be at least one-foot wide and covered/fitted with a
material that provides traction.
10. Daily Species Inspections for Open Trenches or Holes. A qualified biologist shall
inspect open trenches or holes for CRLF, SFGS, and other special-status species
every day before construction activities commence when open trenches or holes are
present on the construction site. If any special-status species are found, construction
activities will not be allowed to start and the USFWS and CDFW will be consulted on
an appropriate course of action.
Effectiveness:

These measures would avoid significant impacts to special-status
animal species.

Implementation:

These measures shall be performed by a qualified biologist or
overseen by a qualified biologist. The results of the
preconstruction survey, documentation of the employee education
(hand-out and sign-in sheet), and a record of the daily fence and
species inspections shall be submitted to the City of Half Moon
Bay. The City and wildlife agencies as appropriate shall be notified
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immediately if a special-status species is discovered during
construction.
Timing:

Prior to (Measures 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6) and during (Measures 3, 7, 8,
9, and 10) construction activities.

Monitoring:

A qualified biologist shall perform daily inspections of the work site
during construction. A record of the daily inspections shall be
submitted to the City of Half Moon Bay, the frequency and format
of submittals shall be determined by the City.

Nesting Birds
Nesting birds, including raptors, protected under the MBTA and California Fish and Game Code
are potentially present in the trees within the project area. When construction activities are
started during the avian breeding season (February 1 to August 31 for passerines and January
1 to September 15 for raptors), injury to individuals or nest abandonment could occur. In
addition, noise and increased construction activity could temporarily disturb nesting or foraging
activities, potentially resulting in the abandonment of nest sites. It is expected that nine nonnative landscaping trees will be removed for the project. These trees could provide nesting
habitat for birds. However, with the implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-2, described
below, the impacts from the project to nesting birds would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BIO-2: When construction and construction-related activities
(including but not limited to mobilization and staging, clearing, grubbing, tree removal,
vegetation removal, fence installation, demolition, and grading) occur within the avian
nesting season (from February 1 to August 31 for passerines and January 1 to
September 15 for raptors), all suitable habitats located within the project’s area of
disturbance including staging and storage areas plus a 250-foot (passerines) and 1,000foot (raptor nests) buffer around these areas shall be thoroughly surveyed, for the
presence of active nests by a qualified biologist no more than five days before
commencement of any site disturbance activities and equipment mobilization. If project
activities are delayed by more than five days, an additional nesting bird survey shall be
performed. Active nesting is present if a bird is building a nest, sitting in a nest, a nest
has eggs or chicks in it, or adults are observed carrying food to the nest. The results of
the surveys shall be documented.
If pre-construction nesting bird surveys result in the location of active nests, no site
disturbance and mobilization of heavy equipment (including but not limited to equipment
staging, fence installation, clearing, grubbing, vegetation removal, fence installation,
demolition, and grading), shall take place within 50 feet of non-raptor nests and 500 feet
of raptor nests, or as determined by a qualified biologist in consultation with the CDFW,
until the chicks have fledged. Monitoring will be required to ensure compliance with
MBTA and relevant California Fish and Game Code requirements. Monitoring dates and
findings shall be documented.
Effectiveness:

This measure would avoid significant impacts to nesting birds.

Implementation:

A qualified biologist shall perform the preconstruction survey for
nesting birds and shall submit the results to the City of Half Moon
Bay.

Timing:
Monitoring:

No more than five days prior to the start of construction.
A qualified biologist shall monitor any active nests found during
the survey until the young have fledged. Documentation of the
monitoring shall be submitted to the City.
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Roosting Bats
The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor provides suitable roosting habitat for western red bat,
pallid bat, and Townsend’s big-eared bat as well as other bat species protected under California
Fish and Game Code. Removal or disturbance of roost habitat may result in significant impacts
to bat populations if an occupied or perennial (but unoccupied) maternity or colony roost is
disturbed or removed. Noise from project activities could potentially disturb roosting bats.
Additionally, the trees within the project area could provide suitable habitat for western red bat,
pallid bat, and Townsend’s big-eared bat as well as cavity roosting bats such as long-legged
myotis (Myotis volans) and fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes).
However, with the implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-3, described below, the impacts
from the project to roosting bats would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BIO-3: At least five days before the start of construction-related
activities (including but not limited to mobilization and staging, clearing, grubbing, tree
removal, vegetation removal, fence installation, demolition, and grading), a survey for
tree cavities suitable for roosting bats shall be conducted within the project site, including
a 50-foot buffer, as feasible. If suitable tree cavities are found, an emergence survey of
the cavities shall be conducted by a qualified biologist for colony bat roosts before the
onset of construction-related activities. If an occupied maternity or colony roost is
detected, CDFW shall be consulted to determine appropriate measures, such as bat
exclusion methods, if the roost cannot be avoided. The results of the surveys shall be
documented and reported to the Half Moon Bay Community Development Department.
Construction activities shall not commence until authorized by the City.
Effectiveness:

This measure would avoid significant impacts to roosting bats.

Implementation:

A qualified biologist shall perform the preconstruction survey for
roosting bats and shall submit the results to the City of Half Moon
Bay.

Timing:

At least five days prior to the start of construction.

Monitoring:

The City shall be notified and CDFW shall be consulted if an
active maternity or colony roost is detected.

b) Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or other sensitive natural
community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by the
California Department of Fish and Game or US Fish and Wildlife Service?
c) Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands as defined by
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal
pool, coastal, etc.) through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or
other means?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation (b-c). Sensitive vegetation communities
include riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities identified in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or designated by the USFWS and CDFW.
The project site is adjacent to Pilarcitos Creek and associated riparian habitat. The proposed
improvements do not encroach into the riparian habitat. However, limited trimming of riparian
habitat vegetation, including a mix of non-native and native vegetation, could occur within up to
30 feet from the building to the property line to meet Building and Fire Code requirements for
emergency egress and fire fuel reduction. According to Figure 3 of the Biological Resources
Assessment Report for the project, this would represent a very small area of the riparian habitat
surrounding the property. In addition, Mitigation Measure BIO-4 will ensure that impacts to
riparian vegetation are minimized. Therefore, the project is not likely to appreciably reduce, or
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result in a significant disruption of, its value as a migratory corridor or as habitat for wildlife
species.
The proposed project could have indirect impacts on the Pilarcitos Creek and associated
riparian habitat if storm water carries pollutants or sediment into these areas. However, with the
implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-4, described below, and the water quality protection
BMPs listed in Section 3.9.2 and Table 2-1 in the Project Description, indirect impacts from the
project to sensitive habitats and wetlands would also be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure BIO-4: The following measures shall be included on the project
plans to minimize impacts to the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
1. A biologist shall be consulted prior to any trimming of vegetation within the riparian
habitat of Pilarcitos Creek. Trimming of native vegetation shall be conducted by hand
only; no mechanized equipment or herbicides is permitted on native vegetation. The
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) shall be consulted to determine if
a Streambed Alteration Agreement is required for trimming activities.
2. Travel and parking of vehicles and equipment shall be limited to pavement, existing
roads, and previously disturbed areas. Ground disturbance and vegetation removal
shall not exceed the minimum amount necessary to complete work at the project
area.
3. Work areas that are temporarily impacted shall be restored with respect to preexisting contours and conditions upon completion of work. Restoration work including
re-vegetation and soil stabilization will be evaluated upon completion of work and
performed as needed.
4. Staging areas shall be located outside areas containing sensitive aquatic resources.
The project biologist shall review the all proposed staging areas and access routes
prior to their use to ensure of sensitive habitats are avoided.
Effectiveness:

These measures would avoid significant impacts to the Pilarcitos
Creek riparian corridor.

Implementation:

Staging areas and proposed site access routes shall be reviewed
by a qualified biologist and then be included in engineering and
site plans. A qualified biologist shall inspect the project site
following construction to determine whether restoration work is
needed at the site.

Timing:

During (Measures 1 and 3) and following construction (Measure
2).

Monitoring:

Construction staging areas and proposed access routes shall be
documented on engineering and site plans. Any required postconstruction restoration work shall be documented and submitted
to the City of Half Moon Bay.

d) Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish
or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites?
Less Than Significant Impact. The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor is likely to be used by
small and large wildlife species moving between open space and natural areas, such as Half
Moon Bay State Beach and Miramontes Ridge Open Space Preserve. Construction activities
could cause temporary barriers to animal movement through grading, noise, etc. However, the
proposed project construction footprint is outside of the riparian habitat and is subject to regular
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disturbance by vehicles and pedestrians, is devoid of appreciable vegetation, and does not
connect to undeveloped habitat in other directions; therefore, it is unlikely that wildlife uses the
proposed project footprint as a movement corridor. Additionally, the proposed project is unlikely
to permanently alter the movement of animals since wildlife would be able to continue to move
through the area. Therefore, the proposed project would not significantly impact wildlife
movement.
e)
Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological
resources, such as a tree preservation policy or ordinance?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation. The proposed project would result in
the removal of nine existing non-native landscaping trees, including six heritage trees and three
non-heritage trees (see Figure 7). Heritage trees to be removed on the site include one London
Plane tree, four New Zealand Christmas trees, and one unidentified dead tree. Trees measuring
over twelve inches in diameter are identified as heritage trees by the City’s Municipal Code. The
code requires one for one (1:1) replacement of heritage trees with 24-inch box sized trees. The
proposed landscaping plan meets the code requirement and includes the installation of eight 24inch box sized trees including tall evergreen screen trees (e.g. fern pine, Australian willow,
London plane tree, cajeput tree), accent trees (e.g. Japanese maple or mayten tree) and
various shrubs (e.g. westringia fruiticosa, Rosmarinus officinalis prostratus, limonium perezii,
loropetalum chinense, hebe patty’s purple, star jasmine). Additionally, the landscaping plan
includes a tree protection plan to prevent damaging trees not designated for removal during
construction. One non-heritage tree will be removed and not replaced (refer to Figure 6)
The project area includes coastal scrub riparian habitat. Riparian areas and corridors are listed
in the LCP as a sensitive habitat. The City of Half Moon Bay Zoning Code defines the Riparian
Buffer Zone as “land on both sides of riparian corridors which extends from the ‘limit of riparian
vegetation’ 50 feet outward for perennial streams. Along lakes, ponds, and marshes, the LCP
extends the buffer zone to 100 feet from the high-water point. Pilarcitos creek is classified as a
perennial stream. Consequently, the 50-foot buffer applies in this case. The riparian vegetation,
consisting of a mix of native and non-native species, has expanded substantially in the years
since the Stone Pine mixed use development was approved and constructed. Historic aerial
photographs and approved plans, from the 1980s and early 1990s, show that the building, at its
closest point was over 60 feet from the edge of riparian vegetation. Additionally, a conservation
and open space easement along the creek and extending fifty feet outward from the edge of
riparian vegetation was required by the Coastal Commission in 1985. The easement forms the
southerly property line of the project parcel. Originally, the building and parking area was
setback from 10 to 60 feet from the easement and 60 to 120 feet from the edge of riparian
vegetation. After construction, the area between the building, parking area and the easement
was landscaped with a hedge and other ornamental plantings.
The separation along the rear and sides of the building currently ranges from 6 to 20 feet from
the expanding riparian vegetation that has overgrown the previously landscaped areas. The
proposed building addition footprint, at its closest point, is approximately 6 feet from the current
edge of riparian vegetation. The project area is approximately 85 feet to 100 feet from the main
channel of Pilarcitos Creek. The 50-foot buffer from current riparian vegetation is shown in
Figure 10.
A portion of the proposed building addition is within fifty feet of the current edge of riparian
vegetation. However, the proposed building addition does not encroach into the historic or
current riparian habitat and is located entirely on the existing asphalt parking area, concrete
walkways and landscaped areas. As discussed under b) and c) above, proposed vegetation
maintenance activities will be limited to a narrow swath of vegetation that consists of a mix of
previously entitled landscaping, non-native invasive weeds and a limited number of native plants
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associated with the Pilarcitos Creek riparian vegetation. Therefore, the project is not likely to
appreciably reduce the value of the riparian vegetation as a migratory corridor or as habitat for
wildlife species. Additionally, with the implementation of Mitigation Measure BIO-4, described
above, and the water quality protection BMPs in Section 3.9.2 and Table 2-1 in the Project
Description, impacts from the project on riparian habitat would be less than significant.
f)
Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan,
Natural Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or state habitat
conservation plan?
No Impact. The project area is not within an area covered by an HCP or NCCP. As a
result, the project would have no impacts related to a conservation plan.
3.4.4
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CULTURAL RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical resource as defined
in §15064.5?
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of an archaeological resource
pursuant to §15064.5?
c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique
paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?
d) Disturb any human remains, including those
interred outside of dedicated cemeteries?

3.5.1

Environmental Setting

Prehistoric
The land surrounding the project site is in the traditional territory of the Ohlone (or Costanoans
as they were known by the Spanish) Native American Tribe. The Ohlone lived in tribelets or
nations that were dialect distinct from each other, autonomous, and territorially separated from
each other. Each tribelet consisted of one or more permanent villages, with various seasonal
temporary encampments located throughout their territory for the gathering of raw material
resources, hunting, and fishing. The Ohlone lived in extended family units in domed dwellings
constructed from tule, grass, wild alfalfa, and ferns. The subsistence practices included the
consumption of plant resources such as acorns, buckeyes, and seeds that were supplemented
with the hunting of elk, deer, grizzly bear, mountain lions, sea lions, whales, and waterfowl. The
Ohlone peoples practiced controlled burning on an annual basis throughout their territory as a
form of land management to insure plant and animal yields for the coming year.
Historic
The first Europeans to reach the San Francisco area were Spanish explorers in 1769 as part of
the Portolá expedition. In 1774, the de Anza expedition had set out to convert the Native
American tribes to Christianity, resulting in the establishment of (among others) Mission San
Francisco de Asis (Mission Dolores) (founded in 1776) and Mission Santa Clara de Asis
(founded in 1777).
During the Mexican rule of California (1822 through 1848), large tracts of land were issued to
private individuals, usually cattle ranchers and hide and tallow traders. The current city of Half
Moon Bay straddles two of these land grants. To the north of Pilarcitos Creek was the Rancho
Corral de Tierra, given to José Tiburcio Vásquez in 1839. To the south of the creek, where the
original site of Half Moon Bay was located, was Rancho Miramontes, given to Juan Jose
Candelario Miramontes in 1841.
Half Moon Bay is considered the first town in San Mateo County, founded in 1840. The area
was initially used by the Mission San Francisco de Asis as grazing areas for cattle, oxen and
horses, and an agricultural settlement began to form in this area. Hispanic founders called the
area “San Benito” but became known as “Spanishtown” to residents. It was not until 1874 that
the town became known as Half Moon Bay.
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The first catholic church, the original Our Lady of the Pillar, was established in what is now
Pilarcitos Cemetery, located adjacent to and west of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows
(IOOF) Cemetery. Various sources give conflicting information, however, in general seem to
indicate the Pilarcitos Cemetery predates the IOOF cemetery, but is likely after the 1840s or
1850s given that the earliest readable gravestone there records a death in 1863.
The IOOF Ocean View Lodge 143 was established in what was still then known as Spanishtown
in 1868 and the still extant Lodge building was erected in 1895 after the original built in 1870
had burnt down the previous year. The IOOF Lodge therefore is not apparently as old as the
oldest dated tombstone in the IOOF Cemetery.
Modern History
The arrival of the Ocean Shore Railway in 1908 brought a gradual growth to the settlement,
although the railroad ceased to run in 1920, due to financial difficulties and the rising popularity
of the motorcar. The year 1920 also brought renown to Half Moon Bay with the introduction of
Prohibition. The alcohol smugglers, or ‘rum runners’, utilized the hidden coves and dense fog
that frequently surrounded the area to serve roadhouses and inns with illegal alcohol. A number
of these establishments are still in existence as restaurants today. \
It was not until the postwar (1950s) economic boom, that Half Moon Bay began to significantly
grow in size, leading to its incorporation in 1959. The following year, in 1960, the city’s
population was 1,957. By 2010, the population had grown to 11,324, with a 2018 estimate of
12,697.
The larger property, prior to subdivision and development in the 1980s, was developed with a
single house from at least 1940. However, the house was demolished in the late 1980s, and
replaced with the current building in 1991. Additional office structures were constructed in the
early 2000s.
Present Time
The project site is located on a generally flat parcel, that is part of an existing mixed-use
development. The project consists of an addition to an existing building that is currently used as
a place of worship. The building was constructed in 1991 as an office building. In 2006 it was
converted to the current church use. It has been renovated on the interior to accommodate
church activities.
Existing Conditions
A 2014 report compiled on behalf of the City of Half Moon Bay maps historic properties on, or
eligible for, the NRHP, CRHR and Half Moon Bay’s local historic register. It also shows potential
historic properties which had not been evaluated. The project site is not identified as containing
historic properties nor with potential historic properties. The current building was constructed in
1986 and is therefore less than 50 years old and not eligible for consideration as a historic
resource.
3.5.2

Regulatory Setting

Federal, state, and local laws and regulations governing cultural resources exist to protect
cultural, historic, and paleontological resources from damage and destruction. Violation of these
laws and regulations would constitute a significant impact to cultural and paleontological
resources. The laws and policies that pertain to the cultural resources potentially present on the
project site or affected by the project are discussed below.
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California Environmental Quality Act
Pursuant to CEQA, a historical resource is a resource listed in, or eligible for listing in, the
California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR). In addition, resources included in a local
register of historic resources or identified as significant in a local survey conducted in
accordance with state guidelines are also considered historic resources under CEQA, unless a
preponderance of the facts demonstrates otherwise. Per CEQA, the fact that a resource is not
listed in or determined eligible for listing in the CRHR or is not included in a local register or
survey shall not preclude a Lead Agency, as defined by CEQA, from determining that the
resource may be a historic resource as defined in California Public Resources Code (PRC)
Section 5024.1. CEQA applies to archaeological resources when (1) the archaeological
resource satisfies the definition of a historical resource or (2) the archaeological resource
satisfies the definition of a “unique archaeological resource.” A unique archaeological resource
is an archaeological artifact, object, or site that has a high probability of meeting any of the
following criteria:
1. The archaeological resource contains information needed to answer important
scientific research questions and there is a demonstrable public interest in that
information.
2. The archaeological resource has a special and particular quality such as being the
oldest of its type or the best available example of its type.
3. The archaeological resource is directly associated with a scientifically recognized
important prehistoric or historic event or person.
National Register of Historic Places Criteria
The criteria for determining whether a property is eligible for listing in the National Register of
Historic Places (NRHP) are found in Title 36 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Section 60.4
and are reproduced below:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, engineering, and
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and
a.
That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the
broad patterns of our history; or
b.

That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or

c.
That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values,
or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinctions; or
d.
That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
For a property to qualify for the NRHP, it must meet at least one of the above National Register
Criteria for Evaluation by being associated with an important context and retaining historic
integrity of those features necessary to convey its significance.
California Register of Historical Resources
The OHP administers CRHR, which was established in 1992 though amendments to the Public
Resources Code, as an authoritative guide to be used by state and local agencies, private
groups, and citizens to identify the state’s historical resources and to indicate what properties
are to be protected from substantial adverse change. The CRHR includes resources that have
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been formally determined eligible for, or listed in, the NRHP, State Historical Landmark Number
770 or higher, Points of Historical Interest recommended for listing by the State Historical
Resources Commission, resources nominated for listing and determined eligible in accordance
with criteria and procedures adopted by the State Historical Resources Commission, and
resources and districts designated as city or county landmarks when the designation criteria are
consistent with CRHR criteria. To be eligible for the CRHR, a resource must:
a.
Be associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of local or regional history or the cultural history of California or the United
States; or
b.
Be associated with the lives of persons important to local, California or national
history; or
c.
Embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, or method of
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values;
or
d.
That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important to the
prehistory or history of the local area, California or the nation.
A resource also has to be at least 50 years old and must possess several of the seven aspects
of integrity to be eligible for listing in the NRHP and/or the CRHR. Integrity is defined as “…the
authenticity of an historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by the survival of
characteristics that existed during the resource’s period of significance” (OHP 2006). The seven
levels of integrity are location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association.
Resources that are listed in the NRHP are automatically eligible for the CRHR (PRC
§5024.1(c)).
Both NRHP and CRHR evaluations must be made within an appropriate historic context. A
historic context includes three components: a time period, place, and event. A historic context is
developed through one or more research themes to help identify the resources’ significance at
the local, state, or national level. A resources’ integrity is based on its ability to convey its
significance through data requirements. Data requirements can best be described as evidence
found within the archaeological record that conveys the resources’ historical significance. If the
appropriate data requirements are lacking, the resource arguably lacks significance and is
therefore not an eligible resource.
Health and Safety Code, Sections 7050 and 7052
Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5 declares that, in the event of the discovery of human
remains outside a dedicated cemetery, all ground disturbances must cease, and the county
coroner must be notified. Section 7052 establishes a felony penalty for mutilating, disinterring,
or otherwise disturbing human remains, except by relatives.
Public Resources Code Section 5097.5
Public Resources Code Section 5097.5 states, “it is illegal for any person to knowingly and
willfully excavate or remove, destroy, injure, or deface cultural resources.” Furthermore, the
crime is a misdemeanor punishable by a fine not to exceed $10,000 and/or county jail time for
up to one year. In addition to a fine and/or jail time, the court can order restitution, and
restitution will be granted of the commercial and archaeological value of the property.
Penal Code Section 622.5
Penal Code Section 622.5 provides misdemeanor penalties for injuring or destroying objects of
historic or archaeological interest located on public or private lands but specifically excludes the
landowner.
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City of Half Moon Bay Municipal Code / Historic Resources Preservation
Chapter 14.39 of the City’s Municipal Code, sets forth that the City should provide for the
protection, preservation, enhancement and perpetuation of those buildings, structures, objects
and areas of historic, architectural and engineering significance which contribute to the cultural
heritage of the City and integrate the preservation of historic resources into public and private
land use management and development processes. The code establishes that the Planning
Commission shall have the power and duty to, among other things, conduct a comprehensive
survey of properties within the boundaries of the city for the purpose of establishing an official
inventory of historic resources, and would be updated periodically as needed.
City of Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program
This LCP section from 1993, based on background information from 1979, outlines policies
relating to the protection and identification of Archaeological and Paleontological Resources. It
discusses the overall heightened sensitivity of the Half Moon Bay region and provides policies
that include archaeological study prior to issuance of a grading permit for certain projects,
archaeological survey for projects of one acre or more within archaeologically sensitive zones,
archaeological survey of municipal improvement projects, and general protection of
archaeological resources where feasible. The section also notes that no known paleontological
resources of significance occur within Half Moon Bay.
City of Half Moon Bay Municipal Code
Title 18 (Zoning) of the City of Half Moon Bay Municipal Code contains the several provisions
regarding the identification, treatment and protection of archaeological and historical resources
including Chapter 18.38 Coastal Resources Protection and Chapter 18.39 Historic Resources
Preservation. These require site evaluation, reporting, and implementation of mitigation, as
necessary, to protect buried cultural and historic resources.
3.5.3

Discussion

Would the proposed project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource as
defined in §15064.5?
Less Than Significant Impact. The 2014 Existing Conditions report, prepared for the
General Plan Update process, details historic structures throughout the city of Half Moon Bay.
Although there are a significant number of historic structures listed on the NRHP, CRHR and the
local historic register within the vicinity of the project, the riparian corridor blocks the majority of
the line of sight between the existing building and mapped historic resources. The proposed
project would add on to the existing structure, with most of the improvements placed at the front
of the building (entry way). The proposed architectural styling of the proposed improvements are
planned to match the existing building. The proposed project would therefore not significantly
affect the eligibility of nearby historic resources for inclusion on a historic register.
b) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological
resource pursuant to §15064.5?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation. There are no known prehistoric or
historic cultural resources on the site. Previous construction work in the early 2000s did not
reveal any archaeological resource. However, the site is situated adjacent to Pilarcitos Creek.
Creeks were important to the Native American tribes in the Bay Area and sites and burials are
often associated with tribal artifacts and remains. Although excavation on the site is within a
developed area, there is potential to encounter native soils, and therefore, historic or prehistoric
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artifacts may be encountered during project construction. Disturbance of archaeological finds
would be a significant impact.
To safeguard potential archaeological resources from impacts during construction, the following
mitigation measures will be implemented to reduce impacts to less than significant:
Impact CULT-1: Disturbance of unknown prehistoric or historic cultural resources,
including human remains, during project construction.
Mitigation Measure CULT-1: In the event archaeological resources are unearthed
during ground-disturbing activities, all ground-disturbing activities on the site shall be
halted so that the find can be evaluated. Ground moving activities shall not be allowed to
continue until a qualified archaeologist has examined the newly discovered artifact(s)
and has evaluated the area of the find.
All archaeological resources unearthed by project construction activities shall be
evaluated by a qualified professional archaeologist, who meets the U.S. Secretary of the
Interior’s Professional Qualifications and Standards. In anticipation of additional
discoveries during construction, Archaeological Sensitivity Training shall then be carried
out by a qualified archaeologist for all personnel who will engage in ground moving
activities on the site.
If a newly discovered resource is, or is suspected to be, Native American in origin, the
resource shall be considered as a significant Tribal Cultural Resource, pursuant to PRC
21074, until the County has determined otherwise with the consultation of a qualified
archaeologist
The City shall coordinate with the archaeologist to develop an appropriate treatment plan
for the resources. The plan may include implementation of archaeological data recovery
excavations to address treatment of the resource along with subsequent laboratory
processing and analysis. If appropriate, the archaeologist may introduce archaeological
monitoring on all or part of the site. An archaeological report will be written detailing all
archaeological finds and submitted to the City and the Northwest Information Center.
Effectiveness:

This measure would minimize and/or avoid impacts on undetected
archaeological resources.

Implementation: By the Applicant or its contractor.
Timing:

During all earth disturbing phases of project construction.

Monitoring:

An archaeological report, if appropriate, will be written detailing all
archaeological finds and submitted to the City and the Northwest
Information Center.

c) Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site or unique
geologic feature?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation. No known unique paleontological or
geological features occur within the site. Although excavation is not anticipated to be to a depth
where paleontological resources are generally encountered, the geologically active nature of the
Bay Area may have brought fossils closer to the surface. If the discovery of paleontological or
geological resources were to occur, the implementation of Mitigation Measure CULT-2 would
safeguard unknown paleontological resources and reduce impacts to less than significant.
Impact CULT-2: Disturbance of unknown paleontological resources during project
construction.
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Mitigation Measure CULT-2: In the event paleontological resources are unearthed
during ground-disturbing activities, all ground-disturbing activities shall be halted so that
the find can be evaluated. Construction activities shall not be allowed to continue on the
site until a qualified paleontologist has examined the newly discovered artifact(s) and
has evaluated the area of the find. All paleontological resources unearthed by project
construction activities shall be evaluated by a qualified professional paleontologist who
meets the qualifications set forth by the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology. In
anticipation of additional discoveries during construction, Paleontological Sensitivity
Training will be carried out by a qualified archaeologist for all personnel who will engage
in ground moving activities on the site. The City shall coordinate with the paleontologist
to develop an appropriate treatment plan for the resources. The plan may include
implementation of paleontological data recovery excavations to address treatment of the
resource along with subsequent laboratory processing and analysis. If appropriate, the
paleontologist may introduce paleontological monitoring on all or part of the site. A
paleontological report will be written detailing all paleontological finds and submitted to
the City and University of California Museum of Paleontology at Berkley (UCMP).
Effectiveness:

This measure would minimize and/or avoid impacts on undetected
paleontological resources.

Implementation: By the Applicant or its contractor.
Timing:

During all earth disturbing phases of project construction.

Monitoring:

A paleontological report, if appropriate, will be written detailing all
paleontological finds and submitted to the City and the University of
California Museum of Paleontology at Berkley.

d)
Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of dedicated
cemeteries?
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation. The Pilarcitos and Independent Order
of Odd Fellows (IOOF) Cemeteries are located approximately 1,100 feet to the north west of the
project site. The borders of the cemeteries are well defined and it is very unlikely that human
remains associated with these cemeteries would occur outside their boundary. However, Native
American burials are known to exist in or near the banks of creeks. Although the ground moving
activity is in a previously developed area, there is potential for excavation in native soils, and
thus for the discovery of human remains during project construction. Implementation of the
following mitigation measure would reduce impacts to less than significant.
Impact CULT-3: Disturbance of unknown human remains during project construction.
Mitigation Measure CULT-3: If human remains are unearthed during construction of the
proposed project, the City shall comply with State Health and Safety Code Section
7050.5. The City shall immediately notify the County Coroner and no further disturbance
shall occur until the County Coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin and
disposition pursuant to PRC Section 5097.98. If the remains are determined to be of
Native American descent, the coroner has 24 hours to notify the Native American
Heritage Commission (NAHC). The NAHC shall then identify the person(s) thought to be
the Most Likely Descendent (MLD).
After the MLD has inspected the remains and the site, they have 48 hours to
recommend to the landowner the treatment and/or disposal, with appropriate dignity, the
human remains and any associated funerary objects. Upon the reburial of the human
remains, the MLD shall file a record of the reburial with the NAHC and the project
archaeologist shall file a record of the reburial with the NWIC. If the NAHC is unable to
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identify a MLD, or the MLD identified fails to make a recommendation, or the landowner
rejects the recommendation of the MLD and the mediation provided for in Subdivision (k)
of Section 5097.94, if invoked, fails to provide measures acceptable to the landowner,
the landowner or his or her authorized representative shall inter the human remains and
items associated with Native American human remains with appropriate dignity on the
property in a location not subject to further and future subsurface disturbance.
Effectiveness:

This measure would minimize and/or avoid impacts on undetected
human remains.

Implementation: By the Applicant or its contractor.
Timing:

During all earth disturbing phases of project construction.

Monitoring:

A report will be written detailing all finds of undetected human remains
and submitted to the City and the Northwest Information Center.
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GEOLOGY AND SOILS
Potentially
Less Than
Significant Significant with
Impact
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential
substantial adverse effects, including the risk of
loss, injury, or death involving:
i) Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as
delineated on the most recent Alquist-Priolo
Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the
State Geologist for the area or based on other
substantial evidence of a known fault? Refer
to Division of Mines and Geology Special
Publication 42.
ii) Strong seismic ground shaking?
iii) Seismic-related ground failure, including
liquefaction?
iv) Landslides?
b) Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of
topsoil?
c) Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is
unstable, or that would become unstable as a
result of the project, and potentially result in onor off-site landslide, lateral spreading,
subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in
Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building Code
(1994), creating substantial risks to life or
property?
e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting
the use of septic tanks or alternative waste water
disposal systems where sewers are not available
for the disposal of waste water?

3.6.1

Environmental Setting

Regional Geology and Seismicity
The project site is in the San Francisco Bay Region within the Coast Range Geomorphic
Province. The site is mapped as Qha (Alluvium from the Holocene Age) according to the
Geologic Map of the San Francisco Bay Region (Graymer et al., 2006).
The proposed project site is in an area of high seismicity, with active faults associated with the
San Andreas fault system. The closest faults to the site are the San Gregorio Fault off the coast
of Half Moon Bay, and the San Andreas Fault, which follows the ridge of the coastal mountains
east of the site. Significant earthquakes have occurred in this general area and strong to violent
ground-shaking in the project area can be expected because of a major earthquake on one of
the active faults in the region. The Working Group on California Earthquake Probabilities has
estimated that there is a 72% chance that a magnitude 6.7 or greater earthquake will occur in
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the San Francisco Bay Area within thirty years from 2014 (Field, 2014 and WGCEP, 2015). The
probability of a 6.7 magnitude or greater earthquake occurring along individual faults was
estimated to be 6.4% along the San Andreas Fault,14.4% along the Hayward Fault and 7.4%
along the Calaveras Fault within thirty years from 2014 (Field, 2014 and WGCEP, 2015).
Site Soils
There are two soil series within the project area according to the Web Soil Survey (USDA 2017):
Farallone loam, nearly level (FaA) and Gullied land (Gu, alluvial soil material). The Farallone
loam series consists of a top layer that contains many coarse, gritty particles with the deeper
layers coarser in texture. The soil is well drained with moderate permeability in the surface layer
and moderately rapid to rapid permeability in the deeper layers. The soil has good water-holding
capacity and moderate fertility and is associated with prime farmland in San Mateo County.
Gullied land is derived from alluvium and is generally found on floodplains and near streams.
The soil profile is variable and is classified as a miscellaneous land type. These soil series are
listed as hydric in San Mateo County on the National Hydric Soils List (USDA 2015).
The project site is mostly paved and developed with the building and a parking lot.
3.6.2

Regulatory Setting

Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act
The Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act regulates development in California near known
active faults due to hazards associated with surface fault ruptures. There are no Alquist-Priolo
zones on the project site.
Seismic Hazard Mapping Act
The Seismic Hazard Mapping Act was passed in 1990 following the Loma Prieta earthquake to
reduce threats to public health and safety and to minimize property damage caused by
earthquakes. The act directs the U.S. Department of Conservation to identify and map areas
prone to the earthquake hazards of liquefaction, earthquake-induced landslides, and amplified
ground shaking. The act requires site-specific geotechnical investigations to identify potential
seismic hazards and formulate mitigation measures prior to permitting most developments
designed for human occupancy within the Zones of Required Investigation.
California Building Code
The California Building Code (CBC) is codified in the California Code of Regulations (CCR) as
Title 24, Part 2 and became effective January 1, 2014. The CBC is administered by the
California Building Standards Commission, but enforced by California cities and counties. The
purpose of the CBC is to establish minimum standards to safeguard the public health, safety,
and general welfare by regulating and controlling the design, construction, quality of materials,
use and occupancy, location, and maintenance of all building and structures and certain
equipment within its jurisdiction.
The CBC contains necessary California amendments, which are based on the American Society
of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Minimum Design Standards 7-10. ASCE 7-10 provides requirements
for general structural design and includes means for determining earthquake loads as well as
other loads for inclusion into building codes. The earthquake design requirements take into
account the occupancy category of the structure, site class, soil classifications, and various
seismic coefficients, which are used to determine a seismic design category (SDC) for a project.
The SDC is a classification system that combines the occupancy categories with the level of
expected ground motions at the site; SDC values range from A (very small seismic vulnerability)
to E/F (very high seismic vulnerability and near a major fault). Once a project is categorized
according to SDC, design specifications can be determined. The provisions of the CBC apply to
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the construction, alteration, movement, replacement, and demolition of every building or
structure, or any appurtenances connected or attached to such buildings or structures,
throughout California.
Half Moon Bay General Plan
Cities and counties in the state of California must adopt General Plans which regulate physical
development. Geologic hazards for Half Moon Bay are addressed in the Safety Element of the
General Plan. The 1991 General Plan Safety Element policies relevant to the proposed project
address ground failure and soil stability in the event of an earthquake and generally require
identification and mitigation of seismic hazards through engineering and building design
standards.
City of Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program (LCP) Land Use Plan
The entire city, including the project site, is within the California Coastal Zone, and the City’s
LCP Land Use Plan (1993) provides policies and programs which address conformity with the
Coastal Act, along with other land use goals. There is one policy relevant to the proposed
project in this document related to geology, soils, and seismicity:
Policy 4-6: Applications for grading and building permits and applications for subdivisions shall
be reviewed for adjacency to, threats from, and impacts on geologic hazards arising from
seismic events, tsunami run-up, landslides, flooding, or other geologic hazards such as
expansive soils and subsidence areas. In areas of known geologic hazards, as indicated on the
Geologic Hazards Map, a geologic report shall be required. The project site is not located within
a tsunami, landslide or slope hazard zone, or 50-year line of cliff retreat, as indicated on the
Geologic Hazards Map. However, the map indicates the project site is near to a potential flood
zone and is addressed in the Hydrology Water Quality, Section 3.9. Mitigation measures shall
be required where necessary. The project is an addition to an existing building, therefore the
City did not require the preparation of a site specific geologic report.
3.6.3

Discussion 1

Would the proposed project:
a) Expose people or structures to potential substantial adverse effects, including the
risk of loss, injury, or death involving:
i.

Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent AlquistPriolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for the area
or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault?

No Impact. The proposed project would not expose people or structures to rupture of a
known earthquake fault. The site is not within an Alquist-Priolo zone, and there are no known
faults that cross the site (ABAG 2018).

1

Under the California Building Industry Association v. Bay Area Air Quality Management District case (CBIA v. BAAQMD 2015), the
California Supreme Court held that “CEQA does not require an agency to consider the impact of existing conditions on future project
users,” except in specific circumstances unrelated to this geological conditions analysis. (CBIA v. BAAQMD, pg. 2) The Court also
noted, however, that CEQA does not “prohibit an agency from considering— as part of an environmental review for a project it
proposes to undertake— how existing conditions might impact a project’s future users or residents.” (CBIA v. BAAQMD, fn. 12)
Therefore, the current CEQA review practice of determining whether the potential effects of existing geological conditions on project
components is a potentially significant impact is no longer a valid CEQA impact assessment.
Consistent with this court ruling and CEQA case law, the impact discussion presented below focuses on the project’s effect on
geology and soils rather than the effect of geologic hazards and site conditions upon the proposed project. The project is evaluated
to determine whether it would create or exacerbate soil or geologic conditions identified in each of the above significance threshold
criteria.
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ii. Strong seismic ground shaking?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is in the San Francisco Bay Area which
is considered one of the most seismically active regions in the United States. Significant
earthquakes have occurred in this area and strong to violent ground-shaking in the project area
can be expected due to a major earthquake on one of the faults in the region. The proposed
project shall be designed and constructed in accordance with the 2016 California Building Code.
The proposed project would not create the potential for or exacerbate existing conditions related
to seismic ground shaking. The project is an addition to an existing building; no new buildings or
land use changes are proposed. Compliance with the California Building Code would ensure the
proposed church modifications are safe during seismic events. The project would have a less
than significant impact related to seismic ground shaking.
iii. Seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction?
Less Than Significant Impact. Liquefaction occurs when loose, saturated sandy soils
lose strength and flow like a liquid during earthquake shaking. Ground settlement often
accompanies liquefaction. Soils most susceptible to liquefaction are saturated, loose, silty
sands, and uniformly graded sands. The project site has a moderate susceptibility to
liquefaction (ABAG 2018).
The project would not exacerbate existing conditions related to liquefaction potential at the site.
The project is an addition to an existing building, located on a level lot, that will require only
minimal grading; no new buildings or land use changes are proposed. Compliance with the
California Building Code would ensure the proposed project is designed to accommodate
anticipated site conditions. The project would have a less than significant impact related to
seismic-related ground failure.
iv. Landslides?
No Impact. The project area is generally flat and is not susceptible to landslides (Half
Moon Bay 1991, ABAG 2018). Therefore, the proposed project would not expose people or
structures to landslides.
b)

Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil?

Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is relatively flat and is already mostly
paved and developed, and the proposed project is an addition to an existing building. Therefore,
the probability of the project resulting in substantial soil erosion or loss of topsoil is low. In
addition, the City requires the preparation of an Erosion Control Plan which shall be prepared to
include Best Management Practices (BMPs) to prevent soil erosion during construction.
Additionally, project plans include the construction of permanent stormwater drainage
improvements including on-site retention basins.
c)
Be located on a geologic unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become
unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site landslide,
lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse?
Less Than Significant Impact. There is no potential for on- or off-site landslide (see
response to question a) iv).
The project site is moderately susceptible to liquefaction (see response to Question a) iii).
Lateral spreading is horizontal/lateral ground movement of relatively flat-lying soil deposits
towards a free face such as an excavation, channel, or open body of water; typically, lateral
spreading is associated with liquefaction of one or more subsurface layers near the bottom of
the exposed slope. As the potential for liquefaction to occur at the site is moderate, the potential
for lateral spreading to impact the project site is also moderate.
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Subsidence occurs where water, gas, or other material is removed from intergranular spaces,
resulting in compaction of soils. In extreme circumstances, this phenomenon can cause severe
lowering of the soil surface, damaging overlying structures and causing risks to life. Subsidence
is most common in areas underlain by loose, compressible clay rich soils, where water or oil is
withdrawn in excessive amounts. Subsidence may also occur within landfill areas, as the
underlying materials compact over time. The potential for subsidence in the project area is
considered low (Dyett & Bhatia 2014).
The project would not create potential for or exacerbate existing conditions related to unstable
geologic units or soils at the site. The project is an addition to an existing building; no new
buildings or land use changes are proposed. Compliance with the California Building Code
would ensure the proposed building modifications are designed to accommodate anticipated
site conditions. The project would have a less than significant impact related to landslide
potential, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse.
d) Be located on expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1-B of the Uniform Building
Code (1994), creating substantial risks to life or property?
Less Than Significant Impact. Expansive soils contain shrink-swell clays that are
capable of absorbing water. As these clays absorb water, they increase in volume, and these
changes in volume are capable of exerting enough force on buildings and other structures to
damage foundations and basement walls. Damage from expansive soils also occurs when the
soils dry out and contract, causing subsidence and earth fissuring.
Soils at the project site have the potential to be expansive. However, the existing building,
constructed in 1991, does not show signs of damage that would be associated with expansive
soils. In addition, the project will be designed and constructed in accordance with current
California Building Code regulations. The project would not exacerbate site soil conditions
related to expansive soils.
e) Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or
alternative waste water disposal systems where sewers are not available for the
disposal of waste water?
No Impact. No wastewater or septic tank systems are proposed as part of the project.
3.6.4
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GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant
impact on the environment?
b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or
regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing
the emissions of greenhouse gases?

3.7.1

Environmental Setting

Gases that trap heat in the atmosphere and affect regulation of the Earth’s temperature are
known as greenhouse gases (GHGs). GHGs that contribute to climate regulation are a different
type of pollutant than criteria or hazardous air pollutants because climate regulation is global in
scale, both in terms of causes and effects. Some GHGs are emitted to the atmosphere naturally
by biological and geological processes, such as evaporation (water vapor), aerobic respiration
(carbon dioxide), and off-gassing from low oxygen environments including swamps or exposed
permafrost (methane); however, GHG emissions from human activities, such as fuel combustion
(carbon dioxide) and refrigerants (hydrofluorocarbons), are primarily responsible for the
significant contribution to overall GHG concentrations in the atmosphere, climate regulation, and
global climate change.
Human production of GHGs has increased steadily since pre-industrial times (approximately
pre-1880) and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmospheric carbon dioxide
concentrations have increased from a pre-industrial value of 280 ppm in the early 1800’s to 408
ppm in January 2018 (NOAA 2018). The effects of increased GHG concentrations in the
atmosphere include climate change (increasing temperature and shifts in precipitation patterns
and amounts), reduced ice and snow cover, sea level rise, and acidification of oceans. These
effects in turn will impact food and water supplies, infrastructure, ecosystems, and overall public
health and welfare.
The 1997 United Nations’ Kyoto Protocol international treaty set targets for reductions in
emissions of four specific GHGs – carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and sulfur
hexafluoride – and two groups of gases – hydrofluorocarbons and perfluorocarbons. These
GHG are the primary GHG emitted into the atmosphere by human activities. The six common
GHG’s are described below.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2). CO2 is released to the atmosphere when fossil fuels (oil, gasoline, diesel,
natural gas, and coal), solid waste, and wood or wood products are burned.
Methane (CH4). CH4 is emitted during the production and transport of coal, natural gas, and oil.
Methane emissions also result from the decomposition of organic waste in municipal solid waste
landfills and the raising of livestock.
Nitrous oxide (N2O). N2O is emitted during agricultural and industrial activities, as well as during
combustion of solid waste and fossil fuels.
Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). SF6 is commonly used as an electrical insulator in high voltage
electrical transmission and distribution equipment such as circuit breakers, substations, and
transmission switchgear. Releases of SF6 occur during maintenance and servicing as well as
from leaks of electrical equipment.
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Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and perfluorocarbons (PFCs). HFCs and PFCs are generated in a
variety of industrial processes.
GHG emissions from human activities contribute to overall GHG concentrations in the
atmosphere and the corresponding effects of global climate change (e.g., rising temperatures,
increased severe weather events such as drought and flooding). GHGs can remain in the
atmosphere long after they are emitted. The potential for a GHG to absorb and trap heat in the
atmosphere is considered its global warming potential (GWP). The reference gas for measuring
GWP is CO2, which has a GWP of one. By comparison, CH4 has a GWP of 21, which means
that one molecule of CH4 has 21 times the effect on global warming as one molecule of CO2.
Multiplying the estimated emissions for non-CO2 GHGs by their GWP determines their carbon
dioxide equivalent (CO2e), which enables a project’s combined global warming potential to be
expressed in terms of mass CO2 emissions.
Existing GHG Emission Sources at the Project Site
As described in the Air Quality Section, the proposed project site is already developed with an
existing building. There are no stationary sources of emissions currently on site.
3.7.2

Regulatory Setting

California Global Warming Solutions Act (AB32) and Related Legislation
CARB is the lead agency for implementing Assembly Bill (AB) 32, the California Global
Warming Solutions Act adopted by the Legislature in 2006. AB 32 requires the CARB to prepare
a Scoping Plan containing the main strategies that will be used to achieve reductions in GHG
emissions in California.
In 2007, CARB approved a statewide 1990 emissions level and corresponding 2020 GHG
emissions limit of 427 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) (CARB,
2007). In 2008, CARB adopted its Climate Change Scoping Plan, which projects, absent
regulation or under a “business as usual” (BAU) scenario, 2020 statewide GHG emissions
levels of 596 million MTCO2e and identifies the numerous measures (i.e., mandatory rules and
regulations and voluntary measures) that will achieve at least 174 million MTCO2e of reductions
and reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020 (CARB, 2009). In 2011, CARB
released a supplement to the 2008 Scoping Plan Functional Equivalent Document (FED) that
included an updated 2020 BAU statewide GHG emissions level projection of 507 million
MTCO2e (CARB, 2011), and in 2014 CARB adopted its First Update to the Climate Change
Scoping Plan (CARB, 2014).
Executive Order B-30-15, 2030 Carbon Target and Adaptation, issued by Governor Brown in
April 2015, sets a target of reducing GHG emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels in 2030.
By directing state agencies to take measures consistent with their existing authority to reduce
GHG emissions, this order establishes coherence between the 2020 and 2050 GHG reduction
goals set by AB 32 and seeks to align California with the scientifically established GHG
emissions levels needed to limit global warming below two degrees Celsius.
To reinforce the goals established through Executive Order B-30-15, Governor Brown went on
to sign SB-32 and AB-197 on September 8, 2016. SB-32 made the GHG reduction target to
reduce GHG emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 a requirement as opposed to
a goal. AB-197 gives the Legislature additional authority over CARB to ensure the most
successful strategies for lowering emissions are implemented, and requires CARB to, “protect
the state’s most impacted and disadvantaged communities …[and] consider the social costs of
the emissions of greenhouse gases.”
On December 14, 2017 CARB adopted the second update to the Scoping Plan, the 2017
Climate Change Scoping Plan Update (2017 Scoping Plan Update). The primary objective of
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the 2017 Scoping Plan Update is to identify the measures needed to achieve the mid-term GHG
reduction target for 2030 (i.e., reduce emissions by 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030), as
established under Executive Order B-30-15 and SB 32. The 2017 Scoping Plan Update
identifies an increasing need for coordination among state, regional, and local governments to
achieve the GHG emissions reductions that can be gained from local land use planning and
decisions. It notes emission reduction targets set by more than one hundred local jurisdictions in
the state could result in emissions reductions of up to 45 MMTCO2E and 83 MMTCO2E by 2020
and 2050, respectively. To achieve these goals, the 2017 Scoping Plan Update includes a
recommended plan-level efficiency threshold of six metric tons or less per capita by 2030 and
no more than two metric tons by 2050.
The major elements of the 2017 Scoping Plan Update framework include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implementing and/or increasing the standards of the Mobile Source Strategy, which
include increasing zero emission vehicle (ZEV) buses and trucks;
Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS), with an increased stringency (18 percent by
2030);
Implementation of SB 350, which expands the Renewables Portfolio Standards
(RPS) to 50 percent and doubles energy efficiency savings by 2030;
California Sustainable Freight Action Plan, which improves freight system efficiency,
utilizes near-zero emissions technology, and deployment of ZEV trucks;
Implementing the proposed Short-Lived Climate Pollutant Strategy, which focuses on
reducing CH4 and hydrocarbon emissions by 40 percent and anthropogenic black
carbon emissions by 50 percent by year 2030;
Continued implementation of SB 375;
Post-2020 Cap-and-Trade Program that includes declining caps;
20 percent reduction in GHG emissions from refineries by 2030; and
Development of a Natural and Working Lands Action Plan to secure California’s land
base as a net carbon sink.

BAAQMD 2017 Clean Air Plan
As discussed in Section 3.3, Air Quality, the BAAQMD’s 2017 Clean Air Plan is a multi-pollutant
plan focused on protecting public health and the climate. The Clean Air Plan lays the
groundwork for a long-term effort to reduce Bay Area GHG emissions 40 percent below 1990
levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050, consistent with GHG reduction
targets adopted by the state of California. As opposed to focusing solely on the nearer 2030
GHG reduction target, the Clean Air Plan makes a concerted effort to imagine and plan for a
successful and sustainable Bay Area in the year 2050. In 2050, the Bay area is envisioned as a
region where:
•
•
•
•

Energy efficient buildings are heated, cooled, and powered by renewable energy;
The transportation network has been redeveloped with an emphasis on non-vehicular
modes of transportation and mass-transit;
The electricity grid is powered by 100 percent renewable energy; and
Bay Area residents have adopted lower-carbon intensive lifestyles (e.g., purchasing lowcarbon goods in addition to recycling and putting organic waste to productive use).

The Clean Air Plan includes a comprehensive, multipollutant control strategy that is broken up
into 85 distinct measures and categorized based on the same economic sector framework used
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by CARB for the AB 32 Scoping Plan Update. 2 The accumulation of all 85 control measures
being implemented support the three overarching goals of the plan. These goals are:
•
•
•
3.7.3

Attain all state and national air quality standards;
Eliminate disparities among Bay Area communities in cancer health risk from toxic air
contaminants; and
Reduce Bay Area GHG Emissions to 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80
percent below 1990 levels by 2050.
Discussion

Would the proposed project:
a) Generate greenhouse gas emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a
significant impact on the environment?
Global climate change is the result of GHG emissions worldwide; individual projects do not
generate enough GHG emissions to influence global climate change. Thus, the analysis of GHG
emissions is by nature a cumulative analysis focused on whether an individual project’s
contribution to global climate change is cumulatively considerable.
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project involves a 6,570-square foot
addition to an existing building that is used as a place of worship. The proposed project would
produce short-term GHG emissions from construction-related fuel combustion. The BAAQMD
does not maintain CEQA GHG significance thresholds for construction; but for comparison
purposes, it is easily discernable from the scale of the project that any construction-related GHG
emissions would be far less than the operational GHG threshold of significance (i.e., 1,100
MTCO2e/year).
Furthermore, as discussed in the Air Quality Section, the BAAQMD’s CEQA Air Quality
Guidelines contain screening criteria to provide lead agencies with a conservative indication of
whether a proposed project could result in potentially significant air quality and GHG impacts.
Consistent with the BAAQMD’s guidance, if a project meets all the screening criteria, then the
project would result in a less than significant GHG impact and a detailed GHG assessment is
not required for the project. The BAAQMD operational GHG screening size for a place of
worship land use type is 61,000 square feet, which is far more than the proposed 6,570 squarefoot addition being proposed by the project. All other screening criteria is met (see Table 3-1 for
details). Since the proposed project would be smaller than the screening size established by the
BAAQMD, the project would not exceed operational GHG threshold and therefore would have a
less than significant impact.
b) Conflict with an applicable plan, policy or regulation adopted for the purpose
of reducing the emissions of greenhouse gases?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project would not conflict with an
applicable plan, policy, or regulation adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions,
including the BAAQMD 2017 Clean Air Plan. The proposed project would comply with all green
building policies (e.g., Title 24 Building Code) that is designed to increase the energy efficiency
in new structures. This impact would be less than significant.

2 The sectors included in the AB 32 Scoping Plan Update are: stationary (industrial) sources, transportation, energy, buildings,
agriculture, natural and working lands, waste management, water, and super-GHG pollutants.
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HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through the routine transport,
use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or
the environment through reasonably foreseeable
upset and accident conditions involving the
release of hazardous materials into the
environment?
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or waste within one-quarter mile of
an existing or proposed school?
d) Be located on a site which is included on a list
of hazardous materials sites compiled pursuant
to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a
result, would it create a significant hazard to the
public or the environment?
e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in
the project area?
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project result in a safety
hazard for people residing or working in the
project area?
g) Impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency response
plan or emergency evacuation plan?
h) Expose people or structures to a significant
risk of loss, injury or death involving wildland
fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to
urbanized areas or where residences are
intermixed with wildlands?

3.8.1

Environmental Setting

The existing building at the project site was constructed in 1986, and the site is not near any
land uses which include use, storage, transport, or disposal of large amounts of hazardous
materials. The building is surrounded to the south, east, and west by mature vegetation
associated with Pilarcitos Creek which wraps around the rear and sides of the existing building.
The site is bordered on the north across Stone Pine Road, by townhomes; on the west, by
Pilarcitos Creek and John L. Carter Memorial Park beyond; on the east by the Post Office site,
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and on the south by Pilarcitos Creek and residential uses beyond. There are no known
hazardous materials sites within 1,000 feet of the project site (DTSC 2018).
3.8.2

Regulatory Setting

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) regulates the disposal of hazardous
wastes under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). The U.S. EPA maintains
lists of federally regulated hazardous wastes which are generally characterized as ignitable,
corrosive liquid, reactive, and toxic.
California Department of Toxic Substance Control
The California Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC) regulates the disposal of nonRCRA hazardous wastes in California (22 CCR §66261 et. al). California has adopted
hazardous waste listings similar to the RCRA hazardous waste lists.
Waste classified as hazardous is managed for safe and protective handling for storage,
transportation, treatment, and disposal.
3.8.3

Discussion

Would the proposed project:
a) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through the routine
transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials?
No Impact. The proposed project is an addition to an existing building. Operation of the
existing building does not involve the routine use, transport or dispose of significant quantities of
hazardous materials and would not do so after the addition is constructed. Hazardous materials
use at the site is limited to small quantities of household cleaning products, and possibly
fertilizers for the landscaped areas.
b) Create a significant hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably
foreseeable upset and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous
materials into the environment?
Less Than Significant Impact. The use of heavy equipment during project construction
has the potential to result in leaks of fuels, oils, and lubricants that could contaminate soil or
storm water. A silt fence will be in place during construction between the work area and
Pilarcitos Creek (see Mitigation Measure BIO-1), and best management practices (BMPs) to
protect water quality are incorporated into the project (see Table 2-1 in the Project
Description)In addition, the City requires measures that address proper construction site
management and handling of materials, as part of the Building and Grading Permit approval
process. The City also requires the preparation of an Erosion Control Plan which shall be
prepared to include Best Management Practices (BMPs) to prevent stormwater pollution during
construction (see Figure 8). With the compliance to applicable regulations and the
implementation of the standard BMPs, the proposed project would not create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment through reasonably foreseeable upset and accident
conditions involving hazardous materials.
c) Emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials,
substances, or hazardous waste within one-quarter mile of an existing or
proposed school?
No Impact. There are no schools within one-quarter mile of the project site. The closest
schools to the site are the Half Moon Bay High School, approximately 0.3-mile northeast of the
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site, and the Manual F. Cunha Intermediate School, approximately 0.3 mile southwest of the site
(Google Earth Pro 2018). The proposed project is an addition to an existing building, a land use
that does not include hazardous materials emissions or the handling of large amounts of
hazardous materials. Therefore, the project would not emit hazardous emissions or handle
hazardous materials within one-quarter mile of an existing or proposed school.
d) Be located on a site which is included on a list of hazardous materials sites
compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 and, as a result, would it
create a significant hazard to the public or the environment?
No Impact. The Hazardous Waste and Substances Site List, also known as the Cortese
List, is a planning document used by the State of California and its various local agencies
including the Department of Toxic Substances (DTSC), to comply with CEQA requirements in
providing information about the location of hazardous materials release site. Government Code
Section 65962.5 requires CalEPA to develop at least annually an updated Cortese List (DTSC
2007). The project site is not listed on the Cortese List pursuant to Government Code Section
65962.5 by the Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC 2018).
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project result in a safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
Less Than Significant Impact. The closest airport to the site is the Half Moon Bay
Airport, located approximately 4.5 miles northwest of the project site. The project site is not
located within the Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan for the Half Moon Bay Airport (C/CAG,
2014). However, the project site is in San Francisco International Airport’s (SFO) Airport
Influence Area A (all of San Mateo County). SFO is located approximately 10 miles northeast of
the project site and the site is well outside of the Outer Boundary of Safety Zones of the airport
(C/CAG, 2012). Thus, the proposed project would not result in a safety hazard for people
residing or working in the project area.
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project result in a
safety hazard for people residing or working in the project area?
No Impact. There are no private airstrips located within the vicinity of the project site.
g) Impair implementation of or physically interfere with an adopted emergency
response plan or emergency evacuation plan?
No Impact. The proposed project would not impair implementation of or physically
interfere with an adopted emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan. The City of
Half Moon Bay participates in the San Mateo County Emergency Plan as a basis for a
community emergency preparedness. San Mateo County’s Area Office of Emergency Services
provides planning, preparedness, public information, training, and federal/state
intergovernmental emergency services coordination for the cities and unincorporated areas
within the county. The proposed project would not change site access or circulation and would
not impact any surrounding streets. Therefore, the proposed addition would not affect an
emergency response plan or emergency evacuation plan.
h) Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
wildland fires, including where wildlands are adjacent to urbanized areas or where
residences are intermixed with wildlands?
No Impact. The proposed project would not expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury or death involving wildland fires. The project site is currently developed with a
building and a parking lot and is surrounded by other existing development and a creek (wetted
area). The project site is not near wildland areas susceptible to wildfires. The project site is
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rated as “Non-burnable” according to the U.S. Forest Service Wildfire Hazard Potential map
(USFS 2018).
3.8.4
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HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
Potentially
Less Than
Significant Significant with
Impact
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements?
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or
interfere substantially with groundwater recharge
such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer
volume or a lowering of the local groundwater
table level (e.g., the production rate of preexisting nearby wells would drop to a level which
would not support existing land uses or planned
uses for which permits have been granted)?
c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern
of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a
manner which would result in substantial erosion
or siltation on- or off-site?
d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern
of the site or area, including through the
alteration of the course of a stream or river, or
substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which would result in
flooding on- or off-site?
e) Create or contribute runoff water which would
exceed the capacity of existing or planned
stormwater drainage systems or provide
substantial additional sources of polluted runoff?
f) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard
area as mapped on a federal Flood Hazard
Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other
flood hazard delineation map?
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area
structures which would impede or redirect flood
flows?
i) Expose people or structures to a significant risk
of loss, injury or death involving flooding,
including flooding as a result of the failure of a
levee or dam?
j) Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?
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Environmental Setting

Climate and Topography
The climate at the project site is coastal Mediterranean, with most rain falling in the winter and
spring. Fog and cool temperatures are common in the summer. The average annual rainfall in
Half Moon Bay is 26 inches (1939 to 1995; worldclimate.com).
Local Watershed
The project site is adjacent to Pilarcitos Creek, which is a 13.5-mile perennial stream that flows
from the western slopes of the Santa Cruz Mountains through Pilarcitos Canyon and discharges
into the Pacific Ocean. The creek drains 30 square miles and has numerous tributaries. The
project area is approximately 1.5 miles upstream from the mouth of the Creek, and
approximately 65 feet from the channel.
Groundwater
The project site is underlain by the Half Moon Bay Terrace groundwater basin. The basin
occupies a total area of approximately 9,150 acres along the California coast from Matins Beach
north to Montara. The basin is made up of several smaller sub-basins, including the Lower
Pilarcitos Creek sub-basin in the project area. The aquifers of these sub-basins are generally
composed of shallow, unconfined and semiconfined, marine terrace and alluvial deposits,
underlain by the Purisima formation with overlying fine-grained alluvial deposits. The overlying
alluvial deposits can create an impermeable cap over the marine terrace aquifers resulting in
confined groundwater conditions. The aquifers are generally bound on the east by bedrock and
on the west by the Pacific Ocean. Groundwater flows are from east to west, toward the Pacific
Ocean, and can be significant. Ocean discharge accounted for 77 percent of outflow in the
Lower Pilarcitos Creek subbasin. This outflow to the ocean results in large seasonal changes in
groundwater levels as well as a dynamic fresh-salt water interface (Dyett & Bhatia 2014).
Water Quality
Considerable water quality monitoring has occurred within Pilarcitos Creek due to concerns
about downstream conditions at Venice Beach. Sampling results indicate that Pilarcitos Creek
consistently has high fecal coliform counts relative to similar coastal streams (Dyett & Bhatia
2014). Venice Beach is listed on the SWRCB 303(d) list as impaired by coliform bacteria. The
303(d) list prepared pursuant to Chapter 7. Section 303(d) of the federal Clean Water Act
requires states to identify water bodies that are not attaining water quality standards and to
establish Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) for pollutants causing the impairment (nonattainment of water quality standards). Pilarcitos Lake upstream of the project site is listed as an
impaired water body for mercury and metals/metalloids (SWRCB 2018).
Groundwater quality in the region is variable depending on well location, depth, and
development (age and use of well). Typically, groundwater in the region is considered to be of
good quality with mineral, chemical, and physical constituents meeting domestic water quality
standards (Dyett & Bhatia 2014).
Site Drainage and Topography
The project site is generally level and is at an elevation of approximately 68 feet above sea level
(Google Earth Pro 2017). Pilarcitos Creek is at a lower elevation than the project area;
therefore, it is feasible that storm water from the unpaved portions of the project area adjacent
to the creek sheet flows into the creek during rain events. Catch basins within the parking lot
collect stormwater from the asphalt concrete paved areas.
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Regulatory Setting

In addition to CEQA, other federal and state laws apply to the hydrology and water quality
impacts of the proposed project. Each of these laws is identified and discussed below.
Federal Clean Water Act
The Clean Water Act (CWA) is the primary federal legislation governing water quality and forms
the basis for several state and local laws throughout the nation. The objective of the CWA is “to
restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.”
Important and applicable sections of the Act are:
•

Section 402 establishes the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES),
which is a permitting system for the discharge of any pollutant (except for dredge or fill
material) into waters of the U.S. In California, this permit program is administered by the
RWQCBs.

Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act
The intent of the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act is to protect water quality and the
beneficial uses of water, and it applies to both surface and ground water. Under this law, the
State Water Resources Control Board develops statewide water quality plans, and the Regional
Water Quality Control Boards develop basin plans, which identify beneficial uses, water quality
objectives, and implementation plans. The RWQCBs have the primary responsibility to
implement the provisions of both statewide and basin plans. Waters regulated under PorterCologne, referred to as “waters of the State,” include isolated waters that are not regulated by
the USACE. Any person discharging, or proposing to discharge, waste (e.g. dirt) to waters of the
State must file a Report of Waste Discharge and receive either waste discharge requirements
(WDRs) or a waiver to WDRs before beginning the discharge.
State Water Resources Control Board
Created by the California State Legislature in 1967, the SWRCB holds authority over water
resources allocation and water quality protection within the State. The five-member SWRCB
allocates water rights, adjudicates water right disputes, develops statewide water protection
plans, establishes water quality standards, and guides the nine RWQCBs. The mission of the
SWRCB is to “preserve, enhance, and restore the quality of California’s water resources, and
ensure their proper allocation and efficient use for the benefit of present and future generations.”
San Francisco Bay RWQCB Municipal Regional Storm Water Permit
The proposed project is under the jurisdiction of the San Francisco Bay RWQCB. New
construction and redevelopment projects are subject to the San Francisco Bay RWQCB’s
Municipal Regional Storm Water NPDES Permit (MRP), implemented in October 2009 by Order
R2-2009-0074 and revised in November 2011 (NPDES Permit No. CAS612008). Provision C.3
of the MRP requires new development and redevelopment projects that create and/or replace
10,000 square feet or more of impervious surface area to include appropriate source control,
site design, and storm water treatment measures to address both soluble and insoluble storm
water runoff pollutant discharges and prevent increases in runoff flows. This is generally
accomplished through the implementation of low impact development (LID) techniques.
San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program
The San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program (SMCWPPP) was established
in 1990 to reduce the pollution carried by stormwater into local creeks, the San Francisco Bay,
and the Pacific Ocean. The program is a partnership of the City/County Association of
Governments (C/CAG), each incorporated city and town in the county, and the County of San
Mateo, which share a common National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
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permit. The Federal Clean Water Act and the California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control
Act require that large urban areas discharging stormwater into the San Francisco Bay or the
Pacific Ocean have an NPDES permit to prevent harmful pollutants from being dumped or
washed by stormwater runoff, into the stormwater system, then discharged into local
waterbodies.
The SMCWPPP requires projects that create and or replace 2,500 square feet or more of
impervious surface to include at least one Site Design Measure identified on the County’s
Stormwater Requirements Checklist in order to comply with the San Mateo Countywide Water
Pollution Prevention Program. The project incorporates the following listed site design measures
into the project plans including:
•

Direct roof runoff to stormwater infiltration/treatment area.

•

New /reconstructed walkways utilizing pervious surfaces.

•

Minimize land disturbance and impervious surface (especially parking lots).

•

Maximize permeability by clustering development and preserving open space.

•

Use micro-detention, including distributed landscape-based detention.

•

Protect sensitive areas, including wetland and riparian areas, and minimize changes to
natural topography.

The project is also encouraged, and can be required at the City’s discretion, to implement
appropriate source controls. The following source control measures have been incorporated into
project plans:
•

Landscaping - Retain existing vegetation as practicable. Select diverse species
appropriate to the site, including species that are pest- and/or disease-resistant, drought
tolerant, and or attract beneficial insects. Minimize the use of pesticides or quick-release
fertilizers. Use efficient irrigation system and design to minimize runoff.

All projects are required to implement applicable Best Management Practices (BMPs). The
project proposes to implement the following BMPs:
•

Temporary erosion control to stabilize all denuded areas until permanent erosion
controls are established.

•

Perform clearing and earthmoving activities only during dry weather.

•

Use sediment controls or filtration devices to remove sediment when dewatering and
obtain all necessary permits.

•

Protect all storm drain inlets in the vicinity of site using sediment controls such as
berms, fiber rolls, or filters.

•

Trap sediment on-site using BMPs such as sediment basins or traps, earthen dikes
or berms, silt fences, check dams, soil blankets or mats, covers for stockpiles, etc.

•

Divert on-site runoff around exposed areas, divert off-site runoff around the site (e.g.
swales and dikes).

•

Protect adjacent properties and undisturbed areas from construction impacts using
vegetative buffer strips, sediment barriers or filters, dikes, mulching or other
measures as appropriate.

•

Limit construction access routes and stabilize designated access points.
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•

No cleaning or fueling or maintaining vehicles on-site except in a designated area
where wash water is contained and treated.

•

Store, handle, and dispose of construction materials/wastes properly to prevent
contact with stormwater.

•

Contractor shall train and provide instruction to all employees/subcontractors on
implementation and maintenance of construction BMPs.

•

Control and prevent the discharge of all potential pollutants, including pavement
cutting wastes, paints, concrete, petroleum products, chemicals, washwater or
sediments, rinse water from architectural copper, and non-stormwater discharges to
storm drains and watercourses.

City Half Moon Bay General Plan
Cities and counties in the state of California must adopt General Plans which regulate physical
development. The 1991 General Plan policies (from the Safety Element) relevant to the
proposed project related to hydrology and water quality include:
Inundation from Dam Failure
2. Land use considered to be appropriate in areas that are subject to dam inundation hazards
shall be consistent with Title 18 of the Half Moon Bay Municipal Code (Zoning Ordinance).
Flood Hazards
6. Adequate mitigation measures should be incorporated into all development proposals in the
vicinity of flood hazard areas.
8. Wherever possible, retain natural floodplains and guide development to areas outside of
areas of special flood hazard.
11. Require all proposed new development to provide for development of onsite and
downstream off-site mitigation of potential flood hazards and drainage problems and require
development fees to fund the required improvements when necessary.
City of Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan
The City of Half Moon Bay’s Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan identifies several policies in
Chapter 4 Hazards that relate to hydrology. These include Policy 4-7 which requires new
development in tsunami or dam inundation areas to demonstrate the hazard does not exist or
has been reduced or eliminated by improvements consistent with the LCP Land Use Plan and
Policy 4-8 that prohibits new development from causing or contributing to flood hazards. Policy
4-9 requires all development be designed and constructed to prevent increases in runoff that
could erode natural drainage courses.
3.9.3

Discussion

Would the proposed project:
a) Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements?
Less Than Significant Impact. Potential water quality impacts during project
construction and operation, and project compliance with applicable regulations to protect water
quality, are discussed below. BMPs included in the project would ensure project impacts to
water quality are less than significant.
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Project Construction
Soil erosion and sedimentation from project construction would be minimal. The project site is
already developed with an existing building used for Religious Assembly and parking lot. The
building site is generally level and is setback over 100 feet from the main Pilarcitos Creek
channel and approximately 20 to 25 feet from the top of the slope that leads down to the creek.
The proposed 6,564 square-foot addition to the building would not result in significant
excavation, grading or ground disturbance. No utility trenching is required as existing utility
connections would be utilized.
Construction of the project may include the use of hazardous materials that are potentially
harmful to water quality, such as vehicle fuels, fluids, paints, thinners, and other chemicals.
Accidents or improper use of these materials could release contaminants to the environment.
Additionally, oil and other petroleum products used to maintain and operate construction
equipment could be accidentally released.
A silt fence will be placed between the construction site and Pilarcitos Creek to protect water
quality in the creek, as specified in Mitigation Measure BIO-1 and shown on the project’s
Erosion and Pollution Control Site Plan (George Meu Associates 2010). In addition, the
proposed project will incorporate the BMPs to prevent erosion and protect water quality to
comply with the MRP and the County’s Water Pollution Prevention Program (listed above under
San Mateo Countywide Water Pollution Prevention Program and in Table 2-1 in the Project
Description). Therefore, the project would not violate any water quality standards or waste
discharge requirements during construction.
Project Operation
The proposed project results in 3,341 square feet of additional roof coverage (with a 2,400
square-foot reduction in parking lot area coverage. Most of the new roof will be on area that is
currently already non-permeable concrete or paved areas. Furthermore, project plans include a
stormwater infiltration/treatment basin with permeable pavers that are engineered to
accommodate the 10-year storm for a 2-hour duration. The infiltration/treatment basin area
consists of pervious pavers placed over a drain rock and perforated pipe system to allow
infiltration and retention of stormwater. The system includes over-flow drains directed to a new
catch basin which will connect to the existing storm drain system. The system includes
stormwater treatment via infiltration and drainage into an existing vegetated area. The project
will result in no net increase in offsite stormwater runoff. Therefore, the proposed project would
not violate water quality standards or waste discharge requirements during project operation.
b) Substantially deplete groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with
groundwater recharge such that there would be a net deficit in aquifer volume or a
lowering of the local ground water table level (for example, the production rate of
pre-existing nearby wells would drop to a level which would not support existing
land uses or planned uses for which permits have been granted)?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project would not substantially deplete
groundwater supplies or interfere substantially with groundwater recharge. The proposed project
is an addition to an existing building and is not expected to significantly increase the demand for
water at the site. Water is provided to the project site by the Coastside County Water District,
which is mostly supplied by surface water sources. Water from the Pilarcitos Well Field is used
on a limited basis: pumping can only occur between November and March and cannot exceed
117 mg per water year (Coastside County Water District 2016); these limitations would not
change due to the project. The project would include a small increase in impervious surface
area of 3,341 square feet which is not expected to interfere substantially with groundwater
recharge in the project area.
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c) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, in a manner which would
result in substantial erosion or siltation on- or off-site?
d) Substantially alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or area, including
through the alteration of the course of a stream or river, or substantially increase
the rate or amount of surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding
on- or off-site?
No Impact (c-d). The project would not alter the existing drainage pattern of the site or
area in a manner which would result in substantial erosion, siltation or flooding on- or off-site.
The proposed project would not alter the course of a stream or a river. A temporary silt fence
and other BMPs would prevent erosion, siltation, and flooding on- or off-site during construction
(see response to Question a above). The project would include a 3,341 square-foot addition of
roof coverage to the existing building. As stated in response to Question a) most of the new roof
will be on area that is currently already non-permeable concrete or paved areas. Furthermore,
project plans include a stormwater infiltration/treatment basin with permeable pavers that are
engineered to accommodate the 10-year storm for a 2-hour duration. Therefore, the project
would not cause on- or off-site erosion, siltation, or flooding.
e) Create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing or
planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources
of polluted runoff?
No Impact. The project site is already developed with an existing building permitted for
Religious Assembly use and parking lot and is mostly covered by impervious surfaces. Existing
storm water runoff from the building and parking lot is directed to the storm drain system. As
stated previously, would include a 3,341 square-foot addition of roof coverage to the existing
building. Most of the new roof will be on area that is currently already non-permeable concrete
or paved areas. Furthermore, project plans include a stormwater infiltration/treatment basin with
permeable pavers that are engineered to accommodate the 10-year storm for a 2-hour duration.
Therefore, the project would not cause on- or off-site erosion, siltation, or flooding (see
response to Question a) above). As required by the County Wide Pollution Prevention Program,
the increase in runoff would be retained on site. Therefore, the proposed project would not
create or contribute runoff water which would exceed the capacity of existing drainage systems
or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff.
f) Otherwise substantially degrade water quality?
Less Than Significant Impact. The project would not otherwise degrade water quality.
g) Place housing within a 100-year flood hazard area as mapped on a federal Flood
Hazard Boundary or Flood Insurance Rate Map or other flood hazard delineation
map?
No Impact. There is no existing housing on the project site and the proposed project
does not include any housing. Therefore, the project would not place housing within a 100-year
flood hazard area.
h) Place within a 100-year flood hazard area structures which would impede or
redirect flood flows?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed building addition is adjacent to but not
within a 100-year flood hazard area according to the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for San
Mateo County, California and Unincorporated Areas, Map Number 06081C0260E (FEMA 2012).
The building site is over 100 feet from the main Pilarcitos Creek channel and at an elevation of
approximately 65 feet, is 15 to 20 feet higher than the creek. Hydrological mapping by Stollar
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and Associates was prepared in support of the Stone Pine mixed use development. These
maps show the 100-year flood inundation level at the 55-foot elevation contour in the project
area. Therefore, the project would not place structures within a 100-year flood hazard area. In
addition, the project is an addition to an existing building and is not expected to impede or
redirect flood flows.
i)

Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving
flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam?

Less Than Significant Impact. The project site is within the Pilarcitos dam failure
inundation zone according to the Dam Inundation Areas- San Mateo County map (San Mateo
County 2005). However, the project site is already developed with a building and parking lot.
The building is occupied only periodically for short durations, thus reducing the risks associated
with dam failure compared to land uses that are more continuously occupied, such as housing
or businesses. The proposed addition to the existing building is not expected to increase the risk
of loss, injury or death from the failure of Pilarcitos Dam. Therefore, this impact is considered to
be less than significant.
j)

Inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow?

No Impact. A tsunami is a large tidal wave generated by an earthquake, landslide, or
volcanic eruption. Tsunami inundation maps have been developed for the San Francisco Bay
area. The project site is not within the mapped tsunami inundation area (CEMA et al., 2009).
Therefore, it would not be subject to flooding from a tsunami.
Seiches are waves that oscillate in enclosed water bodies, such as reservoirs, lakes, ponds,
swimming pools, or semi-enclosed bodies of water, such as San Francisco Bay. Because the
site is far from San Francisco Bay and there are no nearby reservoirs or lakes, it would not be
subject to inundation from a seiche.
Mudflows are associated with hilly terrain. The project site is relatively flat and at a relatively
high elevation compared to Pilarcitos Creek. Therefore, the project site is not expected to be
subject to inundation by mudflow.
3.9.4
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LAND USE AND PLANNING
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Physically divide an established community?
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not
limited to the general plan, specific plan, local
coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted
for the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an
environmental effect?
c) Conflict with any applicable habitat
conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?

3.10.1 Environmental Setting
The project site is part of an existing mixed-use development and is currently occupied by a
two-story building, parking lot and landscaping. The site is a part of the Stone Pine mixed-use
development and consists of 1.32 acres with frontage on Stone Pine Road (APN 056-391-030).
The existing two-story building is set at the southern end of the site behind a long narrow
parking lot that is connected to and provides access through the parking lot for the adjacent
office buildings. The building is surrounded by asphalt parking, landscaping and concrete
walkways. To the south, east, and west is a continuous line of dense, mature vegetation
associated with Pilarcitos Creek which wraps around the rear and sides of the existing building.
The site is bordered on the north across Stone Pine Road, by townhomes; on the west by
offices and John L. Carter Memorial Park; on the east by the Post Office site, and on the south
by Pilarcitos Creek and residential uses beyond the creek.
3.10.2 Regulatory Setting
The land use designation for the project site is Planned Development District (Half Moon Bay
1993). The existing zoning designation of the project site is PUD (Planned Unit Development).
The entire City is within the Coastal Zone and the project is therefore subject to the City’s Local
Coastal Program (LCP) (1993). The site’s LCP designation is Andreotti (Cypress Cove) PUD, a
23-acre portion of land between Pilarcitos Creek, North Main Street, and commercial property
fronting Highway 92.
The area within the Andreotti PUD was recognized as having declining agricultural viability due
to its proximity to the central business district of Half Moon Bay. Therefore, the PUD was
created to guide future development with a mix of residential and commercial uses. The PUD
calls for the development of a Specific Plan to designate uses, including but not limited to,
commercial, residential, open space, and recreation. Additionally, the PUD requires that 25% of
the area shall be retained as public open space, restricts the number of housing units,
residential use land area, vehicular access from North Main Street, and phasing of
development.
The building at the project site was constructed in 1991 and therefore pre-dates the LCP PUD
designation (1993). The Half Moon Bay Zoning Ordinance allows the continuation of existing
uses in areas zoned as PUD (Half Moon Bay 2015). In addition, City Use Permit PDP-050-13
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allowed the implementation of a Religious Assembly use at the existing building. The initial
Stone Pine subdivision map, Conceptual Master Site Plan and the subsequent CDP for the
subject building were approved by the Coastal Commission, as these applications were
submitted prior to the effective date of the LCP. The project is consistent with the approved
master plan and does not conflict with the requirements of the PUD.
The LCP and General Plan policies relevant to the proposed project are discussed in the
corresponding section of this Initial Study; for example, policies to protect environmentally
sensitive habitats are listed in the regulatory setting of Biological Resources section (Section
3.4.2 of this Environmental Checklist), or visual resource policies in the Aesthetics section
(3.1.2), etc.
The City is in the process of updating its General Plan and LCP, but it is still in the planning
stages. An Existing Conditions Report has been prepared (Dyett & Bhattia, 2014, with updates
by the City of Half Moon Bay in 2016) but no new General Plan or LCP has been released or
adopted.
3.10.3 Discussion
Would the proposed project:
a) Physically divide an established community?
No Impact. The proposed project would construct an addition to an existing building.
The project would not include any physical barriers such as new roads or fences and would not
alter land use patterns such that the project would physically divide an established community.
b) Conflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with
jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general plan, specific
plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the purpose of
avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project is an allowable use according to
the land use and zoning designations of the project site in the existing Half Moon Bay General
Plan (1993) and the City’s zoning ordinance (2015). The project meets the requirements of the
Andreotti PUD. As stated above, the project’s consistency with the City’s local coastal program
is addressed throughout this document under the various resource regulatory setting and
discussion sections.
c) Conflict with any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan?
No Impact. No habitat conservation or natural community conservation plans are
currently in effect in the project area.
3.10.4 References
Dyett & Bhattia, 2014. Plan Half Moon Bay: Existing Conditions, Trends and Opportunities
Assessment. Prepared for the City of Half Moon Bay. Revised July 2014.
Half Moon Bay, City of. 1993. Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Land Use Plan.
Half Moon Bay, City of, 2015. Half Moon Bay Municipal Code, Title 18 Zoning.
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MINERAL RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known
mineral resource that would be of value to the
region and the residents of the state?
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locallyimportant mineral resource recovery site
delineated on a local -general plan, specific
plan or other land use plan?

3.11.1 Environmental Setting
The project site is a developed parcel of land with the City of Half Moon Bay, adjacent to
Pilarcitos Creek and otherwise surrounded by existing development.
3.11.2 Discussion
Would the proposed project:
a) Result in the loss of availability of a known mineral resource that would be of
value to the region and the residents of the state?
b) Result in the loss of availability of a locally-important mineral resource recovery
site delineated on a local general plan, specific plan or other land use plan?
No Impact (Responses a – b). No locally important mineral resources are designated in
the City of Half Moon Bay General Plan (City of Half Moon Bay, 1991). The project would
construct an addition to an existing building and would not result in the loss of availability of a
known mineral resource important on a local, regional, or state level.
3.11.3 References
Half Moon Bay, City of, 1991. City of Half Moon Bay General Plan. Adopted October 15, 1991.
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NOISE
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project result in:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise
levels in excess of standards established in the
local general plan or noise ordinance, or
applicable standards of other agencies?
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of
excessive groundborne vibration or groundborne
noise levels?
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient
noise levels in the project vicinity above levels
existing without the project?
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase
in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?
e) For a project located within an airport land
use plan or, where such a plan has not been
adopted, within two miles of a public airport or
public use airport, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?
f) For a project within the vicinity of a private
airstrip, would the project expose people
residing or working in the project area to
excessive noise levels?

3.12.1 Environmental Setting
This section describes the fundamentals of noise and the existing noise conditions in the project
area, summarizes applicable regulations that govern noise, evaluates the noise impacts from
the construction and operation of the proposed project features, and identifies best
management practices that would be incorporated into the project.
Noise may be defined as loud, unpleasant, or unwanted sound. The frequency (pitch),
amplitude (intensity or loudness), and duration of noise all contribute to the effect on a listener,
or receptor, and whether the receptor perceives the noise as objectionable, disturbing, or
annoying.
The Decibel Scale (dB)
The decibel scale (dB) is a unit of measurement that indicates the relative amplitude of a sound.
Sound levels in dB are calculated on a logarithmic basis. An increase of 10 dB represents a
tenfold increase in acoustic energy, while 20 dBs is 100 times more intense, 30 dBs is 1,000
more intense, and so on. In general, there is a relationship between the subjective noisiness, or
loudness of a sound, and its amplitude, or intensity, with each 10 dB increase in sound level
perceived as approximately a doubling of loudness.
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Sound Characterization
There are several methods of characterizing sound. The most common method is the “Aweighted sound level,” or dBA. This scale gives greater weight to the frequencies of sound to
which the human ear is typically most sensitive. Thus, most environmental measurements are
reported in dBA, meaning decibels on the A-scale.
Human hearing matches the logarithmic A-weighted scale, so that a sound of 60 dBA is
perceived as twice as loud as a sound of 50 dBA. In a quiet environment, an increase of 3 dB is
usually perceptible, however, in a complex noise environment such as along a busy street, a
noise increase of less than 3 dB is usually not perceptible, and an increase of 5 dB is usually
perceptible. Normal human speech is in the range from 50 to 65 dBA. Generally, as
environmental noise exceeds 50 dBA, it becomes intrusive and above 65 dBA noise becomes
excessive. Nighttime activities, including sleep, are more sensitive to noise and are considered
affected over a range of 40 to 55 dBA. Table 3-2 lists typical outdoor and indoor noise levels in
terms of dBA.
Table 3-2. Typical Outdoor and Indoor Noise Levels
Common Outdoor Activities

Noise Level
(dBA)
-110-

Common Indoor Activities
Rock Band

Jet flyover at 1,000 feet
-100Gas lawn mower at 3 feet
-90Diesel truck at 50 feet at 50 mph

Food blender at 3 feet
-80-

Garbage disposal at 3 feet

-70-

Vacuum cleaner at 10 feet

Noise urban area, daytime
Gas lawnmower, 100 feet
Commercial area
Heavy traffic at 300 feet

Normal speech at 3 feet
-60Large business office

Quiet urban daytime

-50

Dishwasher next room

Quite urban nighttime

-40-

Theater, large conference room (background)

-30-

Library

Quiet suburban nighttime

Quite rural nighttime

Bedroom at night
-20Broadcast/recording studio
-10-

Lowest threshold of human hearing

-0-

Lowest threshold of human hearing

Source: Caltrans 2009
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Sound levels are typically not steady and can vary over a short time period. The equivalent
noise level (Leq) is used to represent the average character of the sound over a period of time.
The Leq represents the level of steady noise that would have the same acoustical energy as the
sum of the time-varying noise measured over a given time period. Leq is useful for evaluating
shorter time periods over the course of a day. The most common Leq averaging period is
hourly, but Leq can describe any series of noise events over a given time period.
Variable noise levels are values that are exceeded for a portion of the measured time period.
Thus, L01 is the level exceeded one percent of the time and L90 is the level exceeded 90
percent of the time. The L90 value usually corresponds to the background sound level at the
measurement location.
Noise exposure over the course of an entire day is described by the day/night average sound
level, or Ldn, and the community noise equivalent level, or CNEL. Both descriptors represent
the 24-hour noise impact on a community. For Ldn, the 24-hour day is divided into a 15-hour
daytime period (7 AM to 10 PM) and a nine-hour nighttime period (10 PM to 7 AM) and a 10 dB
“penalty” is added to measure nighttime noise levels when calculating the 24-hour average
noise level. For example, a 45 dBA nighttime sound level would contribute as much to the
overall day-night average as a 55 dBA daytime sound level. The CNEL descriptor is similar to
Ldn, except that it includes an additional 5 dBA penalty beyond the 10 dBA for sound events
that occur during the evening time period (7 PM to 10 PM). The artificial penalties imposed
during Ldn and CNEL calculations are intended to account for a receptor’s increased sensitivity
to sound levels during quieter nighttime periods.
Sound Propagation
The energy contained in a sound pressure wave dissipates and is absorbed by the surrounding
environment as the sound wave spreads out and travels away from the noise generating
source. Theoretically, the sound level of a point source attenuates, or decreases, by 6 dB with
each doubling of distance from a point source. Sound levels are also affected by certain
environmental factors, such as ground cover (asphalt vs. grass or trees), atmospheric
absorption, and attenuation by barriers. Outdoor noise is also attenuated by the building
envelope so that sound levels inside a residence are from 10 to 20 dB less than outside,
depending mainly on whether windows are open for ventilation or not.
When more than one point source contributes to the sound pressure level at a receiver point,
the overall sound level is determined by combining the contributions of each source. Decibels,
however, are logarithmic units and cannot be directly added or subtracted together. Under the
dB scale, a doubling of sound energy corresponds to a 3 dB increase in noise levels. For
example, if one noise source produces a sound power level of 70 dB, two of the same sources
would not produce 140 dB – rather, they would combine to produce 73 dB.
Under controlled conditions in an acoustical laboratory, the trained, healthy human ear can
discern 1‐dB changes in sound levels when exposed to steady, single‐frequency (“pure‐tone”)
signals in the mid‐frequency (1,000–8,000 Hz) range. In typical noisy environments, changes in
noise of 1 to 2 dB are generally not perceptible. However, it is widely accepted that people can
to begin to detect sound level increases of 3 dB in typical noisy environments. Further, a 5‐dB
increase is generally perceived as a distinctly noticeable increase, and a 10‐dB increase is
generally perceived as a doubling of loudness.
Sensitive Receptors
Sensitive receptors are facilities that house or attract people who are especially sensitive to the
effects of the noise environment. Hospitals, schools, convalescent facilities, parks, and
residential areas are examples of sensitive receptors. Sensitive noise receptors in the project
vicinity include the:
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John L. Carter Memorial Park, approximately 100 feet west of the project site,
Single-family residential home at 923 Miramontes Street, approximately 290 feet
east of the project site,
Single-family residential home at 807 Mill Street, approximately 320 feet south of the
project site,
Single-family residential home at 737 Mill Street, approximately 340 feet southwest
of the project site, and
Townhomes at 15 Patrick Way, approximately 420 feet north of the project site.

3.12.2 Regulatory Setting
City of Half Moon Bay General Plan
The City of Half Moon Bay’s General Plan Noise Element (1991) is intended to protect public
health and welfare by eliminating existing noise problems and by preventing significant
degradation of the future acoustic environment. The General Plan sets forth the following
policies related to noise and noise control, which may be applicable to the proposed project:
•
•

Policy 2.c: The City shall ensure the effective enforcement of City, State and Federal
noise levels by all appropriate City divisions.
Policy 3.a: The City shall establish a new Community Noise Ordinance to mitigate
noise conflicts from non-transportation noise sources. The City of Half Moon Bay
does not currently have a problem with non-transportation sources of noise (e.g.
industrial noise sources). Therefore, it does not seem prudent to adopt a Noise
Ordinance aimed at the sources. However, in-fill construction is occurring throughout
the City, and this can impact existing residential areas. Therefore, it is proposed to
limit construction activities that occur within 500 feet of existing residence to Monday
through Friday from 7 A.M. to 7 P.M. only. Construction also should not be allowed
on federal holidays.

City of Half Moon Bay Municipal Code
The City of Half Moon Bay’s Municipal Code contains several standards related to noise:
•

Title 9, Public Peace, Morals and Welfare, Chapter 23, Noise, specifies no person shall,
between the hours of 10:00 PM and 8:00 AM make, cause, suffer or permit to be made
any offensive noise (1) which is made within one hundred feet of any building or place
regularly used for sleeping purposes, or (2) which disturbs, or would tend to disturb, any
person within hearing distance.

•

Title 14, Buildings and Construction, Chapter 40, Hours of Construction, establishes
performance standards for impulsive noise that it is unlawful for any residential,
commercial, and industrial construction work to occur outside of the following hours:
o

Monday through Friday, 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM;

o

Saturdays 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM; and

o

Sundays and holidays 10:00 AM to 6:00 PM.

3.12.3 Discussion
Would the proposed project result in:
a) Exposure of persons to or generation of noise levels in excess of standards
established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable standards
of other agencies?
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No Impact. The proposed project would not expose persons to noise levels that exceed
City’s noise standards. The project site currently consists of an existing building which is used
as a place of worship, and the proposed project would provide the building with an
approximately 6,570 square foot expansion. The building is not located near any noise
generating sources that would expose persons to noise levels in excess of City of Half Moon
Bay.
Consistent with Title 14, Chapter 40 of the Municipal Code, construction activities associated
with the proposed project would only occur Monday through Friday from 7AM to 6PM, Saturday
from 8AM to 6PM, and Sundays and holidays from 10AM to 6PM. Since the project site
currently consists of an operational church, it is unlikely construction activities would occur on
Sunday.
As described under c), below, the proposed project would include a supplemental HVAC
system, which would be incorporated with the existing, screened, rooftop HVAC units, above the
existing building’s upper floor. The screening and shielding provided for the supplemental HVAC
unit would render any additional noise from HVAC operation to be nominal in the context of the
existing noise environment. Thus, the proposed project would not generate noise levels in
excess of the standards established in the local general plan or noise ordinance, or applicable
standards of other agencies. No impact would occur.
b) Exposure of persons to or generation of excessive groundborne vibration or
groundborne noise levels?
No Impact. Vibration is the movement of particles within a medium or object such as the
ground or a building. As is the case with airborne sound, groundborne vibrations may be
described by amplitude and frequency. Vibration amplitudes are usually expressed in peak
particle velocity (PPV) or root mean squared, in inches per second (in/sec). PPV represents the
maximum instantaneous positive or negative peak of a vibration signal and is most appropriate
for evaluating the potential for building damage. Human response to groundborne vibration is
subjective and varies from person to person. Caltrans identifies the threshold criteria in Table
3-3 and Table 3-4 for human response to and potential damage from continuous or frequent
intermittent sources of vibration such as a pile driver. Table 3-4 lists the estimated vibratory
motion for the type of equipment that would likely be used to complete the Mariners Church
Expansion Project. Estimates are provided for a reference distance of 25 feet, and a distance of
20 feet, which is the estimated distance between proposed construction activities and the office
building to the north of Mariners Church.
Table 3-3. Groundborne Vibration Threshold Criteria
Maximum PPV
(inches/second)

Max Lv
(dBV)

Workshop – Distinctly feelable vibration

--

90

Office – Feelable vibration

--

84

Residential Day – Barely feelable vibration

--

78

Residential Night – Vibration not likely feelable

--

72

Threshold of human perception

--

65

Maximum PPV
(inches/second)

Approximate
Lv (dBV)

I. Reinforced concrete steel or timber

0.5

102

II. Engineered concrete and masonry (no plaster)

0.3

98

Land Use Criteria - Human Response

Construction Vibration Damage Criteria
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Table 3-3. Groundborne Vibration Threshold Criteria
III. Non-engineered timber and masonry buildings

0.2

94

IV. Buildings extremely susceptible to vibration damage

0.12

90

Source: Caltrans, 2004; FTA, 2006

Table 3-4. Groundborne Vibration Estimates
Equipment
Small bulldozer

Reference PPV
at 25 feet
(inches/second)

Reference Lv at
25 feet (dBV)

Estimated PPV
at 20 feet
(inches/second)

Estimated Lv at
20 feet (dBV)

0.003

58.0

0.038

60.9

Source: Caltrans, 2004; MIG, 2018
Notes: Estimated PPV calculated as: PPV(D)= PPVref*(25/D)^1.1 where PPV(D)= Estimated PPV @ Distance,
PPVref=Reference PPV @ 25 feet, D=Distance from equipment to receiver, and 1.1=ground attenuation rate
Estimated Lv calculated as: Lv(D)=Lv(25 feet)-30log(D/25) where Lv(D)=velocity level in decibels, and v=RMS velocity
amplitude @ 25 feet

The proposed project would add approximately 6,570 square feet of additional space to an
existing church. The expansion would require limited off-road construction equipment, and the
pieces that would be used would be small (e.g., a small bulldozer, a backhoe, and a small
crane). As shown in Table 3-4, at a distance of 20 feet, the operation of a small bulldozer (60.9
dBV) would generate groundborne vibration that would be imperceptible by persons working at
the office north of the project site. Similarly, this level of vibration would also not damage any
structures. No impact would occur.
c) A substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in the project vicinity
above levels existing without the project?
Less Than Significant Impact. As described in a), the proposed project would include a
supplemental HVAC system, which would be incorporated with the existing, screened, rooftop
HVAC units, above the existing building’s upper floor. The screening and shielding provided for
the supplemental HVAC unit would render any additional noise from HVAC operation to be
nominal in the context of the existing noise environment. This expansion will not increase the
primary assembly area and will not result in a substantial increase in building capacity. The
proposed project would not result in a substantial permanent increase in ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity above level existing without the project. This impact would be less than
significant.
d) A substantial temporary or periodic increase in ambient noise levels in the project
vicinity above levels existing without the project?
Less Than Significant Impact. Construction activities could temporarily increase noise
levels at residences surrounding the site and along truck travel routes. The noise would occur
mainly from mobile and stationary heavy-duty construction equipment sources (e.g., bulldozer,
excavator, etc.). The anticipated construction equipment that would be used for the project
includes a bulldozer, a backhoe, a crane, and pneumatic tools. Typical equipment noise levels
are presented below in Table 3-5.
As shown in Table 3-5, the worst case Leq and Lmax construction equipment noise levels are
predicted to be approximately 82 and 85 dBA, respectively, at 50 feet; however, the magnitude
of the project’s temporary and periodic increase in ambient noise levels would depend on the
nature of the construction activity (i.e., site preparation, building construction, painting, etc.) and
the distance between the construction activity and sensitive outdoor areas.
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Table 3-5. Project Construction Equipment Noise Levels
Predicted Equipment Noise Levels (Leq)(C)
Noise Level
Percent
at 50 feet
Usage
300
Equipment
50
100
150
200
250
(Lmax)(A)
Factor(B) Feet Feet Feet
Feet
Feet Feet
Bulldozer
Backhoe
Concrete mixer
Crane
Excavator
Generator
Pneumatic tools
Scraper
Delivery Truck
Vibratory Roller

85
80
85
85
85
82
85
85
85
80

40
40
40
16
40
50
50
40
40
20

81
76
81
77
81
79
82
82
81
73

75
70
75
71
75
73
76
76
75
67

71
66
71
67
71
69
72
72
71
63

69
64
69
65
69
67
70
70
69
61

67
62
67
63
67
65
68
68
67
59

65
60
65
61
65
63
66
66
65
57

Sources: Caltrans, 2009; FHWA, 2010.
(A) Lmax noise levels based on manufacturer’s specifications.
(B) Usage factor refers to the amount (percent) of time the equipment produces noise over the time period
(C) Estimate does not account for any atmospheric or ground attenuation factors. Calculated noise levels based on Caltrans,
2009: Leq (hourly) = Lmax at 50 feet – 20log (D/50) + 10log (UF), where: Lmax = reference Lmax from manufacturer or other
source; D = distance of interest; UF = usage fraction or fraction of time period of interest equipment is in use.

At a distance of 250 feet, approximately 40 feet closer to the project site than the nearest
residential receptor at 923 Miramonte Street, noise levels associated with the operation of a
bulldozer would have an associated noise level of 67 dBA Leq. Although unlikely, the concurrent
operation of a bulldozer, backhoe, and crane could produce a noise level of up to 69 dBA Leq.
At a distance of 100 feet, the approximate distance between the project site and John L. Carter
Memorial Park, noise levels could approach up to approximately 77 dBA Leq during periods of
combined equipment usage under heavy operating cycles.
Although construction activities associated with the proposed project could increase noise levels
in the project vicinity, the proposed project would not result in a substantial temporary or
periodic noise impact because:
•

Noise generated would be intermittent, occurring only a few hours each day and within
the timeframes established in Municipal Code Title 14, Chapter 40;

•

Construction equipment would be mobile, meaning construction activities would not take
place at the same place for the entirety of project construction;

•

Construction is anticipated to last no longer than a year. The use of heavy equipment,
such as a bulldozer or backhoe will only occur during a relatively short portion of the
construction process; and

•

The project consists of a minor addition requiring a minimal number of heavy-duty, offroad pieces of construction equipment.

For the reasons outlined above, project construction would not result in a substantial increase in
ambient noise levels. This impact would be less than significant.
e) For a project located within an airport land use plan or, where such a plan has not
been adopted, within two miles of a public airport or public use airport, would the
project expose people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise
levels?
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f) For a project within the vicinity of a private airstrip, would the project expose
people residing or working in the project area to excessive noise levels?
No Impact. Response e) & f). There are no public or private airports within two miles of the
project site, and the proposed project would not cite any additional receptors at the existing
church. No impact would occur.
3.12.4 References
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). 2009. Technical Noise Supplement.
Prepared by ICF Jones and Stokes for Caltrans Division of Environmental Analysis.
Sacramento, CA. November 2009.
City of Half Moon Bay (HMB) 1990. Noise Element of the General Plan for the City of Half Moon
Bay. Prepared by Fred Greve, P.E. and Christopher P. Bosley from Mestre Greve
Associates. Adopted September 4, 1990, Revised January 18, 1991.
U.S. Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 2010. “Construction Noise Handbook, Chapter 9
Construction Equipment Noise Levels and Ranges.” U.S. Department of Transportation
FHWA. May 20, 2010. Accessed June 15, 2018.
<http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/construction_noise/handbook/handbook09.
cfm>
U.S. Federal Transit Administration (FTA) 2006. Transit Noise and Vibration Assessment. FTAVA-90-1003-06. Washington, DC. May 2006.
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POPULATION AND HOUSING
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an
area, either directly (for example, by proposing
new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for
example, through extension of roads or other
infrastructure)?
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing
housing, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
c) Displace substantial numbers of people,
necessitating the construction of replacement
housing elsewhere?

3.13.1 Environmental Setting
Half Moon Bay is located on the Pacific Coast approximately 28 miles south of San Francisco
and lies within the westernmost portion of San Mateo County. Half Moon Bay has a population
of approximately 12,697 (Census 2016) and approximately 4,429 housing units (Dyett & Bhattia
(2014).
3.13.2 Discussion
Would the proposed project:
a) Induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly (for example, by
proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example, through
extension of roads or other infrastructure)?
No Impact. The proposed project is the construction of an addition to an existing
building that is used as a church; no new housing or businesses are proposed, and the project
would not include the extension of roads or other infrastructure. Therefore, the project would not
induce population growth in the project area.
b) Displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating the construction
of replacement housing elsewhere?
c) Displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the construction of
replacement housing elsewhere?
No Impact (Responses b – c). The proposed project would not remove any existing
housing nor would it displace any people necessitating the construction of replacement housing
elsewhere.
3.13.3 References
Dyett & Bhattia, 2014. Plan Half Moon Bay: Existing Conditions, Trends and Opportunities
Assessment. Prepared for the City of Half Moon Bay. Revised July 2014.
United States Census Bureau. 206. QuickFacts: Half Moon Bay, California. Accessed June 15,
2018. https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/halfmoonbaycitycalifornia/PST045216
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PUBLIC SERVICES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Would the project result in substantial adverse
physical impacts associated with the provision of
new or physically altered governmental facilities,
need for new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios, response
times or other performance objectives for any of
the public services:
i) Fire protection?
ii) Police protection?
iii) Schools?
iv) Parks?
v) Other public facilities?

3.14.1 Environmental Setting
Fire: The Coastside Fire Protection District (CFPD) provides fire protection services in the City
of Half Moon Bay, neighboring communities and surrounding unincorporated areas, a territory
covering approximately 50 square miles along the San Mateo County coast and a population of
approximately 30,000. CFPD is staffed with 20 paid firefighter positions and 23 volunteer
firefighter positions, at three stations.
Police: The San Mateo County Sheriff’s Office provides law enforcement in Half Moon Bay. The
Sheriff’s Office Patrol Bureau provides general law enforcement services to unincorporated
areas throughout the County in addition to full police services to various cities, including the City
of Half Moon Bay.
Schools: Cabrillo Unified School District (CUSD) provides public education in the City of Half
Moon Bay and a larger 135-square-mile territory that includes the neighboring communities of
Montara, Moss Beach, El Granada, and Miramar.
Parks: The closest park to the proposed project site is the John L Carter Memorial Park located
to the west, along the northern side of Pilarcitos Creek.
3.14.2 Discussion
Would the proposed project:
a) Would the project result in substantial adverse physical impacts associated with
the provision of new or physically altered governmental facilities, need for new or
physically altered governmental facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain acceptable service ratios,
response times or other performance objectives for any of the public services:
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Fire protection?

ii) Police?
iii) Schools?
iv) Parks?
v) Other public facilities?
No Impact. Public services are currently provided to the project site. The 6,570-square
foot building addition would not directly or indirectly increase demand for police and fire
protection services. Project plans are subject to Part 9 California Fire Code (CFC) of the
California Building Standards Code and would comply with all standards. The project does not
provide housing and therefore would not result in a change in school population or result in
increased use of City parks or other public facilities.
The proposed project would not require the provision of new or physically altered governmental
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to
maintain acceptable service ratios, response times or other performance objectives for any of
the public services.
3.14.3 References
Dyett & Bhattia, 2014. Plan Half Moon Bay: Existing Conditions, Trends and Opportunities
Assessment. Prepared for the City of Half Moon Bay. Revised July 2014.
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RECREATION
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant
with Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Would the project increase the use of
existing neighborhood and regional parks or
other recreational facilities such that substantial
physical deterioration of the facility would occur
or be accelerated?
b) Does the project include recreational
facilities or require the construction or
expansion of recreational facilities which might
have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?

3.15.1 Environmental Setting
Currently there are nine city parks in Half Moon Bay, totaling approximately 21 acres (Dyett &
Bhattia, 2014). The Cabrillo Unified School District also owns and maintains a variety of sports
and recreational facilities such as tracks, soccer fields, and basketball courts. The City has
recreation programs including Little League, Coastside Boys and Girls Club, and summer camp
programs. Half Moon Bay extends over six miles along the Pacific Ocean and includes beaches
and bluffs that support a variety of recreational uses including swimming, walking, jogging,
fishing, clamming, and horseback riding, as well as passive enjoyment. The private Half Moon
Bay Golf Links spreads across the southern end of the City west of Highway 1. There are 247
acres of preserved open space within Half Moon Bay city limits, concentrated on a large
property at Wavecrest, and numerous small parcels in the undeveloped subdivisions west and
south of Smith Field. Several multi-use trails serve pedestrians and bicyclists in Half Moon Bay
including the California Coastal Trail which runs along the coastal bluffs from the northern
boundary of Half Moon Bay to Seymour Creek, the Naomi Patridge Trail runs along the west
side of Highway 1 from Redondo Beach Road northward to Rousseau Francois Road, then it
crosses the highway and extends northward along the eastern side of the highway. The
Pilarcitos Creek Trail functions as an undercrossing for Highway 1 for bicyclists and
pedestrians.
3.15.2 Discussion
Would the proposed project:
a) Would the project increase the use of existing neighborhood and regional parks
or other recreational facilities such that substantial physical deterioration of the
facility would occur or be accelerated?
No Impact. The proposed project consists of constructing an addition to an existing
building used for church services. The addition would not result in a substantial increase in use
of existing neighborhood, regional parks or other recreational facilities and the impact to
recreational facilities would be less than significant. The project would not impact recreational
facilities.
b) Include recreational facilities or require the construction or expansion of
recreational facilities which might have an adverse physical effect on the
environment?
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No Impact. The proposed project would not include recreational facilities, displace
recreational facilities, or require the construction or expansion of recreational facilities.
3.15.3 References
Dyett & Bhattia, 2014. Plan Half Moon Bay: Existing Conditions, Trends and Opportunities
Assessment. Prepared for the City of Half Moon Bay. Revised July 2014 and updated by
the City of Half Moon Bay in 2016.
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TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or
policy establishing measures of effectiveness
for the performance of the circulation system,
taking into account all modes of transportation
including mass transit and non-motorized travel
and relevant components of the circulation
system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and freeways,
pedestrian and bicycle paths, and mass
transit?
b) Conflict with an applicable congestion
management program, including, but not
limited to level of service standards and travel
demand measures, or other standards
established by the county congestion
management agency for designated roads or
highways?
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns,
including either an increase in traffic levels or a
change in location that results in substantial
safety risks?
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature (e.g., sharp curves or dangerous
intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm
equipment)?
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or
pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities?

3.16.1 Environmental Setting
The following information on the traffic and transportation in the project area is from the Existing
Conditions Report (Dyett & Bhattia, 2014) prepared as part of the City’s General Plan update
planning process.
Regional and Local Roadway Network
Regional access to the project site is provided by Highway 1 and State Route (SR) 92. Highway
1 and SR 92 provide regional connections to San Francisco (north), San Mateo (east) and
Santa Cruz (south). Highway 1 and SR 92 are classified as limited access roads in Half Moon
Bay. Limited or controlled access highways serve inter-urban, statewide, and interstate travel.
Local access is provided to the site via Main Street and Stone Pine Road. Main Street is
classified as an arterial street and Stone Pine Road is classified as a collector. Arterial streets
primarily serve intra-city travel, carrying traffic from collector streets to and from other parts of
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the city. Collector streets directly or indirectly link local streets with arterials and are designed to
primarily serve residential and recreational traffic.
Traffic Operations
A Level of Service (LOS) analysis was conducted in the City of Half Moon Bay using the criteria
described in the City/County Association of Governments (C/CAG) 2011 Congestion
Management Program. LOS as defined in the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) is a measure
describing operating conditions within a traffic stream. It is generally described in terms such as
speed and travel time, freedom to maneuver, traffic interruptions, and comfort and convenience.
The LOS evaluation indicates the degree of congestion that occurs during peak travel periods
and is the principal measure of roadway and intersection performance. LOS can range from “A”
representing free-flow conditions, to “F” representing extremely long delays. LOS D is typically
considered acceptable for a peak hour in urban areas. LOS E is approaching capacity and LOS
F represents conditions at or above capacity.
During the AM and PM peak hour, the only intersection to operate below the standard set by
Half Moon Bay is Main Street and SR 92, which operates at LOS F.
Traffic Safety
Crash data were collected for locations along Highway 1 and SR 92 within the City of Half Moon
Bay for a five-year period, 2008-2012. There was a total of 245 crashes recorded along
Highway 1 and a total of 56 crashes recorded along SR 92 during this period. The highest
concentration of crashes are within a segment adjacent to the downtown area of Half Moon Bay,
and the four locations with the highest number of crashes are at the intersections of Highway 1
with Ruisseau Francais Avenue, Kelly Street, Filbert Street, and SR 92, and the intersection of
SR 92 and Main Street. The intersection of Highway 1 and Filbert Street is controlled with stop
signs on Filbert Street. The other four intersections are signalized. There were 10 crashes
involving a bicycle and two crashes involving a pedestrian along Highway 1, and one crash
involving a bicycle and one crash involving a pedestrian along State Route 92 during the study
period.
Bicycle and Pedestrian Facilities
Within the project area, Highway 1 has a Class I multi-use path (Pilarcitos Creek Trail), and
Main Street has Class II bicycle lanes. Class I includes multi-use, paved paths that are
separated from vehicular traffic, and enable two-way travel for bicyclists and pedestrians. Class
II are on-street striped and signed lanes for bicyclists. A bike route is also planned along SR 92
(unknown class). Sidewalks exist on both sides of Main Street and on the south side of Stone
Pine Road.
Public Transit
Half Moon Bay is served by two fixed route transit services operated by SamTrans, as
described below.
SamTrans Route 17. Route 17 is a coastal community bus that provides weekday service
connecting Pacifica, Moss Beach, El Granada, Half Moon Bay, and Pescadero. The route
travels along Highway 1, and uses Main Street and Kelly Avenue in downtown Half Moon Bay.
On weekdays, Route 17 operates between 5:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. with headways ranging from
15 minutes to an hour. Weekend service runs from approximately 5:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., with
headways of approximately two hours. Service to Pescadero is limited.
SamTrans Route 294. Route 294 is a regional service that connects Half Moon Bay with San
Mateo Medical Center, Hillsdale Caltrain Station, Hillsdale Shopping Center, and the College of
San Mateo, via SR 92, with a loop in downtown Half Moon Bay. It provides a vital link to the
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Hillsdale Caltrain station in San Mateo and the rest of the Bay Area. On weekdays, Route 294
operates from 6:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m. with 60-minute headways. On the weekends, service
runs from 5:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., with headways ranging from 90 minutes to 2 hours.
In addition, limited, demand-responsive transit services (dial-a-ride) are available in Half Moon
Bay under certain conditions for eligibility.
RediCoast provides curb-to-curb transportation for disabled citizens living between Devil’s Slide
and the border of Santa Cruz County, including Princeton, Moss Beach, El Granada, Half Moon
Bay, and several other coastal communities. Travel outside of these areas is possible through
arrangement with respective paratransit providers (e.g. Redi-Wheels for eastern San Mateo
County, Outreach for Santa Clara County, etc.). RediCoast operates weekdays between 6:30
a.m. and 8:00 p.m., and weekends and holidays between 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
3.16.2 Regulatory Setting
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has jurisdiction over state highway
facilities. The state is divided into 12 districts; San Mateo County is located in Caltrans District 4.
Caltrans requires that a traffic impact study be conducted for a project if it:
•

Generates over 100 peak-hour trips on a state highway facility;

•

Generates 50 to 100 peak-hour trips on a state highway facility experiencing noticeable
delay, approaching unstable traffic flow conditions, (Level of Service C or D conditions);

•

Generates 1 to 49 peak-hour trips on a state highway facility experiencing significant
delay and unstable traffic flow conditions (Level of Service E or F conditions), or that
significantly increases the potential risk for a traffic accident, or that changes local
circulation networks that impact a state highway facility. (Caltrans, 2002)

Caltrans also sets a Level of Service Standard C for their facilities, to the extent it is feasible.
City / County Association of Governments of San Mateo County
The City/County Association of Governments (C/CAG) of San Mateo County, as the Congestion
Management Agency for San Mateo County, is required to prepare and adopt a Congestion
Management Program (CMP) on a biennial basis. The purpose of the CMP is to identify
strategies to respond to future transportation needs, develop procedures to alleviate and control
congestion, and promote countywide solutions. The 2013 CMP, which was developed to be
consistent with Metropolitan Transportation Commission’s Transportation 2035 Plan, provides
updated program information and performance monitoring results for the CMP roadway system.
Half Moon Bay General Plan Circulation Element
The City of Half Moon Bay General Plan Circulation Element (November 2013) contains policies
that establish the minimum Level of Service Standards for roadways and intersections within the
City. Policy 2-1 states: Provide acceptable Levels of Service by improving the road network and
incorporating adopted traffic improvements. The City will support Level‐of‐Service (LOS) C as
the desired Level‐of‐Service on Highway 1 and SR 92, except during the peak commuting and
recreational periods when LOS E will be considered the minimum acceptable standard.
Parking Management Plan
The applicant has prepared a Parking Management Plan, included here as Appendix A, that is
subject to approval by the City and shall be implemented as a Condition of Approval for the
project. The Parking Management Plan shall be implemented in the event that church activities
are anticipated to generate 328 occupants or more (the number of occupants that can be
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supported by the church parking lot per City Municipal Code parking requirements). The plan
requires the applicant to obtain off-site parking and shuttle service to avoid disrupting adjacent
businesses.
Would the proposed project:
a) Conflict with an applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of
effectiveness for the performance of the circulation system, taking into account all
modes of transportation including mass transit and non-motorized travel and
relevant components of the circulation system, including but not limited to
intersections, streets, highways and freeways, pedestrian and bicycle paths, and
mass transit?
b) Conflict with an applicable congestion management program, including, but not
limited to level of service standards and travel demand measures, or other
standards established by the county congestion management agency for
designated roads or highways?
No Impact (Responses a – b). The proposed project is an addition to an existing
building including new coffee and entry areas at the front (northeast side) of the building, a new
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant restroom, expanded children’s activity areas,
additional storage, gurney accessible elevator, and new office and meeting spaces (second
floor).
Maximum building occupancy has two considerations: 1) Occupancy allowed by the number of
available parking spaces and 2) Occupancy allowed by fire code restrictions.
According to Municipal Code parking requirements, the parking spaces provided by the
proposed project limits the future occupancy to 328 (one space per four seats), therefore this is
the number used to analyze project impacts. The applicant proposed, and the City approved, a
maximum occupancy of 300 in 2013 for the Use Permit application to allow the conversion of
the office building to a church. Therefore, an increase in occupancy to 328 represents a 9.3
percent increase in occupancy. Under this scenario, the project increases building occupancy
by less than 10 percent and is therefore not expected to significantly increase the number of
people traveling to and from the site for church services, meetings, or special events. Church
services occur mostly on weekends outside of peak traffic times (weekday am and pm commute
times and weekend afternoon visitor peak travel). The maximum building occupancy is only
approached or met for large special events which will be restricted to weekend afternoons as
part of the parking management plan for the project, which is also outside of peak traffic times.
Children’s programs (regularly scheduled on Wednesday afternoons and evenings) and other
meetings or events held on weekdays generally do not have a large attendance (no more than
approximately 50 people). Although one intersection in the project area currently operates below
an acceptable LOS during the am and pm peak hours (Main Street and SR 92 operates at LOS
F), the project is not expected to exacerbate this condition or cause any other intersections to
operate at an unacceptable LOS. Therefore, the proposed project would not conflict with an
applicable plan, ordinance or policy establishing measures of effectiveness for the performance
of the circulation system, or conflict with an applicable congestion management program.
Second, actual building occupancy (how many people allowed in the structure according to the
fire code) is determined by the fire code and will be determined at the building permit stage.
Future operations will be subject to the Parking Management Plan (Appendix A), implemented
as a Condition of Approval. The plan specifies:
If additional occupancy (above 328) is allowed by the building code, the applicant will be
allowed to host the additional occupants on weekends upon execution of an agreement with
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other office building owners to utilize their parking spaces. Since offices are not typically in use
on weekends, no significant traffic impacts are anticipated.
If additional occupancy (above 328) is allowed by the building code, the applicant can host
events on the weekdays only upon securing an off-site parking agreement and providing a
shuttle service. Since the location of the offsite parking is uncertain and may change over time
assessing potential impacts is highly speculative. However, overall traffic in the immediate
vicinity of the church should not be significantly higher than for church weekend special events
or a busy weekday when the office park buildings are used at the same time as church services.
Since the Parking Management Plan is included as part of the project and will be made a
Condition of Approval, no additional mitigation is required and the impact is considered less
than significant.
c) Result in a change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic
levels or a change in location that results in substantial safety risks?
No Impact. The proposed project would have no effect on air traffic patterns, no
increase in air traffic levels, and no change in location that results in substantial safety risks.
Therefore, there is no impact.
d) Substantially increase hazards due to a design feature (e.g., sharp curves or
dangerous intersections) or incompatible uses (e.g., farm equipment)?
No Impact. The proposed project would not substantially increase hazards due to a
design feature or incompatible uses. The existing church use of the project site would not
change as part of the project, and the current driveway and internal circulation pattern on the
site would also remain the same.
e) Result in inadequate emergency access?
No Impact. The proposed project would not result in inadequate emergency access.
Access to the site via the driveway on Stone Pine Road would remain the same after project
completion and would continue to accommodate emergency vehicles as needed.
f) Conflict with adopted policies, plans, or programs regarding public transit,
bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the performance or safety
of such facilities?
No Impact. The proposed project would not conflict with adopted policies, plans, or
programs regarding public transit, bicycle, or pedestrian facilities, or otherwise decrease the
performance or safety of such facilities. All such facilities in the project area would remain in
place after project completion and would not be affected by the project.
3.16.3 References
Dyett & Bhattia. 2014. Plan Half Moon Bay: Existing Conditions, Trends and Opportunities
Assessment. Prepared for the City of Half Moon Bay. Revised July 2014. Accessed June
15, 2018. http://www.planhmb.org/reports-and-products.html.
Half Moon Bay, City of. 2013. Half Moon Bay General Plan: Circulation Element.
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TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a tribal cultural resource,
defined in Public Resources Code section
21074 as either a site, feature, place,
cultural landscape that is geographically
defined in terms of the size and scope of
the landscape, sacred place, or object with
cultural value to a California Native
American tribe, and that is
1) Listed or eligible for listing in the
California Register of Historical
Resources, or in a local register of
historical resources as defined in
Public Resources Code Section
5020.1(k); or
2) Cause a substantial adverse
change in the significance of a
tribal cultural resource, defined in
Public Resources Code Section
21074 as either a site, feature,
place, cultural landscape that is
geographically defined in terms of
the size and scope of the
landscape, sacred place, or object
with cultural value to a California
Native American tribe, and that is a
resource determined by the lead
agency, in its discretion and
supported by substantial evidence,
to be significant pursuant to criteria
set forth in subdivision (c) of Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1.
In applying the criteria set forth in
subdivision (c) of Public Resource
Code Section 5024.1, the lead
agency shall consider the
significance of the resource to a
California Native American tribe

3.17.1 Environmental Setting
The Native American presence and use of the project area is described in Section 3.5 Cultural
Resources. The land surrounding the project site is in the traditional territory of the Ohlone (or
Costanoans as they were known by the Spanish) Native American Tribe.
The project site is situated within the flood plain and adjacent to Pilarcitos Creek. Creeks and
waterways were important to the Native Americans both spiritually and physically, being the
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source of food directly, in the form of fish, and indirectly, as a way of washing the tannins out of
other foodstuffs, such as acorns.
3.17.2 Regulatory Setting
Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 1990
The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) of 1990 sets
provisions for the intentional removal and inadvertent discovery of human remains and other
cultural items from federal and tribal lands. It clarifies the ownership of human remains and sets
forth a process for repatriation of human remains and associated funerary objects and sacred
religious objects to the Native American groups claiming to be lineal descendants or culturally
affiliated with the remains or objects. It requires any federally funded institution housing Native
American remains or artifacts to compile an inventory of all cultural items within the museum or
with its agency and to provide a summary to any Native American tribe claiming affiliation.
Native American Heritage Commission, Public Resources Code Sections 5097.9 –
5097.991
Section 5097.91 of the Public Resources Code (PRC) established the Native American Heritage
Commission (NAHC), whose duties include the inventory of places of religious or social
significance to Native Americans and the identification of known graves and cemeteries of
Native Americans on private lands. Under Section 5097.9 of the PRC, a state policy of
noninterference with the free expression or exercise of Native American religion was articulated
along with a prohibition of severe or irreparable damage to Native American sanctified
cemeteries, places of worship, religious or ceremonial sites or sacred shrines located on public
property. Section 5097.98 of the PRC specifies a protocol to be followed when the NAHC
receives notification of a discovery of Native American human remains from a county coroner.
Section 5097.5 defines as a misdemeanor the unauthorized disturbance or removal of
archaeological, historic, or paleontological resources located on public lands.
California Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act of 2001
Codified in the California Health and Safety Code Sections 8010–8030, the California Native
American Graves Protection Act (NAGPRA) is consistent with the federal NAGPRA. Intended to
“provide a seamless and consistent state policy to ensure that all California Indian human
remains and cultural items be treated with dignity and respect,” the California NAGPRA also
encourages and provides a mechanism for the return of remains and cultural items to lineal
descendants. Section 8025 established a Repatriation Oversight Commission to oversee this
process. The act also provides a process for non–federally recognized tribes to file claims with
agencies and museums for repatriation of human remains and cultural items.
Public Resource Code 21074,
Pursuant to the PRC, a Tribal Cultural Resource (TCR) is:
A site, feature, place, cultural landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a
California Native American tribe that are either included or determined to be eligible for inclusion
in the California Register of Historical Resources, or included in a local register of historical
resources as defined in subdivision (k) of PRC Section 5020.1.
A cultural landscape that meets the criteria above is a tribal cultural resource to the extent that
the landscape is geographically defined in terms of the size and scope of the landscape.
A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by substantial
evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Section 5024.1. In
applying the criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Section 5024.1 for the purposes of this
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paragraph, the lead agency shall consider the significance of the resource to a California Native
American tribe.
A historical resource described in Section 21084.1, a unique archaeological resource as defined
in subdivision (g) of Section 21083.2, or a “nonunique archaeological resource” as defined in
subdivision (h) of Section 21083.2 may also be a tribal cultural resource if it conforms with the
criteria of subdivision (a).
Assembly Bill 52
Assembly Bill (AB) 52 specifies that a project that may cause a substantial adverse change in
the significance of a tribal cultural resource, as defined, is a project that may have a significant
effect on the environment. AB 52 requires a lead agency to begin consultation with a California
Native American tribe that is traditionally and culturally affiliated with the geographic area of the
proposed project, if the tribe requests in writing to the lead agency, to be informed by the lead
agency of proposed projects in that geographic area and the tribe requests consultation, prior to
determining whether a negative declaration, mitigated negative declaration, or environmental
impact report is required for a project. AB 52 specifies examples of mitigation measures that
may be considered to avoid or minimize impacts on tribal cultural resources.
3.17.3 Discussion
Would the proposed project:
(a) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural
resource, defined in Public Resources Code Section 21074 as either a site,
feature, place, cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms of the
size and scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to a
California Native American tribe, and that is:
1) Listed or eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources,
or in a local register of historical resources as defined in Public Resources
Code Section 5020.1(k); or
2) Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural
resource, defined in Public Resources Code Section 21074 as either a site,
feature, place, cultural landscape that is geographically defined in terms of the
size and scope of the landscape, sacred place, or object with cultural value to
a California Native American tribe, and that is a resource determined by the
lead agency, in its discretion and supported by substantial evidence, to be
significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Public Resources
Code Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of
Public Resource Code Section 5024.1, the lead agency shall consider the
significance of the resource to a California Native American tribe
Less Than Significant Impact with Mitigation. There are no known TCRs on the site.
Previous construction work in the early 2000s did not reveal any archaeological or tribal
resource. However, the site is situated adjacent to Pilarcitos Creek. Creeks were important to
the Native American tribes in the Bay Area and sites and burials are often associated with tribal
artifacts and remains. Although excavation on the site is within a developed area, there is
potential to encounter native soils, and therefore, historic or prehistoric artifacts may be
encountered during project construction. Disturbance of TCRs would constitute a significant
impact.
There exists the potential for some Native American artifacts to not be considered unique
archaeological resources under the normal CEQA guidelines. However, it is possible for a lead
agency to determine that an artifact is considered significant to a local tribe, and thus make it a
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significant resource under CEQA. Mitigation measures included in Section 3.5 Cultural
Resources of this document include language that all Native American tribal finds are to be
considered significant until the lead agency has enough evidence to determine an artifact not
significant. This ensures that the default assumption is that all Native American artifacts are
significant resources under CEQA.
Implementation of Mitigation Measure CULT-1 (See Section 3.5, Cultural Resources) would
reduce impacts to tribal archaeological resources to less than significant.
3.17.4 References
Cabrillo College, 2017. Accessed June 15, 2018. Missionization.
https://www.cabrillo.edu/~crsmith/anth6_missions.html
Clark, M.R. 2016, Historical Resources Reconnaissance of the Half Moon Bay Building &
Garden Supply Concrete Batch Plant Replacement Project, in the City of Half Moon Bay.
San Francisco. Holman & Associates, Inc.
Dyett & Bhattia. 2014. Plan Half Moon Bay: Existing Conditions, Trends and Opportunities
Assessment. Prepared for the City of Half Moon Bay. Revised July 2014. Accessed June
15, 2018. http://www.planhmb.org/reports-and-products.html
Half Moon Bay, City of. 1993. Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan.
Kroeber, A.L. 1976. Handbook of the Indians of California, New York. Dover Publications, Inc.
Levy, Richard. 1987. Costanoan in R.F. Heizer (ed.) Handbook of North American Indians. Vol.
8: California: 485-495. Washington D.C. Smithsonian Institute.
National Register of Historic Places, National Park Service 2018, Accessed June 15, 2018.
https://www.nps.gov/nR/index.htm
Netroline, 2018. Historic Aerials. Accessed June 15, 2018.
https://www.historicaerials.com/viewer
Office of Historic Preservation, California State Parks. 2018. Accessed June 15, 2018.
http://ohp.parks.ca.gov/
Old Maps Online, 2018, Bay of San Francisco (David Rumsey Collection). Accessed June 15,
2018. http://www.oldmapsonline.org/map/rumsey/5806.002
San Mateo County. 2018. Property Maps Portal, San Mateo County. Accessed June 15, 2018.
http://maps.smcgov.org/GE_4_4_0_Html5Viewer_2_5_0_public/?viewer=raster
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UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

Would the project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements
of the applicable Regional Water Quality
Control Board?
b) Require or result in the construction of new
water or wastewater treatment facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction
of which could cause significant environmental
effects?
c) Require or result in the construction of new
storm water drainage facilities or expansion of
existing facilities, the construction of which
could cause significant environmental effects?
d) Have sufficient water supplies available to
serve the project from existing entitlements and
resources, or are new or expanded
entitlements needed?
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater
treatment provider which serves or may serve
the project that it has adequate capacity to
serve the project’s projected demand in
addition to the provider’s existing
commitments?
f) Be served by a landfill with sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the
project's solid waste disposal needs?
g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes
and regulations related to solid waste?

3.18.1 Environmental Setting
The following information on the utilities and service systems that serve the project site is from
the Existing Conditions Report (Dyett & Bhattia, 2014) prepared as part of the City’s General
Plan update planning process.
Potable Water
The water distribution system in the project area is owned and operated by Coastside County
Water District (CCWD), which also serves part of the unincorporated area of San Mateo County,
including Princeton-by-the-Sea, Miramar, and El Granada. CCWD’s water supply sources
include Pilarcitos Lake, Upper Crystal Springs Reservoir, Pilarcitos Well Field, and Denniston
Creek. The primary water supply is purchased from the SFPUC (Pilarcitos Lake and Upper
Crystal Springs Reservoir), and other supplies (about 28 percent) are Infiltration Well water from
the District’s Pilarcitos well field and surface water and groundwater from the District’s
Denniston Project. Water is delivered to the system through one of two treatment plants: the
Denniston Water Treatment Plant near Half Moon Bay Airport and the Nunes Water Treatment
Plant in Half Moon Bay. The water distribution system consists of 11 treated water storage
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tanks, which have a combined storage capacity of 8.1 million gallons, and over 100 miles of
transmission and distribution pipelines.
Wastewater Treatment
Sanitary sewer service is provided to the project site by the City of Half Moon Bay for
transporting sewage flows and by Sewer Authority Mid-Coastside (SAM) for treating and
disposing the sewage. The City of Half Moon Bay’s existing sanitary sewer system consists of
approximately 37 miles of sewer mains, approximately 3,100 laterals, and three lift stations. The
wastewater treatment plant’s current capacity is 4.0 million gallons per day (MGD) in Average
Dry Weather Flow (ADWF). The 2008 Sewer System Management Plan indicates the treatment
plant’s current ADWF is 1.7 MGD.
Stormwater Drainage
Stormwater drainage in the City of Half Moon Bay is conveyed through the City’s creeks and
drainages into Half Moon Bay. Stormwater from the project site drains into Pilarcitos Creek.
Solid Waste and Recycling
Allied Waste Services is Half Moon Bay’s franchised hauler, providing residential curbside
collection of recyclables and greenwaste (yard waste), and commercial collection for
recyclables. The majority of the city’s solid waste is directed to the Corinda Los Trancos
Sanitary Landfill (known as Ox Mountain), which is a Class III disposal facility located at 12310
San Mateo Road (State Route 92). As of July 2013, engineering estimates provided by the
landfill operator, Republic Services, indicated that the facility’s remaining disposal capacity was
approximately 26.5 years. Based on the current rate of all disposal at this site from all
jurisdictions, the facility’s projected closure date is estimated to occur in 2038.
Electric, Gas and Telecommunications Services
The electrical power distribution system within the project area is owned and operated by Pacific
Gas & Electric Company (PG&E). This electrical power grid consists of both overhead and
underground electrical lines located predominantly in the public street rights-of-way and
easements.
The natural gas distribution system within the project area is also owned and operated by PG&E
and consists of a pipe network which lies predominantly beneath the traveled roadway in the
public street rights-of-way.
The telecommunication distribution system within the project area provides various services
such as telephone service, cable TV, etc. The service providers include Comcast, AT&T and
others.
3.18.2 Discussion
Would the proposed project:
a) Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water
Quality Control Board?
b) Require or result in the construction of new water or wastewater treatment
facilities or expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause
significant environmental effects?
No Impact. (Responses a – b). The project would construct an addition to an existing
building and would not result in waste discharge requirements subject to the SFRWQCB. No
new housing or businesses are proposed, and the land use at the site would not change after
project construction. The proposed project is not expected to significantly increase the demand
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for water or the wastewater generation rate at the site. Therefore, the project would not exceed
wastewater treatment requirements, or require or result in the construction of new water or
wastewater treatment facilities or expansion of existing facilities.
c) Require or result in the construction of new storm water drainage facilities or
expansion of existing facilities, the construction of which could cause significant
environmental effects?
No Impact. The proposed project would not result in the construction of new storm water
drainage facilities or the expansion of existing facilities. The project includes 3,341 square feet
of additional roof coverage combined with a 2,400 square-foot reduction in parking lot area
coverage. Most of the new roof will be on area that is currently already non-permeable concrete
or paved areas. Furthermore, project plans include a stormwater infiltration/treatment basin with
permeable pavers that are engineered to accommodate the 10-year storm for a 2-hour duration.
The project involves no net increase in off-site stormwater runoff.
d) Have sufficient water supplies available to serve the project from existing
entitlements and resources, or are new or expanded entitlements needed?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project is an addition to an existing
building and is not expected to measurably increase the demand for water at the project site. As
such, no new or expanded water supply entitlements would be needed to serve the project.
e) Result in a determination by the wastewater treatment provider which serves or
may serve the project that it has adequate capacity to serve the project’s
projected demand in addition to the provider’s existing commitments?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project is an addition to an existing
building and is not expected to measurably increase the amount of wastewater generated at the
project site. As such, the Sewer Authority Mid-Coastside (SAM) is expected to determine that it
has adequate capacity to serve the project.
f)
Be served by a landfill with sufficient permitted capacity to accommodate the
project’s solid waste disposal needs?
Less Than Significant Impact. The proposed project is an addition to an existing
building and is not expected to significantly increase the amount of solid waste generated at the
project site. Therefore, the Corinda Los Trancos Sanitary Landfill (Ox Mountain) has adequate
capacity to serve the project site.
g) Comply with federal, state, and local statutes and regulations related to solid
waste?
No Impact. The proposed project will comply with federal, state, and local statutes and
regulations related to solid waste.
3.18.3 References
Dyett & Bhattia. 2014. Plan Half Moon Bay: Existing Conditions, Trends and Opportunities
Assessment. Prepared for the City of Half Moon Bay. Revised July 2014.
http://www.planhmb.org/reports-and-products.html. Accessed June 2018.
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MANDATORY FINDINGS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Potentially
Significant
Impact

Less Than
Significant with
Mitigation

Less Than
Significant
Impact

No
Impact

a) Does the project have the potential to
substantially degrade the quality of the
environment, substantially reduce the habitat of
a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels,
threaten to eliminate a plant or animal
community, substantially reduce the number or
restrict the range of a rare or endangered plant
or animal or eliminate important examples of
the major periods of California history or
prehistory?
b) Does the project have impacts that are
individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively considerable”
means the incremental effects of a project are
considerable when viewed in connection with
the efforts of past projects, the effects of other
current projects, and the effects of probable
future projects)?
c) Does the project have environmental effects
which will cause substantial adverse effects on
human beings, either directly or indirectly?

3.19.1 Discussion
Would the proposed project:
a) Have the potential to substantially degrade the quality of the environment,
substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species, cause a fish or wildlife
population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to eliminate a plant or
animal community, substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of a rare
or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the major
periods of California history or prehistory?
Less Than Significant with Mitigation. The proposed project would not substantially
degrade the quality of the environment, substantially reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife
species, cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self-sustaining levels, threaten to
eliminate a plant or animal community, substantially reduce the number or restrict the range of a
rare or endangered plant or animal or eliminate important examples of the major periods of
California history or prehistory. Several special-status species or sensitive habitats occur or
have the potential to occur on or near the project site. Mitigation Measures BIO-1 through BIO-4
are in place to reduce the impacts to less than significant levels.
Construction of the proposed project could impact unknown cultural and/or tribal
resources. Mitigation measures CULT-1 through CULT-3 have been incorporated into the
project to reduce these impacts to less than significant.
b) Does the project have impacts that are individually limited, but cumulatively
considerable? (“Cumulatively considerable” means the incremental effects of a
project are considerable when viewed in connection with the efforts of past
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projects, the effects of other current projects, and the effects of probable future
projects)?
Less Than Significant with Mitigation. The proposed project would result in the
construction of a 6,570-square foot two-story addition to an existing 14,880 square foot building
which would generate limited project specific impacts and with the implementation of Mitigation
AIR-1, would not contribute to cumulative environmental impacts. The project would not
contribute to cumulative impacts on local aesthetic resources, GHG emissions, geology,
hydrology or water quality, land use, traffic and transportation system, public services, and
utilities.
c) Have environmental effects which will cause substantial adverse effects on
human beings, either directly or indirectly?
Less Than Significant with Mitigation. Project construction could result in adverse
dust (air quality) to neighborhood residents. Mitigation Measure AIR-1 would ensure the project
implements dust control measures according to BAAQMD requirements. Half Moon Bay
Standard Project Conditions presented in Table 2 of Project Description would ensure that
construction is done in accordance within the hours specified in the Half Moon Bay Municipal
Code. The project would have a less than significant impact on all other resource areas.
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Chapter 4. Report Preparation
MIG, Inc.
2635 North 1st Street, Suite 149
San Jose, CA 95134
(650) 327-0429
www.migcom.com
Environmental Analysis and Document Preparation
Barbara Beard – Senior Project Manager
Christina Lau – Project Manager
Robert Templar – Archaeologist / Graphics Specialist
Phillip Gleason – Analyst
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Parking Management Plan for Special Events
Mariners Community Church
Purpose
The goal of this plan is to identify the special events held at Mariners Church and to outline the
strategy for providing adequate parking during those events.
Background
In 2013, the City of Half Moon Bay approved a Use Permit, PDP-050-13, that allowed the
conversion of this building from an office use to religious assembly. At that time, the City
established a minimum parking requirement of 1 space per 4 assembly area seats.
Mariners currently has 86 parking spaces and with the new expansion of our building we will
have 82. The spaces are located on the east side of the parking lot that supports buildings 60,
80 and 100 Stone Pine Road. The Mariners parking lot is rarely used to capacity, except during
special events. Based upon the parking standards established in 2013, Mariners will be
required to limit the number of people in the building to 328, unless adequate offsite parking
can be secured prior to the event. Regardless of parking availability, the number of building
occupants is limited to the maximum occupancy permitted under California Building and Fire
code standards.
Mariners Church operates a normal schedule of weekly church services, children’s and youth
programs and hosting for various other small church and community groups. A typical weekly
schedule and attendance are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Saturday nights – one church service, with average attendance of 40-50
Sunday mornings – two church services, with an average attendance of 130 and 210
respectively
Wednesday afternoon and evening – children’s programs, with an average attendance
of 40-50
Other times – 20-25 different church and community group meetings with an average
attendance of 10-20

Parking Management for Special Events
Mariners does see an increased attendance on special holidays like Easter Sunday morning,
Good Friday and Christmas Eve. At various times during the year we are asked to host
weddings, memorials or funerals which sometimes have large attendance. The onsite capacity
during all these events will be limited to 328 people, unless adequate offsite parking is secured.

•

Mariners will no longer schedule memorials or funerals with a large anticipated
attendance during normal working hours on week days (9am – 5pm). Special events may
be held Monday thru Friday if we can adequately handle the attendance expected for
the event (150 to 200) plus our normal usage.

•

Large special events where the parking needs may exceed our 82 spots will be held only
on Saturdays or Sunday afternoon 1 pm or later. For these events we will use the
following process:

.

o We will seek permission from the property managers at 60 and 80 Stone Pine Rd.
to park in their lot. The managers allowed Mariners to use this parking for our
2018 Easter services. For future special holiday events we have already received
a positive response for Christmas Eve of 2018.
o If permission is not granted, we will not host these events until adequate offsite
parking is secured. The Half Moon Bay High School parking lot and Shoreline
Station are locations that Mariners has either used in the past or has entered
into an agreement to use their parking facilities in the future. Other facilities may
become available in the future and Mariners will continue to pursue other
options to provide additional flexibility, in the event that these two facilities may
not be available on requested dates. Mariners will provide a shuttle service using
a licensed carrier (currently Nationwide Limousine Service). Mariners has used
the high school facilities in the past with excellent results.
o Unless Mariners secures written permission from the owners of 60 and 80 Stone
Pine Road to use spaces in their lot, signs will be posted at all times on the
parking spaces abutting buildings 60 and 80, instructing attendees not to park
in those spaces.
o Mariners will station parking attendants at the entrance to the parking area to
direct traffic.
o Mariners will send reminders to regular attendees to make use of alternative
transportation (carpooling, walking, biking, etc.).
o For all special events, hosts will be required to communicate to guests that
parking is limited and encourage carpooling, walking, biking, etc. or the shuttle
service as necessary.
•

Prior to each special event Mariners will communicate with the tenants in the
neighboring buildings with information about the event. Mariners shall not use these
parking areas, unless written permission is secured prior to the event. Included in the

communication will be a phone number to call if the tenants are inconvenienced in any
way by the special events. Mariners will ensure that staff is available to respond to any
complaints in a timely manner. Mariners will also provide documentation of these
complaints and resolution of the complaints to City of Half Moon Bay.
•

Mariners will notify the organizers of the event that, unless adequate off-site parking is
secured, the capacity of the Mariners is limited to 328 people and that guests will be
turned away if that capacity is exceeded.
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1 Introduction
This report presents the results of a biological resources assessment and analysis of potential
biological impacts of the Mariner’s Church addition project located at 100 Stone Pine Road in
Half Moon Bay, California (Figure 1). The biological resources assessment and potential impact
analysis was completed by MIG and it identifies sensitive biological resources within and near
the project, potential impacts to those resources resulting from development within the project
area, potential permit requirements, and avoidance and minimization measures that should be
incorporated into the design. This report provides:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

A description of the general environmental setting.
A list of the federal, state, and local regulations that may pertain to activities within the
project area.
A description of the environmental conditions in the project area, including vegetation
communities and associated wildlife habitats present.
A discussion of special-status plant, animal species, sensitive communities, and coastal
resources that are known to occur or that could potentially occur at or near the project
area.
An evaluation of the potential impacts to biological resources and coastal resources that
may occur because of project activities.
Avoidance and Minimization Measures (AMMs) recommended to avoid or minimize
potentially significant impacts to biological resources, and to ensure that the project
remains in compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local regulatory
requirements.
Responses to the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Appendix G
questions related to biological resources.

This report has been revised from the March 2018 version to discuss the impacts associated
with implementation of a proposed vegetation management program for the project.

2 Project Location and Description
Mariner’s Church is located at 100 Stone Pine Road in Half Moon Bay, San Mateo County,
California near the downtown area of Half Moon Bay. The 1.32-acre project area is bordered on
the north by town houses, on the east by a U.S. Post Office, and on the west by office
development. The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor wraps around, and extends onto the south
and western end of the project area (Figure 2).
The proposed project includes additions and associated improvements to an existing 14,880
square foot two-story building. The additions include 3,341 square feet to the first floor and
3,223 square feet to the second floor, for a total of 6,564 square feet. The proposed groundMIG
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floor expansion includes accessibility improvements, additional storage, restroom, and
expanded activity areas. The second-floor expansion includes new office and meeting space.
The proposed project also includes an elevator to serve the new and existing two-story
structure, enclosure and expansion of the stairs at the west side of the building, a new walkway
at the rear of the building, new air conditioning equipment on the roof, reconfiguration of parking
and landscaping adjacent to the building, and removal of one or more landscape trees. The
proposed new building structures are on existing paved areas within the project area (Figure 2).
The project includes a vegetation management program whereby limited trimming of riparian
habitat vegetation, including a mix of non-native and native vegetation, could occur within up to
30 feet from the building to the property line to meet Building and Fire Code requirements for
emergency egress and fire fuel reduction.

3 Regulatory Setting
Biological and water resources in California are protected under federal, state, and local laws.
The laws that may pertain to the biological and water resources within the project area include
the following:

3.1

Federal Endangered Species Act

The Federal Endangered Species Act of 1973 (FESA), as amended, provides the regulatory
framework for the protection of plant and animal species (and their associated critical habitats),
which are formally listed, proposed for listing, or candidates for listing as endangered or
threatened under FESA. FESA has the following four major components: (1) provisions for
listing species, (2) requirements for consultation with the United States (U.S.) Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Marine
Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries Service), (3) prohibitions against “taking” (i.e., harassing,
harming, hunting, shooting, wounding, killing, trapping, capturing, or collecting, or attempting to
engage in any such conduct) of listed species, and (4) provisions for permits that allow
incidental “take”. FESA also discusses recovery plans and the designation of critical habitat for
listed species. Both the USFWS and NOAA Fisheries Service share the responsibility for
administration of FESA. During the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) review process,
each federal agency is given the opportunity to comment on the potential of a proposed project
to affect plants and animals listed, proposed for listing, or candidate for listing.
The USFWS is responsible for preparing a recovery plan for each listed species. The recovery
plan includes a designation of habitat critical to the recovery of the species. “Critical Habitat” is
located within the geographic area occupied by the species at the time of listing, and it contains
the physical or biological features that are essential to the conservation of the species which
may require special management or protection. Critical Habitat may include an area that is not
MIG
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currently occupied by the species, but that is important for its recovery. Federal agencies are
required to consult with the USFWS on actions completed, funded, or otherwise authorized
within Critical Habitat to ensure the action will not destroy or adversely modify Critical Habitat. In
this way, a Critical Habitat designation protects areas that are needed for the recovery, and
ultimately de-listing, of a federally listed species.
A Critical Habitat designation generally has no effect on situations that do not involve a Federal
agency. A Critical Habitat designation does not necessarily restrict further development or
trigger the need for non-federal agencies to consult with the USFWS.

3.2

Migratory Bird Treaty Act

Under the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA), it is unlawful to “pursue, hunt, take, capture or kill;
attempt to take, capture or kill; possess, offer to or sell, barter, purchase, deliver or cause to be
shipped, exported, imported, transported, carried or received any migratory bird, part, nest, egg
or product, manufactured or not.” In short, under the MBTA it is illegal to disturb a nest that is in
active use, since this could result in killing a bird or destroying an egg. The USFWS oversees
implementation of the MBTA.

3.3

Clean Water Act

The Clean Water Act (CWA) is the primary federal law regulating water quality. The
implementation of the CWA is the responsibility of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA). However, the EPA depends on other agencies, such as the individual states and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), to assist in implementing the CWA. The objective of
the CWA is to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the
Nation’s waters.” Section 404 and 401 of the CWA apply to activities that would impact waters
of the U.S. The USACE enforces Section 404 of the CWA and the California State Water
Resources Control Board enforces Section 401.
3.3.1

Section 404

As part of its mandate under Section 404 of the CWA, the EPA regulates the discharge of
dredged or fill material into “waters of the U.S.”. “Waters of the U.S.” include territorial seas, tidal
waters, and non-tidal waters in addition to wetlands and drainages that support wetland
vegetation, exhibit ponding or scouring, show obvious signs of channeling, or have discernible
banks and high-water marks. Wetlands are defined as those areas “that are inundated or
saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that
under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions” (33 CFR 328.3(b)). The discharge of dredged or fill material into
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waters of the U.S. is prohibited under the CWA except when it follows Section 404 of the CWA.
Enforcement authority for Section 404 was given to the USACE, which it accomplishes under its
regulatory branch. The EPA has veto authority over the USACE’s administration of the Section
404 program and may override a USACE decision with respect to permitting.
The USACE has specific guidelines for determining the extent of its jurisdiction. The methods of
delineating USACE jurisdiction are defined in the 1987 Wetlands Delineation Manual
(Environmental Laboratory, 1987), and the Arid West Manual (USACE 2006). The methods of
delineating USACE jurisdiction are defined in the manuals and require examination of three
parameters (soil, hydrology, and vegetation).
Substantial impacts to waters of the U.S. may require an Individual Permit. Projects that only
minimally affect waters of the U.S. may meet the conditions of one of the existing Nationwide
Permits, if other conditions of the permit are satisfied. A Water Quality Certification or waiver
pursuant to Section 401 of the CWA is required for Section 404 permit actions.
3.3.2

Section 401

Any applicant for a federal permit to impact waters of the U.S. under Section 404 of the CWA,
including Nationwide Permits where pre-construction notification is required, must also provide
to the USACE a certification or waiver from the State of California. The “401 Certification” is
provided by the State Water Resources Control Board through the local Regional Water Quality
Control Board (RWQCB).
The RWQCB issues and enforces permits for discharge of treated water, landfills, storm-water
runoff, filling of any surface waters or wetlands, dredging, agricultural activities and wastewater
recycling. The RWQCB recommends that the application for a Certification under Section 401 of
the Clean Water Act be made at the same time as other applications are provided to other
agencies, such as the USACE, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), or the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration National Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA Fisheries).
The application to the RWQCB is similar to the pre-construction notification that is required by
the USACE. It must include a description of the habitat that is being impacted, a description of
how the impact is to be minimized, and proposed mitigation measures with goals, schedules,
and performance standards. Mitigation must include a replacement of functions and values, and
replacement of wetland at a minimum ratio of 2:1, or twice as many acres of wetlands provided
as are removed. The RWQCB looks for mitigation that is on site and in-kind, with functions and
values as good as or better than the water-based habitat that is being removed or impacted. A
higher mitigation ratio may be required, depending on site conditions and project impacts.

MIG
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3.4
3.4.1

California Fish and Game Code
California Endangered Species Act

The California Endangered Species Act (CESA; Fish and Game Code 2050 et seq.) generally
parallels the federal Endangered Species Act. It establishes the policy of the State to conserve,
protect, restore, and enhance threatened or endangered species and their habitats. Section
2080 of the California Fish and Game Code prohibits the take, possession, purchase, sale, and
import or export of endangered, threatened, or candidate species, unless otherwise authorized
by permit or by the regulations. “Take” is defined in Section 86 of the California Fish and Game
Code as to “hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or
kill.” This definition differs from the definition of “take” under FESA, in that it is specific to take of
an individual, whereas FESA considers modification of habitat as potentially resulting in take.
CESA is administered by California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW). CESA allows for
take incidental to otherwise lawful projects, but mandates that State lead agencies consult with
the CDFW to ensure that a project would not jeopardize the continued existence of threatened
or endangered species.
3.4.2

Non-Game Mammals

Sections 4150-4155 of the California Fish and Game Code protects non-game mammals,
including bats. Section 4150 states “A mammal occurring naturally in California that is not a
game mammal, fully protected mammal, or fur-bearing mammal is a nongame mammal. A nongame mammal may not be taken or possessed except as provided in this code or in accordance
with regulations adopted by the commission”. The non-game mammals that may be taken or
possessed are primarily those that cause crop or property damage. All bats are classified as a
non-game mammal and are protected under California Fish and Game Code.
3.4.3

California Fish and Game Code Sections 1600-1607

Sections 1600-1607 of the California Fish and Game Code require that a Notification of Lake or
Streambed Alteration Agreement (LSAA) application be submitted to California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) for “any activity that may substantially divert or obstruct the natural
flow or substantially change the bed, channel, or bank of any river, stream, or lake.” CDFW
reviews the proposed actions in the application and, if necessary, prepares a Lake or
Streambed Alteration Agreement that includes measures to protect affected fish and wildlife
resources.
The notification requirement applies to any work undertaken in or near a river, stream, or lake
that flows at least intermittently through a bed or channel. This includes ephemeral streams,
desert washes, and watercourses with a subsurface flow. The CDFW typically considers a river,
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stream, or lake to include its riparian vegetation, but it may also extend to its floodplain. The
term “stream”, which includes creeks and rivers, is defined in the California Code of Regulations
(CCR) as follows: “a body of water that flows at least periodically or intermittently through a bed
or channel having banks and supports fish or other aquatic life”. This includes watercourses
having a surface or subsurface flow that supports or has supported riparian vegetation (14 CCR
1.72). In addition, the term stream can include ephemeral streams, dry washes, watercourses
with subsurface flows, canals, aqueducts, irrigation ditches, and other means of water
conveyance if they support aquatic life, riparian vegetation, or stream-dependent terrestrial
wildlife (CDFW 1994). Riparian is defined as “on, or pertaining to, the banks of a stream”;
therefore, riparian vegetation is defined as, “vegetation which occurs in and/or adjacent to a
stream and is dependent on, and occurs because of, the stream itself” (CDFW 1994).
3.4.4

Native Plant Protection Act

The Native Plant Protection Act (NPPA) was created in 1977 with the intent to preserve, protect,
and enhance rare and endangered plants in California (California Fish and Game Code sections
1900 to 1913). The NPPA is administered by CDFW, which has the authority to designate native
plants as endangered or rare and to protect them from “take.” CDFW maintains a list of plant
species that have been officially classified as endangered, threatened or rare. These specialstatus plants have special protection under California law.
3.4.5

Fully Protected Species and Species of Special Concern

The classification of California fully protected (CFP) species was the CDFW’s initial effort to
identify and provide additional protection to those animals that were rare or faced possible
extinction. Lists were created for fish, amphibians and reptiles, birds, and mammals. Most of the
species on these lists have subsequently been listed under CESA and/or FESA. The Fish and
Game Code sections (§5515 for fish, §5050 for amphibian and reptiles, §3511 for birds, §4700
for mammals) deal with CFP species and state that these species “…may not be taken or
possessed at any time and no provision of this code or any other law shall be construed to
authorize the issuance of permits or licenses to take any fully protected species”. “Take” of
these species may be authorized for necessary scientific research. This language makes the
CFP designation the strongest and most restrictive regarding the “take” of these species. In
2003, the code sections dealing with CFP species were amended to allow the CDFW to
authorize take resulting from recovery activities for state-listed species.
California species of special concern (CSSC) are broadly defined as animals not currently listed
under the FESA or CESA, but which are nonetheless of concern to the CDFW because they are
declining at a rate that could result in listing, or historically occurred in low numbers and known
threats to their persistence currently exist. This designation is intended to result in special
consideration for these animals by the CDFW, land managers, consulting biologists, and others,
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and is intended to focus attention on the species to help avert the need for costly listing under
FESA and CESA and cumbersome recovery efforts that might ultimately be required. This
designation also is intended to stimulate collection of additional information on the biology,
distribution, and status of poorly known at-risk species, and focus research and management
attention on them.

3.5

Sensitive Vegetation Communities

Sensitive vegetation communities are natural communities and habitats that are either unique in
constituent components, of relatively limited distribution in the region, or of particularly high
wildlife value. These communities may or may not necessarily contain special-status species.
Sensitive natural communities are usually identified in local or regional plans, policies or
regulations, or by the CDFW (i.e., CNDDB) or the USFWS. The CNDDB identifies several
natural communities as rare, which are given the highest inventory priority (Sawyer et. al. 2009;
CDFW 2010).

3.6

Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act

The intent of the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act is to protect water quality and the
beneficial uses of water, and it applies to both surface and ground water. Under this law, the
State Water Resources Control Board develops statewide water quality plans, and the Regional
Water Quality Control Boards develop basin plans, which identify beneficial uses, water quality
objectives, and implementation plans. The RWQCBs have the primary responsibility to
implement the provisions of both statewide and basin plans. Waters regulated under PorterCologne, referred to as “waters of the State,” include isolated waters that are not regulated by
the USACE. Any person discharging, or proposing to discharge, waste (e.g. dirt) to waters of the
State must file a Report of Waste Discharge and receive either waste discharge requirements
(WDRs) or a waiver to WDRs before beginning the discharge.

3.7

California Coastal Act

The California Coastal Act of 1976, administered by the California Coastal Commission, was
created to provide long-term protection of California’s 1,100-mile coastline for the benefit of
future generations. Integral to the Coastal Act are its policies which provide for protection and
expansion of public access to the shoreline and recreational opportunities and resources;
protection, enhancement and restoration of environmentally sensitive habitats, including
intertidal and nearshore waters, wetlands, bays, estuaries, riparian habitat, certain woodlands
and grasslands, streams, lakes and habitat for rare or endangered plants or animals; protection
of productive agricultural lands, commercial fisheries and archaeological resources; protection
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of the scenic beauty of coastal landscapes and seascapes; practical establishment of urbanrural boundaries and directing new housing and other development into areas with adequate
services to avoid wasteful urban sprawl and leapfrog development; environmentally sound
expansion of existing industrial ports and electricity-generating power plants, as well as for the
siting of coastal dependent industrial uses; and protection against loss of life and property from
coastal hazards.
The following are definitions given for specific ecological features that fall within the purview of
the California Coastal Act: §30121 defines a wetland as: lands within the coastal zone which
may be covered periodically or permanently with shallow water and include saltwater marshes,
freshwater marshes, open or closed brackish water marshes, swamps, mudflats, or fens;
Commission Regulation §13577(b) elaborates: wetlands are lands where the water table is at
near, or above the land surface long enough to promote the formation of hydric soils or to
support the growth of hydrophytes, and shall also include those types of wetlands where
vegetation is lacking and soil is poorly developed or absent as a result of frequent or drastic
fluctuation of surface water levels, wave action, water flow, turbidity or high concentrations of
salt or other substance in the substrate. Such wetlands can be recognized by the presence of
surface water or saturated substrate at some time during each year and their location within,
or adjacent to, vegetated wetlands or deep-water habitats…; §30107.5 defines an
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area as any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats
are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem
and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and developments.
The Coastal Commission’s regulations do not provide guidance on how to define hydrology,
hydric soils or hydrophytic vegetation. However; in an October 2011 briefing on the Definition
and Delineation of Wetlands in the Coastal Zone, the Coastal Commission recognizes the
guidance provided in the 1987 Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service’s List of Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands, and the Natural
Resource Conservation Service’s Field Indicators of Hydric Soils in the United States as
suitable sources for guidance. These documents were used for this delineation.
The Coastal Act does not include a specific definition of riparian habitat; however riparian
corridors qualify as environmentally sensitive areas.
Under the Coastal Act, local governments that lie in whole or in part within the Coastal Zone are
required to prepare Local Coastal Programs (LCPs) (Cal. Pub. Res. Code §30500). The entire
study area is within the Coastal Zone. LCPs identify the location, type, densities, and other
ground rules for future development in the coastal zone. Each LCP includes a land-use plan and
its implementing measures. The Coastal Commission helps shape each LCP and then formally
reviews them for consistency with Coastal Act standards. Once finalized, coastal permitting
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authority is transferred to the local government, with the exception of proposed development on
the immediate shoreline, which stays with the Commission. In developing an LCP, a local
government may choose to recognize specific botanical or wildlife resources as locally rare and
that therefore garner protection.
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3.8

Half Moon Bay Local Coastal Program

The Half Moon Bay LCP prohibits any land use or development that would have significant
adverse impact on sensitive habitat areas. Development in areas adjacent to sensitive habitats
shall be sited and designated to prevent impacts that could significantly degrade the sensitive
habitats. The LCP defines sensitive habitats as any area in which plant or animal life or their
habitats are either rare or especially valuable and any area that meets one of the following
criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Habitats containing or supporting rare and endangered species as defined by the State
Fish and Game Commission
All perennial and intermittent streams and their tributaries
Coastal tide lands and marshes
Coastal and offshore areas containing breeding or nesting sites and coastal areas used
by migratory and resident water-associated birds for resting areas and feeding
Areas used for scientific study and research concerning fish and wildlife
Lakes and ponds and adjacent shore habitat
Existing game and wildlife refuges and reserves
Sand dunes

Sensitive habitat areas include, but are not limited to, riparian areas, wetlands, sand dunes, and
habitats supporting rare, endangered, and unique species.
In Appendix A, the City of Half Moon Bay LCP adopts the following definition of a wetland:
“Wetland is an area where the water table is at, near, or above the land surface long enough to
bring about the formation of hydric soils or to support the growth of plants which normally are
found to grow in water or wet ground. Such wetlands can include mudflats (barren of
vegetation), marshes, and swamps. Such wetlands can be either fresh or saltwater, along
streams (riparian), in tidally influenced areas (near the ocean and usually below extreme high
water of spring tides), marginal to lakes, ponds, and man-made impoundments. Wetlands do
not include areas which in normal rainfall years are permanently submerged (streams, lakes,
ponds and impoundments), nor marine or estuarine areas below extreme low water of spring
tides, nor vernally wet areas where the soils are not hydric.”
The LCP does not provide guidance on how to map a wetland.
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The City of Half Moon Bay LCP defines "riparian area" as any area of land bordering a stream
or lake, including its banks. It includes land at least up to the highest point (in cross section) of
an obvious channel or enclosure of a body of water and extends to the outer edge of
appropriate indicator plant species. It defines a riparian corridor as a line determined by the
association of plant and animal species normally found near streams, lakes, and other bodies of
fresh water: red alder, jaumea, pickleweed, big leaf maple, narrowleaf cattail, arroyo willow,
broadleaf cattail, horsetail, creek dogwood, black cottonwood, and box elder. Such a corridor
must contain at least a 50 percent cover of some combination of the plants listed.
The LCP includes many measures to protect riparian habitat in Chapter 3 (3-7 to 3-13), and
defines a buffer of 50 feet outward from the limit of riparian vegetation along perennial streams
(3-11 (a)). Along lakes, ponds, and other wet areas, the LCP extends the buffer zone to 100 feet
from the high-water point (3-11(c)).

3.9

Half Moon Bay Protected Trees

The City of Half Moon Municipal Code contains regulations protecting heritage trees. According
to Chapter 7.40 a “heritage tree” means:
•

•

•

A tree located on public or private property, exclusive of eucalyptus, with a trunk
diameter of twelve inches or more, or a circumference of at least thirty-eight inches
measured at forty-eight inches above ground level.
A tree or stand of trees so designated by resolution of the city council based on its
finding of special historical, environmental or aesthetic value, including a resolution
adopted under former Chapter 12.16 of the City of Half Moon Bay Zoning Code.
A tree located within the public right-of-way along the entire length of Main Street or
along Kelly Avenue between San Benito Street and Highway 1. (Ord. C-2013-02 §1,
2013: Ord. C-2-12 §5, 2012: Ord. C-10-11 §1(part), 2011)

The removal of one or more heritage trees or major pruning as described in Section 7.40.040
requires a permit pursuant to procedures established by the city manager and requires the
payment of a fee established by the city council. Additionally, the removal of a heritage tree
pursuant to a permit issued under this chapter shall be replaced on a one-for-one basis with a
minimum size twenty-four-inch-box specimen tree of a species and in a location approved by
the city manager or his or her designee (Ord. C-10-11 §1(part), 2011).
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4 Methods
This section describes the methods used to complete the biological resources assessment.
Methods include a database and literature review, field survey, an assessment of plant
communities and wildlife habitats, an assessment of sensitive habitats and aquatic features, a
habitat evaluation for special-status species, and an assessment of wildlife corridors.

4.1

Database and Literature Review

MIG reviewed the following sources for information relevant to this biological resources
assessment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2

CDFW California Natural Diversity Database (CNDDB) record search (CDFW 2017).
CNPS Rare Plant Program Inventory of Rare and Endangered Plants of California
record search within a 3-mile radius of parcel (CNPS 2017).
USFWS list of endangered and threatened species and Critical Habitat record search for
the parcel (USFWS 2017a).
The Jepson Manual: Vascular Plants of California, Second Edition (Baldwin et al. 2012).
U.S. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service Web Soil
Survey (USDA 2017).
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) National Wetlands Inventory (USFWS 2017b).
Aerial photographs of the project area (Google Earth Pro 2017).

Field Survey

On July 5, 2017 MIG biologist David Gallagher conducted a reconnaissance-level biological
survey of the project area. The project area was surveyed on foot and biological resources
present within the project area were documented. Also, attention was paid to topography as it
would relate to the potential movement of water within and adjacent to the project area.
Data were collected using a tablet with a Garmin GLO GPS receiver, a geo-spatial mobiledevice application for recording data points and photographs.

4.3

Plant Communities and Wildlife Habitats

Plant communities were classified based on existing descriptions in “A Manual of California
Vegetation, Second Edition” (Sawyer et. al. 2009). However, in some cases it is necessary to
identify variants of plant community types or to describe non-vegetated areas that are not
described in the literature.
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4.4

Sensitive Habitats and Aquatic Features

The project area was inspected for the presence of wetlands, drainages, streams, and other
aquatic features, including those that support stream-dependent (i.e., riparian) plant species that
could be subject to jurisdiction by the USACE, RWQCB, CDFW, or Half Moon Bay LCP.
Wetlands are defined for regulatory purposes in 33 CFR 328.3 and 40 CFR 230.3 as areas
inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to
support, and that under normal conditions do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically
adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.” To be considered subject to federal jurisdiction, a
wetland must normally exhibit positive indicators for hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil, and
wetland hydrology.
All plant communities observed within and adjacent to the project area were evaluated to
determine if they are considered sensitive. Sensitive natural communities are communities that
are especially diverse; regionally uncommon; or of special concern for local, state, and federal
agencies.

4.5

Special-Status Species Habitat Evaluation

During the field survey, the biologist evaluated the suitability of the habitat to support specialstatus species documented in and within the vicinity of the project area. For the purposes of this
assessment, special-status species include those plant and animals listed, proposed for listing
or candidates for listing as threatened or endangered by the USFWS or NOAA Fisheries
Service under the FESA, those listed or proposed for listing as rare, threatened or endangered
by the CDFW under the CESA, animals designated as CFP or CSSC by the CDFW, and plants
assigned a California Rare Plant Rank by the CNPS.
The potential occurrence of special-status plant and animal species within the project area was
evaluated by developing a list of special-status species that are known to or have the potential
to occur in the vicinity of the project area based on a search of the CNDDB, CNPS, and USFWS
databases. The potential for occurrence of those species included on the list were then
evaluated based on the habitat requirements of each species relative to the conditions observed
during the field survey. Each species was evaluated for its potential to occur on or in the
immediate vicinity of the project area according to the following criteria:
No Potential: There is no suitable habitat present (i.e., habitats are clearly unsuitable for
the species requirements [e.g., foraging, breeding, cover, substrate, elevation,
hydrology, plant community, disturbance regime]). Additionally, there are no recent
known records of occurrence in the vicinity of the project area. The species has no
potential of being found in the project area.
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Low Potential: Limited suitable habitat is present (i.e., few of the habitat components
meeting the species requirements are present and/or the majority of habitat is unsuitable
or of very low quality). Additionally, there are no or few recent known records of
occurrence in the vicinity of the project area. The species has a low probability of being
found in the project area.
Moderate Potential. Suitable habitat is present (i.e., some of the habitat components
meeting the species requirements are present and/or the majority of the habitat is
suitable or of marginal quality). Additionally, there are few or many recent known records
of occurrences in the vicinity of the project area. The species has a moderate probability
of being found in the project area.
High Potential: Highly suitable habitat is present (i.e., all habitat components meeting the
species requirements are present and/or the habitat is highly suitable or of high quality).
Additionally, there are few or many records of occurrences within the last ten years and
within close vicinity of the project area. This species has a high probability of being found
in the project area.
Present or Assumed Present. Species was observed in the project area or has a recent
(within five years) recorded observation in the CNDDB or literature within the project
area.

5 Environmental Setting
5.1

Climate and Topography

The climate at the project site is coastal Mediterranean, with most rain falling in the winter and
spring. Fog and cool temperatures are common in the summer. The average annual rainfall in
Half Moon Bay is 26 inches (1939 to 1995; worldclimate.com). The project site is generally level
and is at an elevation is approximately 68 feet above sea level (Google Earth Pro 2017).

5.2

Soils

There are two soil series within the project area: Farallone loam, nearly level (FaA) and Gullied
land (Gu, alluvial soil material).
The Farallone loam series consists of a top layer that contains many coarse, gritty particles with
the deeper layers coarser in texture. The soil is well drained with moderate permeability in the
surface layer and moderately rapid to rapid permeability in the deeper layers. The soil has good
water-holding capacity and moderate fertility and is associated with prime farmland in San
Mateo County. Gullied land is derived from alluvium and is generally found on floodplains and
near streams. The soil profile is variable and is classified as a miscellaneous land type. These
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soil series are listed as hydric in San Mateo County on the National Hydric Soils List (USDA
2015).

5.3

Hydrology

The project site is adjacent to Pilarcitos Creek, which is a 13.5-mile perennial stream that flows
from the western slopes of the Santa Cruz Mountains through Pilarcitos Canyon and discharges
into the Pacific Ocean. The creek drains 30 square miles and has numerous tributaries. The
project area is approximately 1.5 miles upstream from the mouth of the Creek, and
approximately 65 feet from the channel. Pilarcitos Creek is at a lower elevation than the project
area; therefore, it is feasible that storm water from the project area sheet flows into the Creek
during rain events.

5.4

Plant Communities and Associated Wildlife Habitats

Vegetative communities are assemblages of plant species that occur together in the same area,
which are defined by species composition and relative abundance. The plant communities in the
project area were classified using A Manual of California Vegetation (Sawyer et. al. 2009), if
applicable.
5.4.1

Developed Habitat

Developed habitat includes areas where permanent structures and/or pavement have been
placed, which prevents the growth of vegetation. The project area is primarily developed habitat
with an existing two-story building and adjacent parking lot.
5.4.2

Ornamental Vegetation

Ornamental vegetation includes lands that have been planted with landscaping and are usually
maintained on an ongoing basis. Such landscaping may include native and non-native
plantings. However, these plantings have been installed as part of an ornamental landscape
plan and do not naturally occur on site. Within the project area, ornamental vegetation occurs
along the perimeter of the building, the courtyard on the east side of the building, and the
southern edge of the parking lot. The dominant trees within the project area are Monterey
cypress (Cupressus macrocarpa; planted) and non-native New Zealand Christmas tree
(Metrosideros excelsa). Other trees include a non-native single London planetree (Platanus
hybrida). Shrubs include wavyleaf ceanothus (Ceanothus foliosus) and Escallonia sp.
The proposed project requires the removal of five non-native New Zealand Christmas trees, all
of which are identified as heritage trees, as defined by the City of Half Moon Bay (Figure 3).
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5.4.3

Central Coast Riparian Scrub

Central Coast Riparian Scrub is a scrubby streamside thicket, varying from open to
impenetrable, dominated by any of several willow species. This early seral community may
succeed to any of several riparian woodland or forest types in the absence of severe flooding
disturbance. It is distributed along and at the mouths of most perennial and many intermittent
streams of the south Coast Ranges, from the Bay Area south to Point Conception.
Central Coast Riparian Scrub is located along the banks of Pilarcitos Creek and forms a dense,
wide thicket that extends up into the project area (Figure 3). This community is characterized by
an overstory of red willow (Salix laevigata) and Pacific willow (Salix lasiandra var. lasiandra).
The understory is dominated by native species including coyote brush (Baccharis pilularis),
common horsetail (Equisetum arvense), waveyleaf ceanothus, hairy ceanothus (Ceanothus
oliganthus), and hoary nettle (Urtica dioica ssp. holosericea); and non-native species including
Escallonia sp.,Himalayan blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), Cape ivy (Delairea odorata), poison
hemlock (Conium maculatum), bristly ox-tongue (Helminthotheca echioides), shepard’s purse
(Capsella bursa-pastoris), Jersey cudweed (Pseudognaphalium luteoalbum), and wild oat
(Avena sp.).
5.4.4

Wildlife Observed Within the Project Area

Several bird species were heard or seen within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor during the
site visit, including Wilson’s warbler (Cardellina pusilla), warbling vireo (Vireo gilvus), Hutton’s
vireo (Vireo huttoni), dark-eyed junco (Junco hyemalis), Anna’s hummingbird (Calypte anna),
wrentit (Chamaea fasciata), and red-shouldered hawk (Buteo lineatus).
No mammals, amphibians, or reptiles were observed within the project area during the site visit.
The trees and shrubs within the project area, as well as the adjacent riparian corridor of
Pilarcitos Creek provide suitable nesting habitat for birds and suitable bat roosting habitat.

5.5

Sensitive Habitats, Riparian Habitats, and Critical Habitats

The project area contains Central Coast Riparian scrub, which is classified as a sensitive habitat
by the Half Moon Bay LCP and is also subject to jurisdiction by CDFW (see section 5.9).
Additionally, the USFWS National Wetland Inventory (NWI) map data were reviewed within the
project area as part of the evaluation for the presence of Waters of the U.S., including wetlands.
NWI maps are based on interpretation of aerial photography, limited verification of mapped
units, and/or classification of wetland types using the classification system developed by
Cowardin et al. 1979. Within the project area, there are no Waters of the U.S., including
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wetlands that are mapped in the NWI; however, the NWI documents Pilarcitos Creek flowing
adjacent to the project area (Figure 3).
Pilarcitos Creek is designated as critical habitat for the federally-listed Threatened Central
California Coast steelhead (Oncorhynchus mykiss irideus) Distinct Population Segment.
Critical habitat for the Central California Coast steelhead DPS was designated on September 2,
2005 and includes all river reaches and estuarine areas accessible to listed steelhead in coastal
river basins from the Russian River in Sonoma County to Aptos Creek in Santa Cruz County.
The San Mateo Hydrologic Unit includes the coastal streams in San Mateo County from San
Pedro Creek near Pacifica to Butano Creek near Año Nuevo and the Santa Clara Hydrologic
Unit includes South Bay creeks from San Francisquito Creek in Palo Alto eastward to Coyote
Creek (NOAA 2005).
There are no other sensitive natural community types, as defined by CDFW or CNPS, present
within the project area.

5.6

Migration, Travel Corridors and Habitat Fragmentation

Habitat loss, fragmentation, and degradation resulting from land use changes or habitat
conversion can alter the use and viability of wildlife movement corridors (i.e. linear habitats that
naturally connect and provide passage between two or more otherwise disjunct larger habitats
or habitat fragments). In general, studies suggest that habitat corridors provide connectivity for
and are used by wildlife, and as such are an important conservation tool (Beier and Noss 1998).
Wildlife habitat corridors should fulfill several functions. They should maintain connectivity for
daily movement, travel, mate-seeking, and migration; plant propagation; genetic interchange;
population movement in response to environmental change or natural disaster; and
recolonization of habitats subject to local extirpation (Beier and Loe 1992)
The suitability of a habitat as a wildlife movement corridor is related to, among other factors, the
habitat corridor’s dimensions (length and width), topography, vegetation, exposure to human
influence, and the species in question (Beier and Loe 1992). Species utilize movement corridors
in several ways. “Passage species” are those species that use corridors as thru-ways between
outlying habitats. The habitat requirements for passage species are generally less than those
for corridor dwellers. Passage species use corridors for brief durations, such as for seasonal
migrations or movement within a home range. As such, movement corridors do not necessarily
have to meet any of the habitat requirements necessary for a passage species’ everyday
survival. Large herbivores, such as deer and elk, and medium-to-large carnivores, such as
coyotes, bobcats and mountain lions, are typically passage species. “Corridor dwellers” are
those species that have limited dispersal capabilities – a category that includes most plants,
insects, reptiles, amphibians, small mammals, birds – and that use corridors for a greater length
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of time. As such, wildlife movement corridors must fulfill key habitat components specific to a
species’ life history requirements for them to survive (Beier and Loe 1992). In general, however,
the suitability and/or utility of the landscape – specifically, of the landscape as corridor habitat –
is best evaluated on a species-level (Beier and Noss 1998).
The project area is primarily surrounded by urban development and the developed areas,
including the existing building and paved parking lot are subject to regular human disturbance.
However, the project area includes intact riparian habitat to the west and south of the project
footprint, which extends from the banks of Pilarcitos Creek. Pilarcitos Creek and associated
riparian habitat likely functions as a movement corridor for a range of fish and wildlife species.
Special-status species such as steelhead, California red-legged frog (CRLF; Rana draytonii)
and San Francisco garter snake (SFGS;Thamnophis sirtalis tetrataenia), San Francisco duskyfooted woodrat (Neotoma fuscipes annectens), and western pond turtle (WPT; Emys
marmorata) are likely to use Pilarcitos Creek and/or its riparian corridor for movement and
dispersal as well as many common wildlife species including raccoon (Procyon lotor), opossum
(Didelphis virginiana), striped skunk (Mephitis mephitis), terrestrial coast garter snake
(Thamnophis elegans terrestris), and western fence lizard (Sceloporus occidentalis).

5.7

Special-Status Species

Based on a review of the CNDDB and CNPS databases, the biologist’s knowledge of sensitive
species, and an assessment of the types of habitats within the project area, it was determined
that no special-status animal species are expected to occur within the project area (i.e., all
special-status species were ranked as “Not Expected” or “Low Potential”). This determination
was made due to the lack of essential habitat requirements, the lack of known occurrences
close to the survey area, local range restrictions, regional extirpations, lack of connectivity with
areas of suitable or occupied habitat, incompatible land use, and habitat degradation/alteration
of on-site or adjacent lands. However, since the project area includes riparian habitat, a habitat
analysis is included in this report, even though these species were ranked as “Not Expected “or
“Low Potential” to occur within the project area. The following species are discussed along with
the rationale for including them in this report:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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California red-legged frog: CRLF are known to occur within Pilarcitos Creek.
San Francisco garter snake: SFGS are known to occur within Pilarcitos Creek.
Steelhead: steelhead are known to occur within Pilarcitos Creek.
Western pond turtle: Pilarcitos Creek provides potential habitat for WPT.
San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat: there is potential habitat within the Pilarcitos Creek
riparian corridor
Western red bat (Lasirurs blossevillii): the project area contains potential roosting
habitat.
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•
•

Pallid bat (Antrozous pallidus): the project area contains potential roosting habitat.
Townsend’s big-eared bat (Corynorhinus townsendii): the project area contains potential
roosting habitat.

No special-status plant species are expected to occur within the project area. This determination
was made due to the lack of essential habitat requirements for the species, the lack of known
occurrences close to the project area, lack of connectivity with areas of suitable or occupied
habitat and/or the project area is not within the species known range of distribution.
The botanical study for this assessment is not floristic in nature. A complete determination of the
presence or absence of potentially occurring botanical resources would require focused surveys
to be conducted during all appropriate blooming periods (CNPS 2001). Additionally, certain
plant species, especially annuals, may not be present every year due to variations in flowering
phenology and life forms, such as bulbs, biennials, annuals as well as annual variations in
temperature and rainfall, which influence plant phenology. Colonization of new populations
within an area may also occur from year to year. Specific plant species identifications in this
report are tentative due to the absence of morphological characters, resulting from immature
reproductive structures or seasonal desiccation, which are required to make species level
determinations.
A complete list of all species considered as part of this assessment, their regulatory status,
habitat requirements, local distribution, and potential for occurrence are provided in Appendix C
(Tables 1 and 2).
5.7.1

Special-Status Animals

California red-legged frog. CRLF is listed as a threatened species under the Endangered
Species Act and is designated a California Species of Special Concern. CRLF is distributed
throughout 26 counties in California, but is most abundant in the San Francisco Bay Area.
California red-legged frogs predominantly inhabit permanent water sources such as streams,
lakes, marshes, natural and man-made ponds, and ephemeral drainages in valley bottoms and
foothills up to 1,500 meters in elevation (Jennings and Hayes 1994, Bulger et al. 2003, Stebbins
2003). California red-legged frogs breed between November and April in standing or slowmoving water at least 0.7 meters (2½ feet) in depth with emergent vegetation, such as cattails
(Typha spp.), tules (Schoenoplectus spp.) or overhanging willows (Salix spp.) (Hayes and
Jennings 1988). Egg masses containing 2,000 to 5,000 eggs are attached to vegetation below
the surface and hatch after 6 to 14 days. Larvae undergo metamorphosis 3½ to 7 months
following hatching and reach sexual maturity 2 to 3 years of age (Jennings and Hayes 1994).
California red-legged frogs breed in a variety of aquatic habitats. Larvae and meta-morphs use
streams, deep pools, backwaters of streams and creeks, ponds, marshes, sag ponds, dune
ponds, and lagoons.
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Breeding adults are commonly found in deep (more than 2 feet), still or slow-moving water with
dense, shrubby riparian or emergent vegetation. Adult frogs have also been observed in shallow
sections of streams that are not shrouded by riparian vegetation. Generally, streams with high
flows and cold temperatures in spring are unsuitable for eggs and tadpoles. Stock ponds are
frequently used by this species for breeding if they are managed to provide suitable hydroperiod, pond structure, vegetative cover, and control of nonnative predators such as bullfrogs
and exotic fish. Most frogs move away from breeding ponds to non-breeding areas. The
distance moved is site dependent, though one recent study shows that only a few frogs move
farther than the nearest suitable non-breeding habitat. In this Marin County study, the furthest
distance traveled was 2.25 miles and most dispersing frogs moved through grazed pastures to
reach the nearest riparian habitat (Fellers and Kleeman 2007). Bulger et al. (2003) did not
observe habitat preferences among frogs moving between ponds. They did note that when
breeding ponds dry, CRLF use moist microhabitats of dense shrubs and herbaceous vegetation
within 350 feet of ponds.
CRLF are known to occur in Pilarcitos Creek. There is known breeding habitat downstream of
the project area. The associated riparian scrub community also provides suitable upland refugia
and foraging habitat. Additionally, The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor is also suitable dispersal
habitat for CRLF, which connects to tributaries and undeveloped lands east of Half Moon Bay.
No CRLF were observed during the field survey.
The project area does not support breeding habitat for CRLF, based on a field assessment of
site conditions and the lack of wetlands within the project area. However, there is a low potential
for CRLF to move through the riparian habitat within the project area due to the distance of the
project area from Pilarcitos Creek.
San Francisco garter snake. SFGS is federal and state-listed as endangered and is a fully
protected species under §5050 of the California Fish and Game Code. A highly aquatic
subspecies of the common garter snake endemic to the San Francisco Bay Area, SFGS are
distributed along the western San Francisco Peninsula from the southern San Francisco County
border south to Waddell Lagoon south of Año Nuevo and as far east as US 101 near the San
Francisco Airport. It occurs sympatrically with its primary prey species, the California red-legged
frog; however, it will opportunistically prey on a variety of species including frogs, tadpoles, egg
masses, newts, small fish, salamanders, reptiles, small mammals, birds and their eggs and
several small invertebrates (Stebbins 2003).
San Francisco garter snakes prefer dense habitats close to water and will retreat to it when
disturbed (Stebbins 2003). The species often occurs near ponds, marshes, streams and other
wetlands associated with cattails (Typha spp.), bulrushes (Scirpus spp.) and rushes (Juncus
and Eleocharis spp.). Mating occurs shortly after they leave their winter retreats in May and
females give birth to live young between June and September. Species may hibernate near the
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coastal areas in fossorial mammal burrows and other refuges, or remain active year-round,
weather permitting.
SFGS are known to occur within Pilarcitos Creek. There is known breeding habitat downstream
of the project area. The associated riparian scrub community also provides suitable upland
refugia and foraging habitat. Additionally, The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor is also suitable
dispersal habitat for SFGS, which connects to tributaries and undeveloped lands east of Half
Moon Bay.
No SFGS were observed during the field survey.
The project area does not support breeding habitat for SFGS, based on a field assessment of
site conditions and the lack of wetlands within the project area. Additionally, SFGS is not
expected to use the riparian habitat as a movement corridor within the project area due to the
distance of the project area from Pilarcitos Creek.
Steelhead. Steelhead, Central California Coast District Population Segment is designated
Federal Threatened. Steelhead are anadromous forms of rainbow trout, spending some time in
both fresh and salt water. The older juvenile and adult life stages occur in the ocean, until the
adults ascend freshwater streams to spawn. Eggs (laid in gravel nests), alevins (gravel dwelling
hatchlings), fry (juveniles newly emerged from stream gravels) and young juveniles all rear in
freshwater until they become large enough to migrate to the ocean to finish rearing and
maturing to adults. Coastal California steelhead usually live in freshwater for 2 years, then
spend 1 or 2 years in the ocean before returning to their natal stream to spawn. Steelhead may
spawn one to four times over their life.
Steelhead are known to occur in Pilarcitos Creek and its tributaries upstream of Highway 1. The
reach of Pilarcitos Creek adjacent to the project area likely functions as an important migratory
connection to suitable upstream spawning and rearing habitat.
San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat. The San Francisco woodrat is designated as a
California Species of Special Concern and is one of eleven historically described subspecies of
the dusky-footed woodrat (packrats) found in forest and shrubland communities throughout
much of California and Oregon. They consume a wide variety of nuts and fruits, fungi, foliage
and some forbs. Many species are good climbers and rock dwellers, and dusky-footed woodrats
are highly arboreal. Evergreen or live oaks and other thick-leaved trees and shrubs are
important habitat components for the species. This species requires dense understory and
disappears if underbrush is cleared or burned. Woodrat houses have been found in ornamental
trees (e.g. Callistemon sp.; bottlebrush) adjacent to parking lots when there is wooded habitat
with a thick understory close by. If appropriate habitat is present, woodrats can occur quite close
to suburban development.
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San Francisco Dusky-footed woodrats are nocturnal species that are well known for their large
terrestrial stick houses, some of which can last for twenty or more years. Houses typically are
placed on the ground against or straddling a log or exposed roots of a standing tree, and, are
often located in dense brush. Nests are also placed in the crotches and cavities of trees and in
hollow logs. Sometimes arboreal nests are constructed in habitat with evergreen trees such as
live oak.
No San Francisco dusky-footed woodrats or houses were observed within the project area
during the field survey. However, San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat could be present
adjacent to the project area within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
Western pond turtle. Western pond turtle (WPT) is designated as a California Species of
Special Concern. WPT is often seen basking above the water, but will quickly slide into the
water when it feels threatened. The species is active from around February to November and
may be active during warm periods in winter. Western pond turtle hibernates underwater, often
in the muddy bottom of a pool and may estivate during summer droughts by burying itself in soft
bottom mud. When creeks and ponds dry up in summer, some turtles that inhabit creeks will
travel along the creek until they find an isolated deep pool, others stay within moist mats of
algae in shallow pools while many turtles move to woodlands above the creek or pond and bury
themselves in loose soil where they will overwinter.
Pond turtles are normally found in and along riparian areas, although gravid females have been
reported up to a mile away from water in search of appropriate nest sites. The preferred habitat
for these turtles includes ponds or slow-moving water with numerous basking sites (logs, rocks,
etc.), food sources (plants, aquatic invertebrates, and carrion), and few predators (raccoons,
introduced fishes, and bullfrogs). Typically, the female excavates a nest in hard-packed clay soil
in open habitats (usually on south-facing slopes) within a few hundred yards of a watercourse.
No WPT were observed during the field survey. There are no records of this species occurring
in the Pilarcitos Watershed in the CNDDB. However, Pilarcitos Creek could provide suitable
habitat for western pond turtle. There are CNDDB records of western pond turtles to the south
and immediately east of the watershed.
Based on the habitat requirements of WPT, it is not expected to occur within the project area.
However, WPT could occur within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
Western red bat. Western red bat is designated as a California Species of Special Concern.
The western red bat roosts primarily in tree foliage, especially in cottonwood, sycamore, and
other riparian trees or orchards. The bat prefers habitat edges and mosaics with trees that are
protected from above and open below with open areas for foraging, including grasslands,
shrublands, and open woodlands. They are solitary by nature, but will gather in larger nursery
roosts during the summer.
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Western red bat is known to occur in the watersheds of San Mateo County and may roost in the
Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
Pallid bat. Pallid bat is designated a California Species of Special Concern. The pallid bat is a
species of bat that ranges from western Canada to central Mexico. Pallid bats are typically
found in arid or semi-arid habitats, often in mountainous or rocky areas near water. They are
also found over open, sparsely vegetated grasslands. During the day time, pallid bats typically
roost in caves, cracks and crevices, which may include tile roofs, exfoliating bark of trees, rocky
outcrops, or inside buildings. A night roost is usually less protected than a day roost; for
example, open porches may be used as night roosts by this species. In the winter time, this
species may experience short periods of torpor, often in buildings, caves, or cracks in rocks.
Pallid bats are insectivores that feed on arthropods such as crickets and are capable of
consuming up to half their weight in insects every night. Pallid bats are gleaners, capturing prey
from the ground and transporting it to their night roost for consumption. Like the majority of bat
species, pallid bats are capable of using echolocation while foraging and traveling from their
roost sites to foraging grounds. However, they may also opt to not echolocate while foraging,
and instead use their large ears to locate insects on the ground. This species is sensitive to
noise disturbance when roosting.
Pallid bat is known to occur in San Mateo County and may roost in trees within the Pilarcitos
Creek riparian corridor as well as the trees within the developed areas of the project area.
Townsend's big-eared bat. Townsend’s big-eared bat is designated as a California Species of
Special Concern. It is a medium-sized bat with extremely long, flexible ears, and small yet
noticeable lumps on each side of the snout. They are found in a variety of habitats from forests
to desert scrub. They prefer to roost in open caves. However, they will use a variety of other
roost types, particularly abandoned buildings, mines, and tunnels. When roosting they do not
tuck themselves into cracks and crevices like many bat species do, but prefer large open areas.
This species is sensitive to disturbance and it has been documented that they will abandon
roost sites after human interference.
Townsend’s big-eared bat hibernates throughout its range during winter months when
temperatures are between 0°C and 11.5 degrees Celsius (32-53 degrees Fahrenheit). While
hibernating, it hangs alone or in small groups in the open, with fur erect to provide maximum
insulation and with ears coiled back. These bats emerge late in the evening to forage and are
swift, highly maneuverable fliers. Prey items include small moths, flies, lacewings, dung beetles,
and sawflies.
Townsend’s big-eared bat is known from the Half Moon Bay as well as other areas in San
Mateo County. Townsend’s big-eared bat may roost in trees within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian
corridor as well as the trees within the developed areas of the project area.
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5.8

Migratory Birds and Raptors

The trees and dense vegetation found within the riparian corridor as well as the ornamental
vegetation supports potential nesting habitat for birds as well as raptors. The majority of bird
species are protected under the MBTA and all bird species are protected under California Fish
and Game code.

5.9

Potential Jurisdictional Features

All ecological systems associated with drainages (i.e., riparian vegetation) and drainage and
pond features with bed and bank topography may be regulated by Sections 1600-1616 of the
California Fish and Game Code. The project area contains riparian habitat as defined by
sections 1600-1603 of California Fish and Game Code (Figure 3).

6 Biological Impact Assessment
6.1

Significance Criteria

Potential impacts to biological resources were determined in accordance with Appendix G of the
CEQA Guidelines. Impacts would be considered potentially significant if the proposed project will:
•

Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modifications, on any
species identified as a candidate, sensitive, or special-status species in local or regional
plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS.

•

Have a substantial adverse effect on any sensitive natural community identified in local
or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the CDFW or USFWS.

•

Have a substantial adverse effect on federally protected wetlands, as defined by Section
404 of the CWA (including, but not limited to, marsh, vernal pool, coastal, etc.) through
direct removal, filling, hydrologic interruption, or other means.

•

Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish or
wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or
impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites.

•

Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources, such as a
tree preservation policy or ordinance.

•

Conflict with the provisions of an adopted Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP), Natural
Community Conservation Plant (NCCP), or other approved local, regional, or state HCP.
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6.2

6.2.1

Sensitive Species – Less-than-Significant Impact with Avoidance and
Minimization Measures Incorporated
Special-Status Animals

The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor provides an important migratory connection as well as
breeding and foraging habitat for CRLF, SFGS, and steelhead. Additionally, there is also a
potential for WPT and SF dusky-footed woodrat to occur in Pilarcitos Creek and associated
riparian habitat. The project area contains riparian habitat within 50 feet of the project footprint
(area of disturbance). However, the project footprint is limited to existing paved and developed
areas that are regularly subject to human disturbance; therefore, special status amphibians and
reptiles are not expected or have a low potential to occur within the developed areas of the
project area. However, many of these species could move into the project footprint and area of
disturbance. Direct impacts to CRLF, SFGS, WPT (if present), and San Francisco dusky-footed
woodrat (if present) could occur if individuals of these species travel or migrate into work areas
and become trapped or crushed, or if harassment occurs resulting in altered behavioral patterns
that impact survival. In addition, the project could result in indirect impacts to these species if
storm water carries pollutants or sediment into Pilarcitos Creek and associated riparian habitat.
However, with the implementation of Avoidance and Mitigation Measures (AMMs), the impacts
from the project would be less than significant. The AMMs described in Section 7, below,
include conducting an environmental awareness training for construction personnel,
implementing Best Management Practices (BMPs) to protect water quality, a preconstruction
survey for San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat houses, WPT, CRLF and SFGS, halting
construction activities if these species are found, the installation of a wildlife exclusion fence
around active construction areas, and the installation silt fencing between Pilarcitos Creek and
the work area.
6.2.2

Roosting Bats

The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor provides suitable roosting habitat for western red bat,
pallid bat, and Townsend’s big-eared bat as well as other bat species protected under California
Fish and Game Code. Removal or disturbance of roost habitat may result in significant impacts
to bat populations if an occupied or perennial (but unoccupied) maternity or colony roost is
disturbed or removed. The vegetation within the riparian corridor will not be directly impacted by
project activities; however, noise from project activities could potentially disturb roosting bats.
Additionally, the trees within the project area could provide suitable habitat for western red bat,
pallid bat, and Townsend’s big-eared bat as well as cavity roosting bats such as long-legged
myotis (Myotis volans) and fringed myotis (Myotis thysanodes).
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However, with the implementation of AMMs, the impacts from the project would be less than
significant. These AMMs, described in Section 7, below, include pre-construction bat surveys,
and avoiding removal of the roost if feasible, or excluding bats prior to removal of the roost.
6.2.3

Nesting Birds

Nesting birds, including raptors, protected under the MBTA and California Fish and Game Code
are potentially present in the trees within the project area. When construction activities are
started during the avian breeding season (February 1 to August 31 for passerines and January
1 to September 15 for raptors), injury to individuals or nest abandonment could occur. In
addition, noise and increased construction activity could temporarily disturb nesting or foraging
activities, potentially resulting in the abandonment of nest sites. It is expected that five New
Zealand Christmas trees will be removed for the project. These trees provide nesting habitat for
birds.
However, with the implementation of AMMs, the impacts from the project would be less than
significant. These AMMs, described in Section 7, below, include a preconstruction nesting bird
survey and consultation with CDFW if an active nest is discovered.
Discovery of an active nest can result in a delay in construction until nesting is complete if an
adequate buffer cannot be established around the nest site. The buffers typically range in size
from 50 feet for passerines to 500 feet for raptors, but the actual size is determined on a projectspecific basis.
6.2.4

Special-Status Plants

Because of the lack of suitable habitat, special-status plants are not expected within the project
area. Therefore, there would be no impacts to special-status plants. No further botanical
surveys are recommended at this time.

6.3

Sensitive Natural Vegetation Communities, Including Wetlands – Less-thanSignificant Impact with Avoidance and Mitigation Measures Incorporated

Sensitive vegetation communities include riparian habitat or other sensitive natural communities
identified in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or designated by the USFWS and
CDFW.
The project area includes riparian habitat. The proposed project construction footprint does not
encroach into the riparian habitat. However, limited trimming of riparian habitat vegetation,
including a mix of non-native and native vegetation, could occur within up to 30 feet from the
building to the property line to meet Building and Fire Code requirements for emergency egress
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and fire fuel reduction. According to Figure 3 of the Biological Resources Assessment Report for
the project, this would represent a very small area of the riparian habitat surrounding the
property.
The proposed project could also have indirect impacts on the Pilarcitos Creek and associated
riparian habitat if storm water carries pollutants or sediment into these areas. However, with the
implementation of AMMs, impacts from the project would be less than significant. The AMMs,
described in Section 7, below would ensure that impacts to riparian vegetation are minimized,
and include designation of the work area to protect riparian vegetation, and the implementation
of BMPs to protect water quality during construction. Therefore, the project is not likely to
appreciably reduce its value as a migratory corridor or as habitat for wildlife species.

6.4

Interfere with Native Wildlife Movement – No Impact

The Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor is likely to be used by small and large wildlife species
moving between open space and natural areas, such as Half Moon Bay State Beach and
Miramontes Ridge Open Space Preserve. Construction activities could cause temporary
barriers to animal movement through grading, noise, etc. However, the proposed project
footprint is outside of the riparian habitat and is subject to regular disturbance by vehicles and
pedestrians, is devoid of appreciable vegetation, and does not connect to undeveloped habitat
in other directions; therefore, it is unlikely that wildlife uses the proposed project footprint as a
movement corridor. Additionally, the proposed project is unlikely to permanently alter the
movement of animals since wildlife would be able to continue to move through the area.
With the implementation of AMMs, described in Section 7, below, the impacts on wildlife
movement would be less than significant. The AMMs include environmental awareness training
for construction personnel, implementing BMPs that protect wildlife from entrapment during
construction, and installation of wildlife exclusion fencing.

6.5

Conflict with Local Policies – Less-than-Significant Impact with Avoidance and
Mitigation Measures Incorporated

The project area contains five New Zealand Christmas trees that will be removed for the project,
all of which are identified as heritage trees, as defined by the City of Half Moon Bay municipal
code. The removal of one or more heritage trees requires a permit from the City of Half Moon
Bay. Additionally, a criterion for approval generally requires that significant trees that are
removed be replaced by other plantings. Compliance with this policy would mean the project
would not conflict with local policies.
The project area includes riparian habitat. Riparian areas and corridors are listed as in the LCP
as a sensitive habitat. The City of Half Moon Bay Zoning Code defines the Riparian Buffer Zone
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as “land on both sides of riparian corridors which extends from the ‘limit of riparian vegetation’
50 feet outward for perennial streams. Along lakes, ponds, and other wet areas, the LCP
extends the buffer zone to 100 feet from the high-water point. The project footprint, at its closest
point, is approximately 6 feet from the riparian corridor. The project area, at its closest point, is
approximately 85 feet from the channel of Pilarcitos Creek and the project construction footprint
(area of disturbance), at its closest point, is approximately 125 feet from the channel of
Pilarcitos Creek. The 50-foot buffer from riparian vegetation and the 100-foot buffer from the
channel of Pilarcitos Creek are shown in Figure 3.
However, limited trimming of riparian habitat vegetation, including a mix of non-native and native
vegetation, could occur within up to 30 feet from the building to the property line to meet
Building and Fire Code requirements for emergency egress and fire fuel reduction. According to
Figure 3 of the Biological Resources Assessment Report for the project, this would represent a
very small area of the riparian habitat surrounding the property.
The proposed project could also have indirect impacts on the Pilarcitos Creek and associated
riparian habitat if storm water carries pollutants or sediment into these areas. However, with the
implementation of AMMs, impacts from the project would be less than significant. The AMMs,
described in Section 7, below would ensure that impacts to riparian vegetation are minimized,
and include designation of the work area to protect riparian vegetation, and the implementation
of BMPs to protect water quality during construction. Therefore, the project is not likely to
appreciably reduce its value as a migratory corridor or as habitat for wildlife species.

6.6

Conflict with Conservation Plan – No Impact

The project area is not within an area covered by an HCP or NCCP. As a result, the project will
have no impact related to a conservation plan.
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations
This section provides recommended AMMs that should be incorporated prior to, during, and
after construction of the project to avoid and minimize impacts to sensitive habitats (including
jurisdictional waters) and special-status species.

7.1

Sensitive Habitats

The proposed project includes the construction of a first and second floor addition to an existing
two-story building, including associated improvements. The proposed ground-floor expansion
includes accessibility improvements, additional storage, restroom, and expanded activity areas.
The second-floor expansion includes new office and meeting space. The proposed project also
includes an elevator to serve the new and existing two-story structure, enclosure and expansion
of the stairs at the west side of the building, a new walkway at the rear of the building, new air
conditioning equipment on the roof, reconfiguration of parking and landscaping adjacent to the
building. The proposed new building structures are on existing paved and developed areas
within the project area. The riparian habitat adjacent to the proposed additions and
improvements will not be impacted.
The following general AMMs are recommended as part of the proposed project and should be
included on the project plans to minimize impacts to the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor.
1. A biologist shall be consulted prior to any trimming of vegetation within the riparian
habitat of Pilarcitos Creek. Trimming of native vegetation shall be conducted by hand
only; no mechanized equipment or herbicides is permitted on native vegetation. The
California Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) shall be consulted to determine if a
Streambed Alteration Agreement is required for trimming activities.
2. Travel and parking of vehicles and equipment will be limited to pavement, existing roads,
and previously disturbed areas. Ground disturbance and vegetation removal may not
exceed the minimum amount necessary to complete work at the project area.
3. Work areas that are temporarily impacted will be restored with respect to pre-existing
contours and conditions upon completion of work. Restoration work including revegetation and soil stabilization will be evaluated upon completion of work and
performed as needed.
4. Staging areas should be located outside areas containing sensitive aquatic resources.
The project biologist should review the all proposed staging areas and access routes
prior to their use to ensure of sensitive habitats are avoided.
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In addition, an erosion control plan should be implemented to protect biological resources within
the Pilarcitos riparian corridor. The potential for adverse effects to water quality and biological
resources will be avoided by implementing BMPs evaluated in the preparation of the erosion
control plan. The BMPs will minimize erosion or other sources of water pollution. Examples of
the BMPs that may be included are listed below; however, the appropriate BMPs to use will be
evaluated during the erosion control plan process and will be included in the final project plan
specifications. Example BMPs include:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
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Store, handle, and dispose of construction materials and wastes properly, so as to
prevent their contact with stormwater.
Control and prevent the discharge of all potential pollutants, including solid wastes,
paints, concrete, petroleum products, chemicals, wash water or sediment and nonstormwater discharges to storm drains and water courses.
Avoid cleaning, fueling, or maintaining vehicles on site, except in a designated area in
which run-off is contained and treated.
Perform clearing and earth moving activities during dry weather to the maximum extent
practical.
Delineate clearing limits, easements, setbacks, sensitive or critical areas, buffer zones,
trees, and discharge course with field markers.
Remove spoils promptly and avoid stockpiling of fill materials when rain is forecast.
Cover soil stockpiles and other materials with a tarp or other waterproof material during
qualifying rain events.
Limit construction access routes and stabilize designated access points.
Trash and construction related solid wastes must be deposited into a covered receptacle
to prevent contamination and dispersal by wind.
Sanitary facilities will be maintained within the parcel at all times.
Measures shall be taken to collect or clean any accumulation or deposit of dirt, mud,
sand, rocks, gravel, or debris on the surface of any street, alley, or public place or in
public storm drain systems. The removal of aforesaid shall be done by street sweeping
or hand sweeping. Water shall not be used to wash sediments into public or private
drainage facilities.
In the event of rain, all grading work is to cease immediately.
Implement additional erosion control measures during the wet season (October 15
through April 15), including the following:
o All paved areas shall be kept clear of earth material and debris. The
construction areas within the parcel shall be maintained to minimize
sediment-laden run-off to any storm drainage system, including existing
drainage swales and water courses.
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Down slope drainage courses, streams, and storm drains will be protected
with rock filled sand bags, temporary swales, silt fences, and earth berms in
conjunction of all landscaping.
o Inlet protection shall be installed at open inlets to prevent sediment from
entering the storm drain system.
o Straw rolls shall be placed at the toe of slopes, and along the down slope
perimeter of the parcel.
Implement a hazardous spill plan developed prior to construction. The plan will describe
what actions will be taken in the event of a spill. The plan will also incorporate
preventative measures to be implemented, such as vehicle and equipment staging,
cleaning, maintenance, and refueling; and contaminant (including fuel) management and
storage. In the event of a contaminant spill, work at the site will immediately cease until
the contractor has contained, and mitigated the spill. The contractor will immediately
prevent further contamination and notify appropriate authorities, and mitigate damage as
appropriate. Adequate spill containment materials, such as oil diapers and hydrocarbon
cleanup kits, shall be available on site at all times. Containers for storage, transportation,
and disposal of contaminated absorbent materials will be provided in the project area.
o

•

7.2

Special-Status Species

Both CRLF and SFGS are known to occur within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor and could
be impacted by construction activities within the project area. Additionally, San Francisco duskyfooted woodrat and western pond turtle that could be present within the Pilarcitos Creek riparian
corridor and could also be impacted by construction activities within the project area. Birds
protected by the MBTA and California Fish and Game Code could nest in trees within and
adjacent to the project area. Western red bat could roost in the trees within the riparian corridor.
Since Pilarcitos Creek is adjacent to the project area, project activities could indirectly impact
Steelhead. Therefore, measures to protect special-status species and nesting birds during
construction will be necessary. The following AMMs are recommended to avoid harming
special-status species and nesting birds during construction:
1. Wildlife Exclusion Fence. A wildlife exclusion/environmental fence with exit funnels at
ground level every 25 feet will be erected around active construction areas to prevent
the movement of animals into active construction areas. The fence should be a minimum
of 3 feet in height, buried in the soil at least 4 inches, and the base backfilled to form a
tight seal to discourage CRLF and SFGS from crawling under and entering the project
site. If the fence cannot be buried, the base will be weighed down and sealed with gravel
bags. During construction, the fence will be checked every day for damage or breaks
before construction activities commence. Any damage to the fence will be repaired in a
timely manner.
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2. Silt Fencing. Silt fencing should be installed between the creek and the work areas to
minimize sedimentation into Pilarcitos Creek or a silt barrier can be added to the wildlife
exclusion fence to minimize the amount of fencing installed within the project area.
During construction, the fence shall be checked every day for damage or breaks before
construction activities commence. Any damage to the fence will be repaired in a timely
manner.
3. Daily Fence Inspections. A qualified biologist will inspect the area inside of the fence for
CRLF and SFGS every day before construction activities commence. If any specialstatus species are found, construction activities will not be allowed to start and the
USFWS and CDFW will be consulted on an appropriate course of action. Such action
could include leaving the animal alone to move away on its own or the relocation of the
animal to outside of the project area.
4. Designation of Work Area. Prior to project activities, a qualified biologist will clearly
delineate riparian vegetation, including trees to be avoided and protected from
construction activities. No riparian vegetation shall be removed.
5. Employee Education Plan. A qualified biologist shall conduct an employee education
program, consisting of a brief presentation to explain biological resources concerns to
contractors, their employees, and any other personnel involved in construction of the
project. The program will include the following: a description of relevant special-status
species, nesting birds, and bats along with their habitat needs as they pertain to the
project area; a report of the occurrence of these species in the project vicinity, as
applicable; an explanation of the status of these species and their protection under the
federal and state regulations; a list of measures being taken to reduce potential impacts
to natural resources during project construction and implementation; instructions if a
special-status species is found onsite, and a summary of the consequences of violating
state and federal law related to these species. A fact sheet conveying this information
will be prepared for distribution to the above-mentioned people and anyone else who
may enter the project area. Upon completion of training, employees will sign a form
stating that they attended the training and agree to all the conservation and protection
measures.
6. Pre-construction Survey for Special-Status Species. A qualified biologist shall conduct a
pre-construction survey within the project area for the presence of CRLF, SFGS, WPT,
and San Francisco dusky-footed woodrat (within a 50-foot buffer from the project area
boundary, if possible). The survey will be conducted immediately prior to the initial onset
of project activities. If any of these, or other special-status, species are found, work will
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not commence until the appropriate state and/or federal resource agencies are
contacted and avoidance and mitigation measures are in place.
7. Preconstruction Survey for Nesting Birds. When construction and construction-related
activities (including but not limited to mobilization and staging, clearing, grubbing, tree
removal, vegetation removal, fence installation, demolition, and grading) occur within the
avian nesting season (from February 1 to August 31 for passerines and January 1 to
September 15 for raptors), all suitable habitats located within the project’s area of
disturbance including staging and storage areas plus a 250-foot (passerines) and 1,000foot (raptor nests) buffer around these areas should be thoroughly surveyed, as feasible,
for the presence of active nests by a qualified biologist no more than five days before
commencement of any site disturbance activities and equipment mobilization. If project
activities are delayed by more than five days, an additional nesting bird survey shall be
performed. Active nesting is present if a bird is building a nest, sitting in a nest, a nest
has eggs or chicks in it, or adults are observed carrying food to the nest. The results of
the surveys shall be documented.
If pre-construction nesting bird surveys result in the location of active nests, no site
disturbance and mobilization of heavy equipment (including but not limited to equipment
staging, fence installation, clearing, grubbing, vegetation removal, fence installation,
demolition, and grading), shall take place within 50 feet of non-raptor nests and 500 feet
of raptor nests, or as determined by a qualified biologist in consultation with the CDFW,
until the chicks have fledged. Monitoring will be required to ensure compliance with
MBTA and relevant California Fish and Game Code requirements. Monitoring dates and
findings shall be documented.
8. Preconstruction Bat Roost Surveys. At least five days before the start of constructionrelated activities (including but not limited to mobilization and staging, clearing, grubbing,
tree removal, vegetation removal, fence installation, demolition, and grading), a survey
for tree cavities suitable for roosting bats will be conducted within the project area,
including a 50-foot buffer, as feasible. If suitable tree cavities are found, an emergence
survey of the cavities will be conducted by a qualified biologist for colony bat roosts
before the onset of construction-related activities. If an occupied maternity or colony
roost is detected, CDFW shall be consulted to determine appropriate measures, such as
bat exclusion methods, if the roost cannot be avoided. The results of the surveys shall
be documented.
9. Construction Site Sanitation. Food items may attract wildlife onto the construction site,
which will expose them to construction-related hazards. The construction site shall be
maintained in a clean condition. All trash (e.g., food scraps, cans, bottles, containers,
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wrappers, and other discarded items) will be placed in closed containers and properly
disposed of.
10. Species Discovery. If an animal is found at the work site and is believed to be a
protected species, work must be halted and the project biologist be contacted for
guidance. Care must be taken not to harm or harass the species. No wildlife species will
be handled and/or removed from the project area by anyone except qualified biologists.
11. Wildlife Entrapment. The contractor shall avoid the use of monofilament netting,
including its use in temporary and permanent erosion control materials. All holes greater
than one-foot deep must be sealed overnight to prevent the entrapment of wildlife.
Where holes or trenches cannot be sealed, escape ramps that are no greater than 30%
slope will be positioned such that entrapped wildlife will be able to escape. The escape
ramps should be at least one-foot wide and covered/fitted with a material that provides
traction.
12. Daily Species Inspections for Open Trenches or Holes. A qualified biologist will inspect
open trenches or holes for CRLF, SFGS, and other special-status species every day
before construction activities commence. If any special-status species are found,
construction activities will not be allowed to start and the USFWS and CDFW will be
consulted on an appropriate course of action.
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Appendix A Report Figures
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Appendix B Site Photos
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Photo 1. Project site showing the back of the existing building (west side). Riparian vegetation
is visible to the left in the photo.

Photo 2. Project site, looking west, showing the existing exit stairs. The vegetation visible in the
photo is part of the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor. The proposed project includes enclosing
the exit stairs.
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Photo 3. Project site showing the south side of the existing building. Riparian vegetation is
visible in the left of the photo. The proposed project includes a first floor and second floor
addition that will extend along the south side of the existing building, but will not disturb the
existing riparian habitat.
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Appendix C Special-Status Plant and Animal Species Evaluated for
Potential to Occur within the Project Area
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Table 1. Special-Status Plant Species Evaluated for Potential to Occur within the Project Area

Species Name

Agrostis blasdalei
(Blasdale’s bent grass)

Allium peninsulare var.
franciscanum
(Franciscan onion)

Arabis blepharophylla
(coast rock cress)

Arctostaphylos
montarensis
(Montara manzanita)

MIG | TRA

Federal,
State, and
CNPS
Listing
Status1

1B.2

1B.2

4.3; LCP

1B.2

Habitat Preferences, Distribution
Information, and Additional Notes

Perennial grass. Occurs in coastal scrub,
dunes, and prairie.
Perennial herb. Occurs on clay in
cismontane woodland and valley and
foothill grassland often on
Serpentine, clay, and volcanic soils.

Perennial herb. Occurs in broadleafed
upland forest, coastal bluff scrub, coastal
prairie, and coastal scrub

Evergreen shrub. Occurs in maritime
chaparral and coastal scrub.

Flowering
Phenology

Potential to Occur

May – July

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Known from a coastal site in San Mateo
County.
Not Expected

May – June

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Lack of bedrock geology. Known from the
Crystal Springs Reservoir area within the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area.
Not Expected

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Known from a coastal site in San Mateo
February – May County. Known from the Rancho Corral de Tierra area of
the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Not Expected
There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Vegetative material would have been
January– March
detectable during the site visit. None detected.
Known from higher elevations within the Golden Gate
National Recreation Area.
Not Expected
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Species Name

Arctostaphylos
regismontana
(Kings Mountain
manzanita)
Astragalus
pycnostachyus var.
pycnostachyus (coastal
marsh milk-vetch)
Centromadia parryi ssp.
parryi
(Pappose tarplant)
Cirsium andrewsii
(Franciscan thistle)

Collinsia multicolor
(San Francisco collinsia)

MIG

Federal,
State, and
CNPS
Listing
Status1

Flowering
Phenology

Potential to Occur

1B.2

Evergreen shrub. Occurs on granite or
sandstone in broadleaved upland forest,
chaparral, and North Coast coniferous
forest.

January –
April

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Vegetative material would have been
detectable during the site visit. None detected.
Known from higher elevations within open spaces east of
Half Moon Bay.
Not Expected

1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs in coastal marshes,
seeps and adjacent sandy substrate.

April –
October

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Known from the Crystal Springs Reservoir
area.
Not Expected

1B.2

Annual herb. Occurs in chaparral, coastal
prairie, meadows and seeps, marshes and
swamps, or valley and foothill grassland.

May –
November

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Known from the Rancho Corral de Tierra
area of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Not Expected

1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs on mesic and
sometimes serpentine substrates in
broadleaved upland forest, coastal bluff
scrub, coastal prairie, and coastal scrub.

March – July

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. There is serpentinite bedrock geology.
Known from McNee Ranch State Park area.
Not Expected

March – May

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. There is serpentinite bedrock geology. Last
known occurrence near project area is from 1893.
Not Expected

1B.2

Habitat Preferences, Distribution
Information, and Additional Notes

Annual herb. Occasionally occurs on
serpentine in closed cone coniferous forest
and coastal scrub.
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Species Name

Dirca occidentalis
(western leatherwood)

Elymus californicus
(California bottle-brush)
Eriophyllum latilobum
(San Mateo woolly
Sunflower)

Erysimum franciscanum
(San Francisco
wallflower)

Fritillaria liliacea
(fragrant fritillary)

MIG

Federal,
State, and
CNPS
Listing
Status1

Habitat Preferences, Distribution
Information, and Additional Notes

1B.2

Decidous shrub. Occurs on mesic sites in
broadleaved upland forest, closed-cone
coniferous forest, chaparral, cismontane
woodland, North Coast coniferous forest,
riparian scrub, and riparian woodland.

4.3

Perennial grass. Occurs in broadleaved
upland forest, cismontane woodland,
north coast coniferous forest, and riparian
woodland.

FE, SE, 1B.1 Perennial herb. Occurs on serpentine in
cismontane woodland, often on roadcuts.

4.2; LCP

1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs on serpentine and
granite substrate in coastal strand,
northern coastal scrub, and valley
grassland.
Perennial herb. Occurs in cismontane
woodland, Coastal prairie, coastal scrub,
valley and foothill grassland near the
coast, on clay or serpentine soils.

Flowering
Phenology

January –
April

May –
November
May – June

March – June

February –
April

Potential to Occur

There is marginal habitat for this species within the
project area. Vegetative material would have been
detectable during the site visit. None detected.
Known from San Pedro Valley County Park area.
Not Expected
There is marginal habitat for this species within the
project area. Known from the Rancho Corral de Tierra
area of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Not Expected
There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Lack of serpentine substrate. Taxon is highly
restricted in distribution. Known from the Crystal Springs
Reservoir area within the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area.
Not Expected
No suitable habitat for this species is present within the
project area. Lack of bedrock geology. Known from the
Crystal Springs Reservoir area.
Not Expected
No suitable habitat for this species is present within the
project area. Lack of bedrock geology. Last known
occurrence is from 1931 near the Crystal Springs Reservoir
area.
Not Expected
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Species Name

Grindelia hirsutula var.
maritima (San Francisco
gumplant)
Hesperolinon
congestum (Marin
western flax)

Federal,
State, and
CNPS
Listing
Status1

1B.2

Habitat Preferences, Distribution
Information, and Additional Notes

Flowering
Phenology

Potential to Occur

Perennial herb. Occurs on serpentine or
sandy substrates in coastal bluff scrub,
coastal scrub, and valley and foothill
grassland.

August –
September

No suitable habitat is present within the project area. No
sandy or serpentine substrates. Known from Mc Nee State
Park area.
Not Expected

Annual herb. Occurs on serpentine
FT, CT, 1B.1 substrate in chaparral and valley and
foothill grassland

April –
July

No suitable habitat is present within the project area. No
serpentine substrate. Known from the Crystal Springs
Reservoir area.
Not Expected

1B.1

Annual herb. Occurs on sandy substrate in
closed-cone coniferous forest, chaparral,
coastal dunes, old sand hills, coastal scrub

April–
September

No suitable habitat is present within the project area. No
sandy substrate. Known from near Rancho Corral de Tierra
area of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Not Expected

Lasthenia californica
ssp. macrantha
(perennial goldfields)

1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs in coastal dunes,
coastal bluff scrub, and coastal scrub.

January –
November

No suitable habitat is present within the project area. The
project area lacks preferred sandy substrate. Known from
nearby open spaces along the San Mateo County Coast.
Not Expected

Leptosiphon croceus
(coast yellow
leptosiphon)

1B.1

Annual herb. Occurs in coastal bluff scrub
and coastal prairie.

May

Leptosiphon rosaceus
(rose linanthus)

1B.1

Annual herb. Occurs in coastal bluff scrub.

April – June

Horkelia cuneata subsp.
sericea (Kellogg’s
horkelia)

MIG

No suitable habitat is present within the project area.
Known from a nearby coastal site in San Mateo County.
Not Expected
No suitable habitat is present within the project area.
Known from the Pillar Point Bluff area.
Not Expected
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Species Name

Limnanthes douglasii
var. ornduffii (Ornduff’s
meadowfoam)

Malacothamnus
arcuatus
(arcuate bush mallow)

Federal,
State, and
CNPS
Listing
Status1

1B.2

Habitat Preferences, Distribution
Information, and Additional Notes

Annual herb. Occurs in mesic meadows
and seeps as well as agricultural fields in
coastal prairie.

Flowering
Phenology

November –
May

No suitable habitat is present within the project area.
Known from the Pillar Point Bluff area.
Not Expected

April –
September

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Vegetative material would have been
detectable during the site visit. None detected. Known
from the Crystal Springs Reservoir area.
Not Expected

1B.2

Evergreen shrub. Occurs in chaparral.

Monolopia gracilens
(woodland
woolythreads)

1B.2

Annual herb. Occurs on serpentine
substrate in in broadleaved upland forest,
chaparral, cismontane woodland, north
coast coniferous forest and valley and
foothill grassland, usually in openings.

February –
July

Pedicularis dudleyi
(Dudley’s lousewort)

1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs in coastal chaparral
and forest, sometimes in valley and foothill
grassland.

April –
June

Pentachaeta bellidiflora
Annual herb. Occurs on serpentine
(white-rayed
FE, CE, 1B.1 substrate on cismontane woodland and
pentachaeta)
valley and foothill grassland.

MIG

Potential to Occur

March –
May

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. There is no serpentine substrate. Known
from Purisma Creek Redwoods Open Space Preserve.
Not Expected
There is marginal habitat for this species within the
project area. Known only from near Pescadero State Park.
Not Expected
There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Known from the Crystal Springs Reservoir
area.
Not Expected
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Species Name

Plagiobothrys
chorisianus var.
chorisianus (Choris’s
popcorn-flower)
Polemonium carneum
(Oregon polemonium)

Potentilla hickmanii
(Hickman’s cinquefoil)

Silene verecunda ssp.
verecunda (San
Francisco campion)

Triphysaria floribunda
(San Francisco owl’s
clover)

MIG

Federal,
State, and
CNPS
Listing
Status1

Habitat Preferences, Distribution
Information, and Additional Notes

1B.2

Annual herb. Occurs in chaparral, coastal
prairie, and coastal scrub on mesic sites or
in wetlands.

March – June

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. There are no wetlands within the project
area. Known from nearby open spaces along the San
Mateo County Coast.
Not Expected

2.2

Perennial herb. Occurs in coastal scrub and
lower montane coniferous forest

April –
September

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Known from the Rancho Corral de Tierra
area of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Not Expected

Perennial herb. Occurs in coastal bluff
scrub, closed-cone coniferous forest,
FE, SE, 1B.1
vernally mesic meadows and seeps, and
freshwater marshes and swamps.

1B.2

Perennial herb. Occurs on sandy substrate
in coastal bluff scrub, chaparral, coastal
prairie, coastal scrub, and valley and
foothill grassland

1B.2

Annual herb. Usually occurs on serpentine
substrate in coastal prairie, coastal scrub,
valley and foothill grassland.

Flowering
Phenology

Potential to Occur

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. Taxon is highly restricted in distribution.
April – August
Known from the McNee Ranch State Park area.
Not Expected
February –
August

April – June

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. There is no sandy substrate. Known form the
higher elevations within the Rancho Corral de Tierra area
of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Not Expected
There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. There is no serpentine substrate. Known
form the higher elevations within the Rancho Corral de
Tierra area of the Golden Gate National Recreation Area.
Not Expected
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STATUS KEY:
Federal
FE: Federally-listed Endangered
FT: Federally-listed Threatened
State
CE: California-listed Endangered
CT: California-listed Threatened
CR: California-listed Rare
LCP: Local Coastal Program

California Native Plant Society (CNPS):
Rank 1A – Presumed extinct in California
Rank 1B – Rare, threatened, or endangered in California and elsewhere
Rank 2A – Plants presumed extirpated in California, but more common elsewhere; Rank 2B: Rare, threatened, or endangered in California, but more
Common elsewhere
Rank 3 – Plants for which more information is needed – A review list
Rank 4 – Plants of limited distribution – A watch list
Additional threat ranks endangerment codes are assigned to each taxon or group as follows:

MIG
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.1 – Seriously endangered in California (over 80% of occurrences threatened/high degree of immediacy of threat)
.2 – Fairly endangered in California (20-80% occurrences threatened)
.3 – Not very endangered in California (<20% of occurrences threatened or no current threats known)

MIG
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Table 2. Special-Status Animal Species Evaluated for Potential to Occur within the Project Area.
Species Name

Federal, State,
and CNPS
Listing Status1

Habitat Preferences, Distribution Information, and
Additional Notes

LCP

Inhabits coastal dunes. Tunnels underneath dune
vegetation. Known from Bodega Bay to Baja California.

Potential to Occur

Invertebrates
Coelus globosus (globose
dune beetle)
Danaus plexippus (Monarch
butterfly)

There is no suitable habitat within the project area.
Not Expected

Winter roost sites extend along the coast from
There is no suitable habitat within the project area.
CDFW
Mendocino to Baja California. Roosts in wind-protected Not Expected
Sensitive
tree groves, including eucalyptus and Monterey pine,
(winter roosts)
with nearby water and nectar sources.

Euphydryas editha bayensis
(Bay checkerspot butterfly)

FT

Restricted to native grasslands on serpentine soil. One
known extant population in San Mateo County.
Plantago erecta is the primary host plant.

There is no suitable habitat within the project area.
Not Expected

Grapholita edwardsiana
(tree lupine moth)

LCP

Inhabits coastal sand dunes in the San Francisco Bay
area in association with its larval food plant Lupinus
arboreus.

There is no suitable habitat within the project area.
Not Expected

MIG
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Species Name

Federal, State,
and CNPS
Listing Status1

Habitat Preferences, Distribution Information, and
Additional Notes

CSSC

Santa Cruz black salamander is found in damp
environments on land and move only during periods of
high humidity (e.g. rain events). The Santa Cruz black
salamander is a terrestrial salamander; therefore, it
does not live directly in bodies of water but is generally
found in moist areas near streams and creeks in
deciduous woodland, coniferous forest, and coastal
grasslands. They are also adapted for climbing with
long toes and a rounded prehensile tail. They may be
active year-round along streams but will stay in moist
underground burrows or under rocks, logs or other
objects near streams during dry periods.

CSSC

There is no suitable habitat within the project area.
California giant salamander occur in wet coastal forests
However, Pilarcitos Creek could provide suitable
in or near clear, cold permanent or semi-permanent
habitat. Known from near Pursima Creek Redwoods
streams and seepages. They are active on rainy nights
Open Space and other areas in San Mateo County.
and during daylight in wet periods during winter.
Not Expected

Potential to Occur

Amphibians

Aneides niger (Santa Cruz
black salamander)

Dicamptodon ensatus
(California giant
salamander)

Rana draytonii (California
red-legged frog)

MIG

FT, CSSC

California red-legged frog (CRLF) occurs in different
habitats depending on life stage, season, and weather
conditions. CRLF typically use a variety of aquatic
habitats (e.g., ephemeral ponds, intermittent streams,
seasonal wetlands, springs, seeps, perennial creeks,
artificial ponds, marshes, dune ponds, and lagoons), as
well as riparian and upland habitats. The common
factor among habitats where CRLF occur is the
association with a permanent water source with deep
pools, ideally free of non-native predators.

There is no suitable habitat within the project area.
However, Pilarcitos Creek could provide suitable
habitat Known from San Mateo County, but not the
Half Moon Bay area.
Not Expected

CRLF are known to occur in Pilarcitos Creek. There is
marginal dispersal habitat within the riparian habitat
present in the project area. There is no suitable
breeding habitat within the project area.
Low Potential
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Species Name

Federal, State,
and CNPS
Listing Status1

Habitat Preferences, Distribution Information, and
Additional Notes

Potential to Occur

Reptiles

Emys marmorata (western
pond turtle)

Thamnophlis sirtalis
tetrataenia (San Francisco
garter snake)

CSSC

There is no suitable habitat for this species within the
project area. However, Pilarcitos Creek could provide
Western pond turtle occupies permanent or nearly
suitable habitat, but is not known from Pilarcitos Creek.
permanent water in a variety of habitats. They also use
Known from the Crystal Springs Reservoir area and San
adjacent upland habitat for breeding and refuge.
Gregorio Creek watershed.
Not Expected
San Francisco garter snake is a highly aquatic species
that is found in or near densely vegetated freshwater
ponds with adjacent open hillsides where they can
bask, feed, and find cover in rodent burrows. Almost
always sympatrically with its primary prey, California
red-legged frog.

SFGS are known to occur in Pilarcitos Creek. There is
marginal dispersal habitat for this species within the
riparian habitat present in the project area. There is no
suitable breeding habitat within the project area.
Not Expected

FE, SE

Coho salmon occur in clear, cool undisturbed perennial
streams and creeks with high dissolved oxygen levels.
Prefers streams with dense canopy cover and little to
no aquatic vegetation. Gravel substrates are optimum
for spawning habitat.

Coho salmon are not known to occur in Pilarcitos
Creek. There is no aquatic habitat within the project
area. Coho salmon are known from San Gregorio Creek
to the south.
Not Expected

FT

Coho salmon occur in clear, cool undisturbed perennial
streams and creeks with high dissolved oxygen levels.
Prefers streams with dense canopy cover and little to
no aquatic vegetation. Gravel substrates are optimum
for spawning habitat. Ideal rearing habitat contains
pools formed by logjams and loose woody debris.

Steelhead are known to occur within Pilarcitos Creek.
However, there is no aquatic habitat within the project
area.
Not Expected

FE, SE, CFP

Fish
Oncorhynchus kisutch (coho
salmon – Central Coast
Distinct Population
Segment)
Oncorhynchus mykiss
irideus (steelhead trout –
Central Coast Evolutionary
Significant Unit)

MIG
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Species Name

Federal, State,
and CNPS
Listing Status1

Habitat Preferences, Distribution Information, and
Additional Notes

Potential to Occur

Birds
Agelaius tricolor (tricolored
blackbird)

Asio otus (long-eared owl)

Brachyramphus
marmoratus (marbled
murrelet)
Circus cyaneus (northern
harrier)

Elanus leucurus (whitetailed kite)

MIG

CSSC

CSSC

FT, SE

CSSC

CFP

Nests in freshwater marsh on the coast and forages in
grasslands and croplands.

There is no suitable nesting or foraging habitat present
within the project area. Known form the coastal open
space areas in Half Moon Bay.
Not Expected

Long-eared owls nest in woodlands, especially dense
riparian areas or thickets with nearby open meadows
for foraging.

The Pilarcitos riparian corridor could provide suitable
nesting habitat. This species is known from the Santa
Cruz Mountains in San Mateo County. There are no
known occurrences within three miles of the project
area.
Not Expected

Nests in old-growth redwood dominated coastal forests There is no suitable nesting habitat present within the
from Half Moon Bay to Santa Cruz
project area. Known to forage in Half Moon Bay State
Beach.
Not Expected
Northern harriers nest and forage in open grasslands,
agricultural fields, and marshes.

There is no suitable nesting or foraging habitat present
within the project area. Known from nearby Blufftop
Coastal Park and other areas in San Mateo County.
Not Expected

White-tailed kites often nest in trees along forest edges There is no suitable nesting and foraging habitat
adjacent to grasslands and agricultural areas, where
present within the project area. Known from nearby
they forage.
Blufftop Coastal Park and Wavecrest Open Space, as
well as other areas in San Mateo County.
Not Expected
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Species Name

Geothypis trichas sinuosa
(saltmarsh common
yellowthroat)
Dendroica petechia (yellow
warbler)
Passerculus sandwichensis
alaudinus (Bryant’s
savannah sparrow)

Federal, State,
and CNPS
Listing Status1

CSSC

Habitat Preferences, Distribution Information, and
Additional Notes

Potential to Occur

Nests and forages in fresh and saltwater marshes along There is no suitable nesting and foraging habitat
riparian corridors.
present within the project area. Known from Pilarcitos
Creek near Half Moon Bay State Beach.
Not Expected
Yellow warblers often nest in woodland edges with
thick understory, especially in willows in wet areas.

There is no suitable nesting and foraging habitat
present within the project area. Known form the
coastal open space areas in Half Moon Bay.
Not Expected

Year-round resident of tidal marshes and grasslands in
the coastal fog belt.

There is no suitable nesting and foraging habitat
present within the project area. Known to breed along
the coast in San Mateo County.
Not Expected

CSSC

The pallid bat is a species of bat that ranges from
western Canada to central Mexico. Pallid bats are
typically found in arid or semi-arid habitats, often in
mountainous or rocky areas near water. They are also
found over open, sparsely vegetated grasslands. During
the day time, pallid bats typically roost in caves, cracks
and crevices, which may include tile roofs, exfoliating
bark of trees, rocky outcrops, or inside buildings.

There could be suitable roosting habitat present within
the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor and the trees
within the project area. Known to occur in San Mateo
County.
Not Expected

CFP

There is no suitable habitat within the project area,
Ringtail are highly arboreal and are found in a variety of
however, there is suitable habitat within the Pilarcitos
habitats with dense woodlands or areas with rocky
Creek riparian corridor. San Mateo County is within the
habitats, often near water. This species is nocturnal
range of the ringtail.
and wary of humans.
Not Expected

CSSC

CSSC

Mammals

Antrozous pallidus
(pallid bat)

Bassariscus astutus
(ringtail)

MIG
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Species Name

Corynorhinus towsendii
(Townsend’s big-eared bat)

Lasiurus blossevillii
(western red bat)

Neotoma fuscipes
annectens (San Francisco
dusky-footed woodrat)

MIG

Federal, State,
and CNPS
Listing Status1

Habitat Preferences, Distribution Information, and
Additional Notes

CSSC

Townsend’s big-eared bat is found in a variety of
habitats from forests to desert scrub. They prefer to
roost in open caves. However, they will use a variety of
other roost types, particularly abandoned buildings,
mines, and tunnels. When roosting they do not tuck
themselves into cracks and crevices like many bat
species do, but prefer large open areas. This species is
sensitive to disturbance and it has been documented
that they will abandon roost sites after human
interference.

There could be suitable roosting habitat present within
the Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor and the trees
within the project area. Known to occur in San Mateo
County.
Not Expected

CSSC

The western red bat roosts primarily in tree foliage,
especially in cottonwood, sycamore, and other riparian
trees or orchards. The bat prefers habitat edges and
mosaics with trees that are protected from above and
open below with open areas for foraging, including
grasslands, shrublands, and open woodlands. They are
solitary by nature, but will gather in larger nursery
roosts during the summer.

There is no suitable habitat within the project area,
however, there is suitable roosting habitat within the
Pilarcitos Creek riparian corridor. Known to occur in
San Mateo County.
Not Expected

CSSC

San Francisco Dusky-footed woodrat is a nocturnal
species that is known for constructing large terrestrial
stick houses, some of which can last for twenty or more
years. Houses typically are placed on the ground
against or straddling a log or exposed roots of a
standing tree, and, are often located in dense brush.
Nests are also placed in the crotches and cavities of
trees and in hollow logs. Sometimes arboreal nests are
constructed in habitat with evergreen trees such as live
oak.

There is no suitable habitat within the project area,
however, there is suitable habitat within the Pilarcitos
Creek riparian corridor. Widespread in San Mateo
County.
Not Expected

Potential to Occur
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MIG
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